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Compliant shell mechanisms are thin shell structures that transmit loads and motion
via large elastic deflections. These have advantages over classical mechanisms by
reducing the need for traditional joints, thereby reducing part count, friction, and
backlash. By replacing designs that utilise discrete joints and moving parts, com-
pliant mechanisms have found application in areas including deployable structures,
medical support braces and morphing aerostructures.
Designing compliant shell mechanisms is not without challenges. Typically, these
mechanisms need to achieve specific force-displacement responses, and their nonlin-
ear nature means that these responses can be sensitive to small changes in design
parameters. Inclusion of anisotropic composite materials expands their design space
through selection of the composite laminate layup and prestress, potentially offer-
ing alternative routes for stiffness tailoring for restricted design cases. Therefore,
understanding the theoretical and practical limits of what is possible in this design
space is very valuable.
The research presented investigates several compliant shell structures and 1) ex-
plores the potential of combining mechanical and thermal prestress with composite
laminate layup to tailor the response of compliant shell mechanisms, 2) develops
analytical and numerical models to characterise and visualise their response, and 3)
validates these models against manufactured prototypes. Different combinations of
thermal and mechanical prestress are investigated, as well as the effects of various
design parameters (thickness, geometry, fibre angles etc.) on compliant mechanism
behaviour. Detailed finite element models are presented and validated against proto-
types of prestressed composite tape springs and helical lattice structures. Eigenscrew
characterisation of compliant mechanisms has also been applied to composite shells
for the first time, giving new insight into the interplay between material stiffness and
shell geometry in mechanism behaviour, via visualisation of compliance axes. These
findings pave the way for future studies of robust design, fatigue life enhancement
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Compliant mechanisms are flexible devices used to transmit forces or motion via
large elastic deformations. These have advantages over classical mechanisms (i.e.
those comprised of rigid links connected by springs and hinges) by reducing the need
to include and maintain discrete joints. A particular class of compliant mechanism,
namely the compliant shell mechanism, utilises the spatial (i.e. 3D) bending and
twisting of thin shell structures. Compliant shell mechanisms have found application
in areas such as passive shell-based exoskeletons and medical supports [168], where
shape and space constraints provide a challenging design space. A comparison be-
tween a classical compliant mechanism and a compliant shell mechanism in Figure
1.1 illustrates the ability to achieve equivalent functionality in a more constrained
footprint.
Compliant shell mechanisms are similar in design and function to some morphing
and deployable structures, as these also rely on elastic deformations of thin-walled
shell structures to achieve large changes in shape. Applications are, for example,
found in aerospace engineering where morphing wings are designed for improved
aerodynamics [127] or deployable space structures are designed for compact stowage
during launch [164]. Although the fields of compliant mechanisms and morphing
and deployable structures are complementary, there has not been much overlap or
collaboration in literature. The work in this thesis aims to bridge some of this gap.
Morphing and deployable structures increasingly utilise fibre reinforced com-
posite materials to introduce novel functionality through a tailored laminate lay-
up [128, 163] or to achieve large deformations through high allowable strains [164].
Thus, there is also great potential to enhance compliant shell mechanisms with these
materials. Using composite systems such as carbon and glass fibre reinforced poly-
mers provides a means to increase the stiffness and simultaneously reduce the weight
of compliant shell mechanisms, as well as form shells with complex geometries. Fur-
thermore inclusion of these materials offer new ways to tune the mechanism kinetics
and kinematics, particularly through careful optimisation of the anisotropic mate-
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Figure 1.1: Classical compliant mechanism and compliant shell mechanism concepts de-
signed for the same kinematic requirements. Rotational axes are shown with
dotted lines, with the fixed boundary, ‘Ω’, shown in blue and the translating
region, ‘T’ shown in green. Reproduced from Ref [168].
rial properties and by utilising a state of prestress in the laminate. Prestress can be
applied to a shell mechanism via a mechanical load or assembling a mechanism in a
post-buckled state, but also as a result of mismatches in thermal expansion coeffi-
cients. The anisotropic thermal properties of composite laminate materials therefore
provide an additional means of tailoring the structural response. Figure 1.2 shows
an example of shape changes that can occur in a flat plate with a cross-ply com-
posite laminate lay-up where bistability is induced as a result of thermal prestress.
Traditional compliant mechanisms achieve anisotropy of deformation typically via
geometric choices, but including composite materials could enable anisotropic de-
formations via anisotropic materials, enabling compliant mechanisms with identical
geometry to exhibit different behaviours. This approach has been almost completely
unexplored in literature.
The use of composite materials in compliant shell mechanisms increases their
design space. However, the increase in design complexity also results in a loss of
design intuition. Furthermore, the nonlinear kinetic and kinematic response over
large deformations of the compliant shell mechanism means that they can be sen-
sitive to variations in geometry, material properties and prestress states. As well
as this, a compliant composite shell mechanism would have to exhibit a specific
force-displacement response through large deformations, and potentially maintain
2
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Figure 1.2: Potential shape changes of an initially flat plate with a cross-ply laminate
subject to uniform thermal loading. Reproduced from Ref [52].
this for many cycles. However, polymeric materials traditionally used in composites
can be susceptible to issues such as creep and stress relaxation. Addressing these
issues requires advances in the design, analysis and manufacture of such composite
compliant shells.
Successfully creating composite compliant mechanisms could thus be challenging,
but developing new design, modelling and manufacturing techniques that provide
intuitive insight into the compliant shell behaviour would be very valuable. The
work in this thesis aims to do this, and thus enable an assessment of the potential
benefits of compliant mechanisms made from composite materials and pave the
way for additional collaboration between the fields of compliant mechanisms and
morphing composite structures.
1.1 Project Objectives
The objectives of this project involve taking several shell structures as case studies
and assessing the potential benefits to mechanism behaviour that the inclusion of
tailored composites can bring. This will involve: i) exploring the potential of com-
bining different means of tailoring composite compliant shell mechanisms (namely
geometric, prestress and layup tailoring); ii) developing analytical and numerical
models that can accurately and intuitively characterise the composite compliant
mechanism behaviour; iii) assessing the design sensitivity and manufacturing fea-
sibility of these tailored composite shells; and iv) bridging the gap between the
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fields of compliant mechanisms design and composite structures design by applying
mechanisms characterisation frameworks to composite compliant shells.
The project aims to investigate different combinations of thermal and mechani-
cal prestress in these shells via analytical, numerical and experimental approaches,
as well as the effects of various design parameters (thickness, layup, fibre angles
etc.) on compliant mechanism behaviour. Material systems used are those that are
well-characterised and representative of typical high-performance fibre reinforced
polymer composites. Specifically this will involve the analysis and manufacture of
two representative composite compliant shell mechanisms with different behaviours
and types of prestress. The first case study involves simple geometry shells (singly-
curved ‘tape-springs’) with thermal prestress. The second, while still a constrained
geometry, is a more complex system (helical lattices) with thermal and mechanical
prestress. The third case study considers more general 3D shells (e.g. a scoliosis
brace) with more general displacements, and the ways to characterise and visualise
compliance behaviour in general cases where material anisotropy is included.
1.2 Thesis Structure
Chapter 2 provides a review of academic literature and background concepts relevant
to this project. Current state of the art of compliant mechanism design approaches
are compared, and the particularities of compliant shell mechanisms are introduced.
The parallels with shape-changing composite structures are then discussed, firstly
with explanations of in-plane and out-of-plane coupling phenomena (and the math-
ematical framework for evaluating laminate properties), and then by categorising
existing morphing composite structures according to whether they are mono-stable
or multi-stable, and active or passive. After comparisons are drawn between these
structures, a discussion of the use of prestress to tailor composites is presented,
highlighting the methods for achieving prestress and novel low- and zero-stiffness
behaviours that can be achieved as a result. The review ends with an overview of
the key areas of behavioural uncertainties common in prestressed composite shells.
Chapter 3 presents an investigation into the potential of using thermal pre-
stress in a composite material to radically change the passive behaviour of a simple
singly-curved shell known as a tape spring. An existing analytical tape spring struc-
tural model is extended with thermal prestress effects, and energy landscapes of the
torsional behaviour of such a structure are compared to finite-element models and
prototype measurements. In addition, a brief analytical exploration of zero torsional
stiffness is presented. The analytical models enable physical insight to be gained
about the tape spring behaviour, and it is shown that while large shape-changes can
be achieved with purely thermal prestress, this effect cannot be relied on its own to
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tailor for complex behaviours (in this case, zero torsion stiffness).
To expand the potential design space for tailored behaviours, thermal and me-
chanical prestressing techniques are combined in Chapter 4 to enable extreme be-
haviour in an actuated composite helical lattice structure. Detailed finite element
simulations are presented which must model the assembly process of the helical lat-
tice in order to accurately capture the mechanical and thermal prestress required for
its functionality. Numerical and analytical results are successfully compared with
experimental measurements from precisely manufactured prototypes. The models
presented in this chapter demonstrate the large potential in using multiple types
of prestress to establish complex behaviours in a compliant structure, and the cor-
responding prototype - demonstrating a large negative thermal expansion helical
lattice for the first time - illustrates that such mechanisms are feasible to manufac-
ture and use.
Next, a design methodology suitable for assessing the stiffness characteristics of
general shell geometries is considered in Chapter 5. A modelling approach devel-
oped in the field of mechanisms and robotics is extended to composite compliant shell
mechanisms for the first time. An explanation of the eigen-decomposition technique
is presented, and new links to classical structural mechanics concepts are shown
analytically for the case of a cantilevered tape spring. A visualisation framework for
general compliant shell mechanisms is presented and applied to simple composite
tape springs of different geometry and fibre orientations. A composite scoliosis brace
mechanism is investigated in Chapter 6 as a case study for this mechanism charac-
terisation technique, and to assess the potential of inclusion of composite materials
in improving a complex compliant shell mechanism design. As well as demonstrating
mathematical links between two complementary fields of design, this characterisa-
tion technique is shown to give intuitive insight into what are usually non-intuitive
deformations of composite compliant mechanisms, and highlight where designs be-
come dominated by geometric effects, material properties, or a combination of the
two.
Overall project conclusions are presented in Chapter 7, and potential avenues of




This chapter presents a broad overview of key research in the fields of compliant
mechanism design and composite morphing shell structures, and details some fun-
damentals of composite laminate theory used in this thesis. This project seeks to
explore the benefits of including composite materials in compliant shell mechanisms,
and so this chapter specifically looks at compliant mechanism design techniques and
the parallels between compliant mechanisms and morphing composites. Composite
behaviour at a laminate level is also outlined, as well as design implications of pre-
stress and behavioural uncertainties in composite shells. Some content presented in
this chapter was initially detailed in an Exploratory Project (XP) internal report
produced during this PhD [225].
2.1 Compliant Mechanisms
Compliant mechanisms are structures that transmit forces and motion via large
scale elastic deformations, contrasting with rigid links and joints used in traditional
mechanisms [95]. This mechanism design approach does limit their stiffness and
motion ranges to what is achievable from the elasticity of the material and geometry,
and this can include unwanted ‘parasitic’ responses [243]. While this can make
compliant mechanisms challenging to design, they possess the significant advantage
of lacking friction, mechanical backlash and need for lubrication, as well as reducing
system maintenance requirements and part counts.
Compliant mechanisms are therefore frequently used where lubrication and main-
tenance is not possible, such as in spacecraft mechanisms [164] or in medical devices
[168]. Precision devices that required backlash-free responses (such as microelec-
tromechanical systems (MEMS)) also benefit from the use of compliant mechanisms
[122]. Traditional structural design often seeks greater stiffnesses and strengths,
but there are some applications where compliance can be exploited. Such examples
include “gravity balancing” devices that match the weight of the mechanism and
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any loading with the elastic forces in the structure [9, 195]. Additionally, the de-
sire for greater energy efficiency has made compliant design an attractive option to
help enable load alleviation and reduce turbulent flow across wings and aerostruc-
tures [127].
Tailoring the compliance of a structure is not a modern phenomenon however,
with numerous examples of compliant mechanisms used throughout human history.
Chariot designs from ancient Egypt have been shown to utilise multi-functional
compliant components, with poles connecting the chariot to the horse’s yolk tuned
to act as both leaf springs, and torsional springs [205]. In addition to this many
variations of composite bow (see Figure 2.1) have been used historically in hunting
and warfare which have used combinations of woods, horn and sinew to deliberately
enhance the performance of compressive and flexural regions of the bow, enabling
bows to become smaller and shoot arrows faster and further [154]. Even early
aircraft control surfaces were designed to be compliant structures, with perhaps the
most famous example being the warping wings of the Wright brothers’ 1902 glider
and their subsequent “Wright Flyer” of 1903 [119].
Figure 2.1: Illustration of the regions and cross-sections of the composite bow, highlight-
ing material choices and placement that enhanced the possible distance that




Many of the ancient examples of compliant structures were developed over long
periods of time as a result of trial and error. Modern approaches for the design
of compliant mechanisms focus on matching a set of mathematical requirements
to improve design efficiency. In their review of such methods, Gallego and Herder
[71] identify three main approaches for compliant mechanism design: kinematic
approaches, structural optimisation techniques, and building-block approaches.
Kinematic Approaches
In this approach designs are sought that match a series of kinematic requirements.
The main kinematic approaches are the Freedom and Constraints Topologies (FACT),
and rigid-body-replacement methods. The FACT approach developed by Hopkins
and Culpepper sets about identifying the mechanism requirements in terms of de-
grees of freedom, identifying the corresponding constraint space and then select-
ing topologies from this constraint space to generate an early-stage mechanism
design [90–92]. Figure 2.2 shows an example where a mechanism with a single
rotational degree of freedom is required (shown by the red line), and the corre-
sponding constraint space consists of planes intersecting this line (shown by the blue
lines). Next, designs can be selected that correspond to geometry permitted by the
constraint space, with one example mechanism shown consisting of two blade flex-
ures perpendicular to the flexure axis, and another consisting of four blade flexures
aligned with the rotation axis. This approach is very effective for rapidly generating
initial mechanism concepts, but only provides initial shapes and topologies to the
designer. Some examples of mechanisms designed using the FACT approach can be
found in Refs [93,94,257,258].
In contrast, the rigid-body-replacement approaches focus on designing mecha-
nisms by approximating a compliant mechanism as a series of rigid links connected
by springs (i.e. a conventional rigid body mechanism) of appropriate stiffness [204].
This can simply involve the replacement of discrete hinges with equivalent flexible
elements [96] by inspection or by using a pseudo-rigid-body model. A pseudo-rigid-
body model considers flexible members as torsion springs attached to rigid links,
as shown in the example in Figure 2.3. Kota et al. also promoted the idea of
mechanisms with distributed compliance (i.e. where the entire structure is compli-
ant to some degree) for improved reliability and performance [122]. While Kota
et al. initially used optimisation processes to determine topologies for distributed
compliance, rigid-body-replacement methods provide a simple way of incorporation
of distributed compliance into designs [232]. The advantages of this approach are
that the design process is simplified, with the closed-form displacement and force
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Figure 2.2: An illustration of the use of the FACT design approach for a single degree of
rotation mechanism, adapted from Ref [92]. Image (A) shows a mechanism’s
required freedom space, while image (B) shows the corresponding constraint
space. Images (C-E) illustrate the selection of a mechanism utilising two
blade flexures. Images (F-H) illustrate the selection of a mechanism utilising
four blade flexures. Reproduced from Ref [92].
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equations from the models being beneficial for allowing the designer to conduct pa-
rameter sensitivity analyses [161]. The limitation of this approach is that it relies
on knowledge of the design of conventional rigid body mechanisms, so limits appli-
cation to existing mechanisms designers. Some examples of mechanisms designed
using rigid-body replacement approaches can be found in Refs [115,153,182,200].
Figure 2.3: A compliant gripper (a) modelled as a rigid body mechanism using the
pseudo-rigid-body model to express the flexible members as torsion springs
attached to rigid links, (b) the original compliant design, and (c) the com-
pliant design found via the pseudo-rigid body method. Reproduced from
Ref [96].
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Structural Optimisation Techniques
These techniques utilise mathematical optimisations to identify mechanisms that
satisfy a given objective function. They are very popular, with many examples
of optimisation-based compliant mechanisms (e.g. Refs [19, 20, 68, 99, 146, 172, 181,
220]). Radaelli and Herder highlighted the general difficulty in designing compliant
mechanisms due to the coupling between the kinetics and kinematics, presenting
shape-optimisation methods as a design solution [193, 194]. These optimisation
techniques provide a method for generating complete designs directly from a set
of requirements contained within a cost function, but do not grant the designer
any physical insight into the behaviour of the resulting mechanism. The designer
must instead be relied upon to generate suitable cost functions and use suitable
optimisation algorithms if the resulting mechanism is to be feasible.
Building-Block Approaches
Building-block approaches combine multiple well-characterised mechanisms together
to achieve a desired response. The kinematic and optimisation approaches provide
pathways for designing compliant mechanisms that are tailored for specific responses,
but these procedures have limitations for the designer insofar as providing only lim-
ited intuitive insight into the mechanism behaviour, requiring detailed understanding
of classical rigid-body mechanism design, or necessitating further analysis to reach
a complete design (i.e. not just a mechanism topology). Techniques that allow the
generation of complete mechanism designs and provide more intuitive insight into
the responses of compliant mechanisms are thus desirable, and the building-block
design approach proposed by Kim et al. aims to do this [109, 112, 113]. Kim noted
that rigid-body replacement methods are often reliant on initial ‘seed’ mechanisms,
and while optimisation strategies generate designs straight from requirements, they
are highly sensitive to the cost function definitions and algorithms used [113]. The
idea behind the building block approach is to build a library of standard, well-
characterised compliant mechanisms and develop an analytical framework and se-
ries of simple design rules that can aid a designer in choosing and combining these
simple mechanisms (in series or in parallel) into suitable complex mechanisms for
given problems [111].
The mechanisms in the library can be characterised by considering each with
respect to a single point of interest (POI) on the mechanism, e.g. similar to an end
effector on a robotic arm. The principal degrees of freedom of the POI could then be
found, i.e. the three principal translational directions and rotational axes (as well as
their associated compliances). Kim’s chosen method for identifying these degrees of
freedom is to decompose the POI stiffness matrix into a series of ‘eigentwists’ (rep-
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resenting principal rotational degrees of freedom) and ‘eigenwrenches’ (representing
principal translational degrees of freedom). This eigen-decomposition technique was
developed by Likpin and Patterson [142–145,179,180], and is explored in further de-
tail in Chapters 5 and 6, and Refs [226, 229] that resulted from the work therein.
Huang and Schimmels also investigate this eigen-decomposition, providing commen-
tary on the physical interpretation of the translational cases [98]. Some examples of
mechanisms designed using this technique can be seen in Refs [88,110,121,123,138].
Once found, these principal degrees of freedom can be visualised, usually with com-
pliance ellipsoids (3D ellipsoids with principal dimensions and orientations that cor-
respond to the principal eigenscrew magnitudes and directions of the mechanism)
or by plotting the eigenscrew axes in 3D space and comparing magnitudes of the
compliances of each degree of freedom [137,138,171].
2.1.2 Shell and Spatial Mechanisms
Much work in the field of compliant mechanisms has focused on the design of planar
mechanisms. A more recent development has been that of compliant shell mech-
anisms, which are compliant mechanisms that achieve large force-displacement re-
sponses by utilising thin-walled structures that can bend and twist in three dimen-
sions. Compliant shell mechanisms can achieve equivalent functionality to planar
mechanisms, but in a more constrained footprint. Seffen defined compliant shell
mechanisms to be those with corrugations connected by folds or hinges (e.g. origami
mechanisms) [214], but herein Farshad’s more general definition of a shell mechanism
being a spatially-curved thin-walled structure is used [64].
Some interesting examples of topology-optimised compliant shell mechanisms
have been designed by Radaelli et al., including gravity balancers [194, 195] and a
carbon fibre leaf spring [193]. Morsch et al. also developed a novel compliant joint
that uses leaf spring shell mechanisms combined with planar flexures, but this time
using the pseudo-rigid-body model approach coupled with an optimiser to reach a
design [163].
The building block design approach and eigenscrew decomposition framework
discussed in Section 2.1.1 has also proved effective for designing shell mechanisms.
Of particular note is the work of Nijssen et al. who highlighted that design of
shell mechanisms can become difficult without a standard characterisation method
due to their spatial nature, and presented a library of compliant shells to act as
building blocks [168, 169] as shown in Figure 2.4. This library was developed to
help with the design of a scoliosis brace where multiple correctional constraints
are needed to be applied to the patient [168, 170]. The kinetic requirements of
the patient could be identified in terms of translational and rotational stiffnesses,
12
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Figure 2.4: Nijssen’s library of compliant shell mechanism building blocks, including
several origami mechanisms. G terms refer to whether geometry curves meet
at join line (G0) or have the same tangent direction at the join line (G1) and
κ terms refer to the principal curvatures. Reproduced from Ref [169].
and suitable compliant shell mechanisms could be used to achieve these. While
Nijssen characterised the library using compliance ellipsoids [169] (see Figure 2.5a),
Leemans developed it further by creating framework to unify the units of compliance
between the rotational and translational degrees of freedom, allowing them to be
directly compared to give each building block a compliance ranking of its degrees of
freedom [137,138] (see Figure 2.5b).
The state of the art in compliant mechanism design includes a wide range of
methods for determining detailed mechanism shapes and topologies, as well as meth-
ods for characterising and comparing complex mechanism behaviours. In contrast,
less focus has been applied to material choices for such structures (despite careful
choice and placement of material playing a large role in historical designs), which
could further expand the available compliant mechanism design space.
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(a) Double parabolic shell characterised with compliance ellipsoids, adapted from Ref [168]
(b) Double parabolic shell characterised with unified eigenscrews, adapted from Ref [139]
Figure 2.5: Comparison of compliance characterisation visualisation approaches for a
double parabolic shell mechanism building block
14
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2.2 Composite Laminate Materials
In parallel to developments in compliant shell mechanisms, aerospace engineers have
created shape-changing shell structures using anisotropic fibre reinforced composite
materials. Composite materials often exhibit high specific properties, and can pro-
vide this high stiffness in an anisotropic manner by changing the orientations of the
reinforcing fibres, enabling shells of the same geometry to deform differently and
in novel manners that couple bending, twisting and extensional deformations [126].
Such anisotropic tailoring could include varying the fibre layup across the struc-
ture or prestressing the composite laminates. In addition, composite materials lend
themselves to geometric optimisation as they can readily be formed into complex
geometries with the shape and material created at the same time during manufac-
ture. Application areas of interest have included morphing wings for aircraft [237],
deployable structures for spacecraft [164] and aerodynamically-optimised wind tur-
bine blades [128].
Huang and Schimmels noted that elastic members that couple translational and
rotational components are required to be able to build mechanisms with any ar-
bitrary stiffness matrix, suggesting tailored composites could be key for advanced
mechanism design [97]. Despite this, almost all of the research in the field of com-
pliant shell mechanisms has focused on isotropic shells. A couple of examples of
anisotropic compliant mechanisms exist in literature, but these are only planar mech-
anisms. Both Li et al. [140] and Tong et al. [240] developed topology optimisation
processes for composite mechanisms, highlighting that composite anisotropy could
enable improved performance, with Tong et al. even investigating the potential of
using composites with varying fibre angles. All of this work was entirely numerical
however, with no manufacturing methods presented, and no consideration given for
spatial composite shell mechanisms. It seems that the use of composites in the de-
sign of compliant mechanisms is currently under-utilised, which is surprising given
their potential benefits, and this is something this thesis aims to address.
2.2.1 Classical Laminate Analysis (CLA)
Before reviewing the state of the art examples of morphing and deployable composite
shells it is worth outlining some of the key aspects of Classical Laminate Analysis
(CLA). The following subsection gives a brief overview of the mathematics required
to evaluate the stiffness of composite laminates, as well as the composite material
properties used throughout the work in this thesis; for full details of CLA the reader




Evaluating effective shell-level stiffness properties is more complex when composite
materials are included. Individual plies are stacked together to form a laminate, and
the contributions of the different materials, fibre directions, and their distance (and
ordering) from a reference plane (typically the shell mid-plane) must be taken into
account. Composite Laminate Analysis (CLA) defines the A, B and D matrices
as the in-plane, coupling (between in-plane and out-of-plane) and bending stiffness
matrices of the laminate [104,167].
For these matrices to be valid, CLA relies on several key assumptions [100]: 1)
displacements are continuous through the laminate thickness; 2) the laminate cross-
sections remain plane and perpendicular (Kirchoff-Love hypothesis); 3) the strain-
displacement relationship is linear; 4) the constituent materials are linear-elastic;
and 5) the through-thickness stresses are small relative to the in-plane stresses (i.e.
assume a state of plane stress). If these conditions apply, then ply-level stiffnesses
can be expressed using the reduced stiffness matrix Q, which links the ply-level

























Here E11 and E22 refer to the in-plane stiffness parallel to and perpendicular to the
fibre direction respectively, G12 refers to the shear modulus, and ν12 and ν21 refer to
the Poisson’s ratios.
To take into account the orientation of the fibres in each ply (the angle θ), the
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(where numeric subscripts refer to fibre axes, and alphabetic subscripts refer to
global axes) can be used to convert the reduced stiffness matrix Q, into the lamina
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transformed stiffness matrix Q̄, defined as,
Q̄ = T−1QRTR−1, (2.3)
where R is the Reuter matrix
R =
1 0 00 1 0
0 0 2
 , (2.4)
which is included so that the strain transformation can be written elegantly when
using an engineering definition of strain (i.e. ε12 =
1
2
γ12). Using this lamina stiffness
matrix, the ABD matrices can be constructed by summing the stiffness contribu-




































where i and j refer to the positions of the terms in the matrix, k is the ply index
(with the first ply being k = 1), and hk being the position of the top of ply k
with respect to the laminate reference plane. Together the ABD matrices link the
laminate-level loads and bending moments (N and M terms respectively) to the
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When a laminate possesses a non-zero B matrix, in-plane (thermal) strains can
cause out-of-plane curvature changes, i.e. (thermal) warping. The reduced bending
stiffness matrix
D∗ = D −BTA−1B. (2.9)
accounts for the contribution of non-zero B matrices to the bending stiffness. It is
used in the calculation of the flexural strain energy.
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Material Invariants & Lamination Parameters
Another useful concept for the analysis of composite structures are lamination pa-
rameters, first proposed by Tsai [241]. These allow the stiffness of any (non-hybrid)
composite layup to be represented using at most twelve continuous parameters (ξ1
to ξ12) and a thickness, h. In addition, they allow the ABD matrix terms to be
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of material invariants U1 to U5, which are linear combinations of the reduced stiffness




















(Q11 +Q22 − 2Q12 + 4Q66) (2.17)
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The lamination parameters themselves (ξ1 to ξ12) are then defined. Using a similar
notation to that used by Fukunaga in Ref [69]:
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du (2.18)[
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udu (2.19)[
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u2du (2.20)
where θ represents the fibre angle of a unidirectional ply, and u = 2z/t, with z
referring to the distance away from the laminate reference plane, and t the individual
ply thickness. Lamination parameters are another way to sum the contributions of
the fibre angles to the laminate stiffness through the thickness of the laminate,
and can act as elegant laminate design parameters. These linear ABD expressions,
and being able to describe any laminate in terms of only twelve parameters and a
thickness, can simplify equations used in composites analysis and are particularly
beneficial for optimisation problems as their design space is convex. A few examples
of composite design using lamination parameters can be found in Refs [105,107,162].
Composite Material Properties
In this thesis two composite material systems are considered for the analysis and
prototyping of various case studies, with both chosen due to their well-documented
properties and ease of availability. Firstly a higher-stiffness system utilising unidi-
rectional Hexcel IM7 carbon fibres and 8552 epoxy resin matrix was used in initial
studies of a tape spring mechanism (Chapter 3) and helical lattice structures (Chap-
ter 4). Nominal material properties relevant for this work are noted in Table 2.1
based on values from Refs [24, 87, 197]. Here α11 and α22 refer to the coefficients of
thermal expansion parallel to and perpendicular to the fibre direction respectively,
t refers to the cured ply thickness, and ρ refers to the laminate density. Addition-
ally, the terms Xt and Xc refer to the ultimate tensile and compressive strengths
of an IM7-8552 ply along the fibre direction, Yt and Yc refer to the ultimate tensile
and compressive strengths perpendicular to the fibre direction, and S refers to the
ultimate shear strength.
Later work considers composite compliant mechanisms for medical support ap-
plications and uses generic properties for a lower-stiffness system with unidirectional
E-Glass fibres and an epoxy matrix. The material properties relevant for this work
are listed in Table 2.2. Here the terms are the same as for Table 2.1, with the ad-
ditional term H referring to the total thickness of the cured laminate (i.e. the sum
of the thicknesses of all individual plies).
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Table 2.1: Material Data IM7-8552 [24,87,197]
E11 = 161 GPa α11 = −0.1 · 10−6 K-1 Xts = 2326.2 MPa
E22 = 11.38 GPa α22 = 31 · 10−6 K-1 Xcs = 1200.1 MPa
G12 = 5.17 GPa t = 0.131 mm Ycs = 62.3 MPa
ν12 = 0.32 ρ = 1.57 · 103 kg/m3 Ycs = 199.8 MPa
Ss = 92.3 MPa
Table 2.2: Material Data E-Glass - Epoxy [37]
E11 = 41 GPa α11 = 7.0 · 10−6 K-1
E22 = 10.4 GPa α22 = 26 · 10−6 K-1
E11/E22 = 3.9 ν12 = 0.28
G12 = 4.3 GPa H = 0.5 mm
2.3 Classifying Morphing Composite Shells
Morphing structures are those in which the structural shape is designed to change
between different functional states. This can also include deployable structures, i.e.
those where one state is a compact, stowed configuration, and the other is a much
larger operational configuration. Ways to classify the many different configurations
and behaviour of morphing composite structures in the literature is by considering
the actuation and stability states of the morphing shell:
• Active or Passive Structures. Is the shape change determined entirely by
the structure stiffness and the external loading (i.e. a classical flexure element),
or is it controlled by some stimuli input by the user, e.g. thermal, piezoelectric
or shape-memory actuators?
• Mono- or Multi-Stable Structures. Does the structure possess one ref-
erence ‘undeformed’ state, or are non-linear buckling or rapid shape-changes
included in the design?
2.3.1 Passive Monostable Shells
While not the most common type of morphing composite in the literature, passive
monostable shells have been an area of interest for deployable structures. In partic-
ular tape springs (open-section cylindrical shell structures with a single curvature
about the shell longitudinal axis) have been investigated as deployable devices due to
their ability to be folded and stowed in an unstable state that can be released when
deployment is required. Initially studied by Rimrott [198], Seffen et al. detailed the
deployment behaviour of such structures, presenting two ways in which tape springs
can be stowed: coiled or folded (as shown in Figure 2.6) [216,217]. In these studies
Seffen showed that the development of an elastic fold is a propagating instability
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with constant bending moments existing on either side of the fold, and presented
analytical models for coiled and locally-folded tape springs. While traditionally
these deployable shell structures were metallic structures, Yee et al. demonstrated
the potential of using composite tape springs to reduce mass and reduce thermal
expansion coefficients [256].
Figure 2.6: Two configurations for stowing deployable tape springs: (a) coiled and (b)
locally-folded. Reproduced from Ref [216].
Another folded deployable composite shell structure is the slit-tube hinge (some-
times also referred to as a tape spring hinge) most famously used for the antenna
on the MARSIS experiment onboard the Mars Express spacecraft [148]. This class
of structure is a development of the folded tape spring, with slits cut into a hol-
low tube to enable a discrete hinge to form in the manner of folded tape springs
(as shown in Figure 2.7). Yee and Pellegrino extended existing analytical models
to include composite materials and conducted strain measurement studies for this
class of structure [184, 255], noting that woven composite booms are more suitable
for surviving high strain deployments. Mallikarachchi and Pellegrino conducted a
design study of a double-hinged boom with a focus on assessing the boom sensitivity
to deployment failure [147].
This concept of using a cut-out slit to develop a folded shell structure was later
used by Lachenal et al. for a folding wing concept, although the effect of the slit
Figure 2.7: Folding sequence of a composite slit-tube hinge. Reproduced from Ref [147].
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on aerodynamic performance was not investigated [132]. A further variation of the
deploying hinge was presented by Sarkovsky et al. using multi-matrix composites,
with more flexible matrix materials used at hinge locations instead of cutting holes
into the tube [202,203].
2.3.2 Passive Multistable Shells
Tape Springs
Tape springs were also found to be capable of exhibiting bistable behaviours that
could be exploited for morphing purposes, and have received significant research
interest as a result. First developed by Daton-Lovett, these tape springs differed
from previous monostable metallic designs by utilising an anti-symmetric composite
laminate to cause the tape spring to become stable in its coiled configuration and
its deployed configuration [40]. Iqbal and Pellegrino presented an energy-based
analytical model to describe the main folding behaviour of these structures and
carried out finite element simulations to predict radii values and highlight structural
nonlinearities [101]. Galletly and Guest presented two further analytical models for
bistable composite tubes based on beams and shells, showing that shell edge effects
can have a significant impact on shell equilibrium states [72, 73]. Pellegrino et al.
showed that this bistability could also be incorporated into any material tape spring
by mechanically prestressing it [106, 183]. Building on this bistability work, Seffen
and Guest showed that same-sense prestressing could be used to generate a neutrally
stable isotropic shell structure (i.e. one where minimal, if any, load is required for
deformation), or a bistable orthotropic shell structure, as well as novel configurations
where neutral and bistable behaviour could exist together [215].
One of the most popular application areas for these composite tape springs is in
bistable booms for small satellites, and examples of these can be seen in Refs [33,66,
102,165]. More recent developments have included investigations by Wang et al. into
the folding behaviour of bistable tape springs, which mapped out the bending and
buckling processes that occur [248,249], and new bistable forms developed by Knott
et al. that include double curvatures and stable helical configurations [117,118].
Helical Shells
Helical shell structures have also been of interest for tailored multistable morphing.
Lachenal et al. presented a twisting structure comprised of two prestressed compos-
ite strips connected in parallel by rigid spokes where changing the layup could allow
stable twisted states to be tailored [130]. A diagram of this is shown in Figure 2.8,
and similar structures were presented in Refs [7, 26, 28, 149]. Later Lachenal et al.
applied this concept to make a bistable composite twisting I-beam [129].
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of Lachenal’s ladder-type morphing composite helix (a) showing
the structure in its straight and twisted configurations, and (b) showing the
generation of prestress by flattening initially-curved strips. Reproduced from
Ref [130].
Other helical morphing composites were considered in bistable lattice configura-
tions, initially presented by Pirrera et al. [187] (non-helical multistable composite
lattices also exist [36]), and is shown in Figure 2.9. Other work with these helices has
involved stiffness tailoring for novel thermal behaviour (see Chapter 4 and Ref [175]),
as well as combining them to create coupled non-linear structures [49]. Pirrera’s ini-
tial helix model using 1D rods was refined by McHale et al. to include the effects of
shell transverse curvatures and thermal effects [27, 155, 156]. Analytical analysis of
these structures could be done in an elegant manner by introducing the assumption
that the helical strips remain on an underlying cylinder, and such models are com-
pared to numerical and experimental results in Chapter 4. Both classes of lattice
structure show good examples of how geometry, composite layup and prestress can
be used to configure the multistable states of a structure, and further structural
tailoring can be achieved by combining multiple such helices [49, 157].
Aerodynamic Surfaces
Multi-stability has also been considered for shape-changing composite aero-surfaces,
with Diaconu et al. presenting three bistable aerofoil sections utilising prestressed
composite skins on the trailing edge [48]. These sections could undergo large de-
formations, but lacked load-carrying capacity. Kuder et al. presented an alterna-
tive morphing aerofoil with internal bistable flexures that was more suitable for
aerodynamic loading [124, 125]. Daynes et al. demonstrated the feasibility of flow-
dependant bistability in the design of an air inlet where the prestressed composite
laminate could be tailored to change states at a pre-determined flow state [45].
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Figure 2.9: Photographs of Pirrera’s bistable composite helical lattice prototype showing
(a) the stable extended state, (b) an unstable transition state, and (c,d) the
stable contracted state. Reproduced from Ref [187].
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General Shells
Multi-stability has also been investigated in detail for general geometries of shells
[133], and for shells with arbitrary laminates [11], illustrating the vast potential for
tailoring shell structures. Seffen showed that bistability could be achieved in thin
shells by choosing only material properties and an initial shell shape (i.e. without
any prestressing of the shell) [213], and Vidoli et al. expanded this to demon-
strate tristability [246]. More general multistable behaviour has been investigated
for corrugated shells [173], and in surfaces created by connecting multiple bistable
laminated shells [34,35].
Attention has also been given to thermal contributions to multistability in shells.
This has been investigated in shells containing unsymmetric laminates [38,152,185],
shells that were mechanically prestressed [42], shells where novel variable fibre angle
manufacturing technologies were used [178], shells that utilise hybrid laminates [43],
and shells that were initially curved [53,136]. In later work, Daynes and Weaver fo-
cused on laminates that became multistable due to expansion coefficient differences,
showing that inducing mechanical prestress could counter hygro-thermal effects, in-
crease achievable deflections, and maintain high stiffnesses [44]. Brinkmeyer et al.
showed how the use of hybrid laminates with viscoelastic behaviours could enable a
time-dependant bistability [15,16].
Whereas in previous cases simplified analytical models were feasible for cap-
turing complex behaviour (e.g. the helical lattice structure [187]), a variety of semi-
analytical and numerical techniques have been presented for modelling the behaviour
of general multistable shells. These include energy minimisation of the assumed plate
curvatures to identify stable states [38, 41], using higher-order polynomials tech-
niques to model displacements accurately [134, 186], using assumptions of uniform
or quadratic curvature for quick computation of the Föppl-von Karman equations
for the large deformations of plates [85], and using generalised path-following al-
gorithms with finite-element solvers to identify the stability sensitivities to various
design parameters [79, 80].
A variety of different behaviours have been shown in literature for passive shell
structures with a range of geometries, materials and stress states. This demonstrates
the significant potential for tailoring the responses of shell structures.
2.3.3 Active Monostable Shells
While self-deploying and multistable structures have been shown to be tailorable,
some applications have required more control of the shell deformation, typically in
the form of a controlled actuator. For monostable shell structures multiple methods
of actuation have been demonstrated in literature. Yang et al. incorporated Shape
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Memory Alloys (SMAs) that return to a reference shape under a predefined thermal
load into a composite wing structure to enable smooth camber change [252]. Bilgen
et al. also developed a smooth variable-camber aerofoil, but by using macro-fibre
actuation: a series of piezoelectric ceramic fibres embedded into a polymer matrix
[12]. Steeves et al. used a piezoelectric layer to actuate (and thus correct shape
errors in) an ultra-thin composite mirror for a space telescope [230]. Johannisson et
al. demonstrated the potential of electro-chemical actuation by embedding carbon
fibres in a structural battery electrolyte matrix (shown in Figure 2.10) to create a
device similar to a bi-metallic strip, where two layers of this composite were insulated
from each other and lithium ions allowed to flow from one to the other, causing the
discharging layer to contract and the charging layer to expand [103].
Many active monostable shells have also been developed using elastomeric matrix
composites to create ‘soft’ mechanisms. Chillara et al. demonstrate a pneumatically-
actuated shell comprised of a rigid constraint layers, hollow ‘fluidic’ layers (to be
actuated) and prestressed fibre reinforced elastomeric layers [31]. Several proto-
type soft composite structures have been developed that are actuated using SMA
wires where bend-twist coupled deflection of cantilever beams has been sought us-
ing anisotropic effects from material and actuator placement [2, 199, 222]. SMA-
actuated monostable composite shells have also been developed there for smart
prosthetic [114] and automotive applications [86]. While elastomeric matrices offer
greater mechanism deflections, their reduced stiffness means their ability to transmit
or resist loads is limited.
2.3.4 Active Multistable Shells
Actuation has also been used to control the multistable behaviour of mechanisms,
typically in low-power systems used to snap between different stable states. Pollard
et al. present a deployable truss structure made from composite tape springs and
embedded SMA flexures, where the SMAs are included to allow the boom to pack
down tighter while still being able to deploy [188]. Murphey et al. also use nickel-
titanium SMAs to control the shape of a tape spring structure; their tape spring
had a stress state and layup tailored to enable it to be neutrally-stable (see Fig-
ure 2.11), i.e. every deformation state of the coiled tape spring was stable, creating
a multistable structure with infinite stable states [166].
Murphey et al. also proposed using a piezoelectric film to actuate the tape spring
as it was shown to be slightly less sensitive to manufacturing imperfections (the
neutrally-stable behaviour was very difficult to produce). Other active mechanisms
have considered using piezoelectric actuation to snap a bistable [135, 189, 210] or
multistable [65] plate between its to stable states.
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Figure 2.10: Electro-active mechanism comprised of carbon fibres in a structural battery
electrolyte matrix that allows the movement of lithium ions. (A) shows the
matrix phases and interface, (B) shows the mechanism cross-section, and
(C) shows the shape change resulting from the expansion and contraction





Figure 2.11: Photographs of various states of deployment of the neutrally-stable tape
spring developed by Murphey at al.. Reproduced from Ref [166].
Due to material anisotropy and residual stresses often left after curing, thermal
actuation has also been used to enable shape change in composite shells. Giddings
et al. investigated the shape changes of a bistable curved composite shell when
heated and considered the effects of ply thickness variations and resin pockets [74],
while Eckstein et al. and Zhang et al. have investigated the stable shapes of mul-
tistable composite shells with temperature-dependant material properties [52, 259].
Eckstein et al. also considered the effects of high temperature morphing using hy-
brid laminates and metal matrix composites where the mismatches between thermal
expansion coefficients can be more extreme (hence granting more tailoring potential)
than in classical polymer matrix composites [54,55].
The use of thermal actuation of a composite structure is explored in this thesis in
Chapter 4, but the variety of geometric controls for both active and passive morphing
composite structures seen in literature demonstrate that other actuation routes are
possible.
2.4 Prestressed Composite Shells
Novel behaviour in compliant shell structures is governed not just by geometry and
material properties, but also by specific stress states within the material. Inclusion
of prestress offers significant scope for expanding the design space of shell structures,
and has been present in a wide variety of the shape-changing composite devices in
the literature (e.g. Refs [15, 41–44, 130, 149, 152]), and is a prerequisite for novel
behaviours such as neutral stability [215].
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2.4.1 Techniques for Inducing Prestress
A wide range of techniques exist for imparting prestress into a composite shell struc-
ture, and these generally fall into one of three categories: mechanical prestress, ther-
mal prestress and viscoelastic prestress. Including these can enable a re-distribution
of the shell internal strain energy during deformations towards a novel functionality.
Mechanical Prestress
Often mechanical prestress involves bending or buckling a structural member before
locking it into the mechanism assembly, in order to tailor its geometric stiffness
contribution to the structure. As previously mentioned, helical lattices have been
used to enable novel structural behaviours, and Lachenal et al. flattened curved
cured composite strips to create a lattice structure with embedded bending moments
that induced bistable twisting behaviour [131]. This kind of mechanical prestress has
been used to ‘statically balance’ mechanisms - ensuring they remain in fixed positions
with no loading. Hoetmer et al. used a buckled beam to impart negative stiffness
into a gripper mechanism to balance other elements with positive stiffnesses [89], and
Radaelli et al. using prestressed torsion bars to balance an inverted pendulum [192].
Composite patches can also be used to prestress structures, with Chillara et al.
showing how prestressed elastomeric composites could be bonded to an isotropic
shell to induce bistability [30]. Another method for mechanical prestress was shown
by Kebadze et al. who used mechanical rolling of an isotropic metallic shell in specific
directions to impart desired residual bending moments and membrane stresses that
would balance the induced energies caused during deformation of the shell. An
analytical model for the shell strain energies was presented, which assumed that the
shell rotates around an underlying cylinder [106], and a prototype of such a zero
torsional stiffness device was shown by Guest et al. [81] (see Figure 2.12).
Thermal Prestress
Several examples of passive and active composite structures included prestress from
the mismatch of thermal expansion coefficients in the composite layup. These ther-
mal residual stresses have been investigated in composite structures, as they are a
by-product of composite manufacture due to high temperature curing processes, and
when combined with unsymmetric layups they can generate out-of-plane twisting
and warping. A good example of this can be seen in Ref [52], where the potential
thermally-induced shape changes of a cross-ply laminate are shown (see Figure 1.2
in Chapter 1). Laser forming can also be used to impart prestress in metallic struc-
tures, and has been modelled by Yanjin et al. [254]. It is worth noting that thermal
prestress can be difficult to control as changes in the environmental conditions will
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Figure 2.12: Different deformation states of a copper-beryllium tape spring that was
mechanically-prestressed to generate zero torsional stiffness behaviour. Re-
produced from Ref [81].
affect the thermal prestress. In their review of composite prestressed structures
Daynes et al. stated that hygrothermal variability and low stiffnesses often war-
ranted the need for additional mechanical prestressing of structures where thermal
prestress had been used to induce multistability [44]. Furthermore, it has also been
demonstrated that symmetric composite laminates can be made bistable using pre-
stressing techniques and thermal loading [42,53], illustrating the potential benefits of
combining thermal and mechanical prestress. Thermal prestress is explored in this
thesis for tailoring the torsion of tape springs in Chapter 3, and in Refs [227, 228]
based on the work therein.
Viscoelastic Prestress
The third most common form of prestress is via pre-loading viscoelastic materials
(usually polymeric reinforcing fibres or constituent composite matrix) to include a
time-dependent stress state in the shell. Fancey et al. investigated the potential
of using viscoelastically stretched nylon 6,6 fibres in polymer composites as a mode
of prestress [60], showing them to offer improved flexural stiffness [63] and impact
energy absorption [61], and noting that these properties are maintained over many
years. Manufacturing such composites is challenging, however, with stress needing
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to be applied to the fibres during cure. Additionally, the lifespan of viscoelastic
behaviour was not assessed for mechanisms where large deflections over many cycles
may cause stress relaxation. Work by Brinkmeyer et al. and Wang et al. has
shown that this sort of stress relaxation may be beneficial, with viscoelastic prestress
enabling time-dependant multistable behaviour, where mechanisms snap between
states after a sufficient period of stress relaxation has passed [17,247]. Burgoyne and
Alwis noted that the viscoelastic behaviour of aramid fibres can be complex, with
regions of linear and nonlinear behaviour that depend on stress levels, indicating
that care must be taken if viscoelasticity is used to target a specific mechanism
behaviour [21].
2.4.2 Developing Zero Stiffness Behaviour
While prestressed compliant mechanisms are potentially challenging to design and
make, one of their most interesting potential benefits is the ability to enable the
creation of structures that exhibit zero stiffness in certain degrees of freedom [215].
Also known as neutral stability, such structures require little to no energy input to
achieve a deflection, adopting whatever deflected configuration they are left in [206].
As such these mechanisms are beneficial in applications where only small actuation
forces can be provided (demonstrated nicely in the piezoelectrically-actuated rotat-
ing cylindrical shell from Hamouche et al. [84]), and can also be used as a way of
isolating a system from vibrations. In practice, real mechanisms are unlikely to be
‘truly’ zero stiffness as there will always be small material or geometric variations in
the shell that cause a favouring of one equilibrium state [234]. Nonetheless several
examples of ‘practical’ zero stiffness shell mechanisms exist, where residual forces
are so small that frictional or other forces can hold the structure in place.
Classical zero stiffness mechanisms have relied on the interaction of multiple
members to achieve an overall neutrally stable response. Elements with negative
stiffnesses (often generated via mechanical prestressing, e.g. a buckled beam) could
cancel out the responses of elements with positive stiffnesses (rods, springs etc.)
[206]. These combinations of springs and connecting beams can enable energy-free
adjustments of mechanism responses, and some of these devices have been used in
gravity balancing mechanisms [9, 195] and tensegrity structures [207].
Examples of zero stiffness tape springs have been introduced previously, and
these also rely on energy balances. The copper-beryllium prototype of Guest et
al. (shown in Figure 2.12) relied on an energy exchange occurred between bending
moments and membrane stresses of the shell in such a way that the shell could
rotate around an underlying cylinder and remain stable at any twist angle [81].
This behaviour is not limited to isotropic materials however: several examples of
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zero-stiffness composite shells exist in literature. Murphey and Pellegrino’s earliest
example involved the bonding together of two singly-curved cross-ply laminates in
an opposite sense so that the deformed shapes were maintained by the balance of
residual stress in each laminate [166]. The approach of Schultz et al. was materials-
based, utilising specific angle plain-weave fabrics and a novel matrix to eliminate
moment resultants that would usually occur during deflection [209].
Other techniques have involved modifying the laminates of multistable helical
structures, where inherent restrictions in curvature changes during twisting can en-
able zero torsional stiffness for specific fibre angles [130]. Another morphing aero-
structure from Lachenal et al. became neutrally stable due to the interactions of the
skin and prestressed elements (akin to the spring-balanced systems) [127]. Doornebal
also conducted initial investigations into tailoring layup and thermal prestress to
achieve zero stiffness twisting of a singly-curved composite shell but, while identify-
ing some theoretical regions of twist ranges that could be practically zero stiffness,
was unable to experimentally observe this behaviour [50].
2.5 Behavioural Uncertainties in Composite Shells
Issues with successfully manufacturing a practical zero stiffness shell highlight a
broader challenge of working with thin composite shells. Shell structures can be
highly sensitive to variations in their geometry, and using composite material also
presents challenges in terms of controlling variations such as fibre misalignments,
thickness variations, regions of resin-richness and cure temperature gradients [141,
191, 196]. Statistical techniques such as Monte Carlo simulations are often used to
get ‘averaged’ properties for laminated structures [56,223,244].
Fibre Misalignment
Early investigations into fibre misalignment predicted reductions in Young’s modu-
lus of single-angle unidirectional fibre composites of up to 20% [10, 116], although
these were for thick laminates with large fibre misalignments of approximately ±10°.
Steeves and Pellegrino showed that using manual layup techniques fibre misalign-
ments would be in the order of 1.9°− 2.2°, although these misalignments exacerbate
twisting deformation modes in contrast to laminate thickness and cure variations
that can exacerbate inextensional bending deformation modes [231]. Arao et al.
showed that fibre misalignments could be reduced to a standard deviation of ±0.4°
when an expert laminator made the laminates, but that this still caused out-of-
plane warping in cross-ply, symmetric and quasi-isotropic laminates due to moisture
absorption. It was suggested to increase the number of plies (i.e. to use thin ply
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systems) to counteract this [5,6], a technique also employed by designers of precision
composite mirrors [253].
Laminate Thicknesses & Resin-Richness
Giddings et al. used finite element methods to show that ply thickness changes (and
resin-rich regions) can alter expected laminate curvatures, and through-thickness
shear stresses can cause local curvature reversal [74]. In their review of manufac-
turing uncertainties, Mesogitis et al. highlighted the importance of fibre volume
fraction - the ratio of fibre to overall composite volume - noting that a 6% change in
volume fraction could cause a 5% change in the spring-in angle of a curved composite
plate, suggesting control of resin content is important for composite compliant shell
mechanisms that are highly reliant on geometric stiffness for their behaviour [160].
This is especially relevant for thin composite laminates since the flexural stiffness is
determined by the thickness cubed (see Equation 2.12).
Moisture Ingress & Stress Relaxation
Brampton et al. considered the impacts of manufacturing process variations specif-
ically on thin morphing composites. As well as showing that shell curvatures could
vary approximately ±2% for a ±5% deviation in Young’s modulus (longitudinal or
transverse) or cure temperature, and ±5% for a ±5% change in laminate thickness,
they noted that a 5% increase moisture absorption could reduce curvatures by almost
90% [13]. This correlated with work by Etches et al. who also noted that post-cure
moisture uptake in polymer matrices can significantly change snap-through loads
of bistable composites, as well as change their geometries [57]. Telford considered
moisture effects in detail, reporting reductions in residual stresses of over 70% in
saturated laminates [235], highlighting a potential problem if prestress is to be used
to find novel behaviours in composite compliant shell mechanisms.
Although moisture absorption can be quite a fast process, prestressed shells are
susceptible to long term behaviour changes as well. Brinkmeyer et al. showed
significant latency and increases in deployment time for bistable structures that
had been stowed for a long period of time, suggesting time-dependent material
relaxation [14]. Prestress in viscoelastic composites reduces over time due to creep in
the matrix [62,63]. The design of prestressed composite compliant shell mechanisms
is therefore likely to require both short-term and long-term analyses of behaviour.
Fatigue
The importance of the fatigue life of a compliant mechanism varies depending on the
mechanism application and functional requirements. Many compliant mechanisms
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are required to undergo cyclic loading for many cycles, but stress levels during
each cycle can remain low if the mechanism stiffness and deflections are small. A
good example of such a mechanism is the mirco-scriber developed by Cannon et
al. [25]. Here, three compliant mechanisms connect to a scribe head to provide
small forces to the substrate material and maintain alignment of the scribe tip, and
the fatigue life is estimated to be more than five hundred million cycles. However,
for compliant mechanisms where energy storage is a key function - such as leaf-
spring suspension devices - fatigue failure can become the design-limiting factor due
stress levels within the mechanism becoming very high as a result of high loads and
tight space requirements [3]. It is also worth noting that designing a structure to
be compliant can actually help increase its fatigue life. A prime example of this is
in wind turbine blades, where tailored composite laminates cause the structure to
deform in ways that reduce gust loads that limit the fatigue life of the blades [127].
As well as enabling this sort of stiffness tailoring, composites are often used
in compliant structures because their fatigue behaviour is considered to be very
good. Indeed, Potter investigated the fatigue performance of snapping bistable
composite plates and observed very little damage in test specimens after two million
cycles (moisture absorption over this period had a greater effect on the performance)
[190]. It has also been shown that building laminates using ultra-thin plies (i.e. ply
densities of 30gm−2) can further improve the fatigue performance of composite
structures, with these laminates showing significantly slower damage growth and
more brittle failure modes than equivalent laminates with regular ply thicknesses
(i.e. ply densities of 300gm−2) [4, 221,242].
2.6 Final Remarks
Compliant mechanisms and morphing structures have found application in a wide
range of areas, from deployable spacecraft structures to medical support devices
and shape-changing aircraft. Designing compliant mechanisms that can accurately
undergo a large spatial deformation is a non trivial-process. Mechanism design
frameworks such as the building-block method built on an eigenscrew decomposition
of the stiffness matrix can offer greater and more intuitive insight into the physical
behaviour of such shell mechanisms, and this eigenscrew characterisation framework
is investigated in Chapters 5 and 6.
Compliant shell mechanisms in particular offer great potential for collaboration
between mechanisms engineers and composites engineers, as coupling offered by the
material anisotropy of composite shell may enable shape-changing structures. In
spite of potential manufacturing challenges such as fibre misalignment, thickness
variation and moisture ingress, composite materials offer more routes to tailor the
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shell behaviour than isotropic shells. This is due to the ease of forming more complex
geometries, the different material combinations available and novel routes for tai-
loring the shell stiffness and state of prestress, and the potential of these additional
design freedoms are worth investigating.
Efforts to combine intuitive compliant mechanism design techniques with the en-
hanced design freedom afforded by composite materials may enable the development
of composite compliant mechanisms that exhibit novel behaviours. In particular, the
use of prestress has been demonstrated to enable novel behaviours, with mechani-
cal, thermal or viscoelastic prestress the most commonly used in complex composite
morphing structures. An initial step in development of composite compliant shell
mechanisms may therefore be to evaluate the limits to which prestress can affect the





The stiffness response of compliant mechanisms is dependant on the geometry, ma-
terial and stress state of the mechanism. By prestressing a mechanism during its
manufacture the stiffness behaviour in different degrees of freedom can be tailored.
Many avenues exist to include prestress in a structure [50], but one such method
of tailoring highly suited to composites is to use thermal residual stresses. This is
because thermal residual stresses are an integral part of composite manufacture as
the structure cools down after typically a high temperature curing process.
One of the most extreme behaviours that can be achieved by utilising prestress
is that of zero stiffness (also known as neutral stability). In certain applications
of compliant mechanisms it may be helpful if behaviour in one degree of freedom
could be zero stiffness behaviour. For example, a medical support brace need not
be restrictive to the patient in directions of bodily movement that do not need
rehabilitating: if only upper body sagittal bending support is needed, then it would
be advantageous to leave other degrees of freedom unhindered. Shell structures with
zero torsional stiffness were demonstrated by Guest and Pellegrino [81]. They used
rollers to mechanically-prestress copper-beryllium strips, thereby inducing a precise
residual moment within the shell which enabled zero-stiffness torsional behaviour.
Guest and Pellegrino used the analogy of a heated bimetallic disk (i.e. thermally-
prestressed) to help explain the zero stiffness behaviour of their shell.
This chapter details the preliminary investigative work to evaluate the potential
of using such thermal prestress to tailor the stiffnesses of certain deformation modes
in a simple composite compliant shell mechanism, with a view to understanding how
extreme any reduction in stiffness would be.
Work in this chapter was presented at ASME IDETC 2018 (Québec City, Canada)
[227], and published in a subsequent special issue of the Journal of Mechanisms
and Robotics [228]. In addition, some content presented in this chapter was ini-
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tially detailed in an Exploratory Project (XP) internal report produced during this
PhD [225]. As such this chapter is based primarily on these sources where the au-
thor was the prime contributor to the literature reviews, analytical and numerical
modelling, manufacturing and experimentation.
3.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on using thermal prestress to reduce torsional stiffness within
composite tape springs, and to evaluate the feasibility of generating zero torsional
stiffness tape springs using such prestress.
Tape springs are simple shell structures with a single curvature existing about
a principal axis i.e. the curvatures κxx = κxy = 0, and κyy = 1/R, where R is
the radius of the cylindrical tool used to manufacture the tape spring (see Fig-
ure 3.1 for details). Due to their simple geometry they are easy to manufacture and
have well-understood mechanical behaviour, making them a suitable compliance
shell mechanism for preliminary study. They are a class of structures that have
been investigated previously as compliant mechanisms [81, 82], and have demon-
strated bistability [215] and zero stiffness capabilities [81, 166, 209], making them
an attractive choice for mechanism designers seeking a range of behaviours from a
geometrically-simple design. In classical mechanisms, multiple members would be
required to enable such behaviour [9, 163, 206]. The analytical behaviour of tape
springs is thus well-understood and, being singly-curved, they lend themselves to
manufacture with composites as the cylinder axis can be readily used as a datum
for ply angles.
This work builds on the analytical model by Guest and Pellegrino [82], which
assumes that the tape spring shell is inextensional (valid for thin shells which require
far more energy to stretch in-plane than to bend out-of-plane [211]), and that the
shell curvature is uniform across its mid-surface. From these assumptions it follows
that deformation of the tape spring is kinematically constrained to the surface of
an underlying cylinder. It is worth noting here that this model only captures the
simple torsional deformation behaviour of a tape spring, i.e. behaviour where the
cylinder constraint remains valid throughout deformation. One area of significant
research is that of the tape spring ‘hinge’ or ‘fold’, which separates a tape spring into
three distinct regions: two ‘straight’ sections, the hinge, and two transition regions.
These folds are instrumental in the design of some deployable structures and break
the cylindrical constraint of Guest and Pellegrino’s model. The reader is directed
to Refs [23, 203, 212, 217, 248] for further analysis pertaining to these hinged tape
spring architectures.
The model is extended by incorporating the thermal prestress introduced in
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composite laminate materials, and it is demonstrated that the extended tape spring
model correlates well with FE models and manufactured samples, and that thermal
prestress can be used to reduce torsional stiffness in a simple cross-ply tape spring.
The feasibility of creating zero torsional stiffness composite tape springs is briefly
explored mathematically.
The chapter is structured as follows. First, the extended analytical formulation
is presented, including rationale behind material selection, derivation of the strain
energy equation and comparisons of energy landscapes and stability states. Next,
two sections detail validation work: FE modelling and the manufacture of sample
tape springs. The results of each approach are discussed and compared before final
conclusions are presented.
3.2 Analytical Model
The first stage of the investigation was to select a suitable analytical model, material
system and layup for the tape spring mechanisms that could be effectively thermally-
prestressed.
3.2.1 Material and Layup Selection
To ascertain the potential of thermally prestressed composite compliant mechanisms,
a layup and material configuration was selected which would exhibit the maximum
thermally-induced bending moments per unit thickness. A cross-ply laminate con-
figuration – where the fibres in the bottom half of the laminate lie perpendicular to
those in the upper half – was therefore selected. Wider ranges of composite laminate
layups are beyond the scope of the current work.
By placing fibres at 90° to the longitudinal axis on the inner surface of the tape
spring the bending moments produced upon cooling are similar to those produced
by mechanically prestressed isotropic tape springs [81]. The stacking sequence no-
tation is positive radial outwards e.g. [90n/0n], where n represents the number of
repeating plies. The thermal residual strains in such cross-ply laminates (caused by
the laminate cooling down post-cure) produce a ‘coiling-up’ moment, M thxx, in the
longitudinal direction, and an ‘opening-out’ moment, M thyy , in the hoop direction
(see Figure 3.1).
Carbon fibre composites were chosen due to their high specific stiffness and
low creep characteristics relative to glass and aramid fibre reinforcements, as well
as their suitable thermal expansion properties. Hexcel IM7-8552 was used as a
benchmark composite material due to its general availability and well-characterised
properties [24, 87,197,201]; see Table 2.1 in Chapter 2.
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Figure 3.1: Post-cure thermal strains produce a ‘coiling-up’ moment, M thxx, in the longi-
tudinal direction, and an ‘opening-out’ moment, M thyy , in the hoop direction
3.2.2 Elastic Strain Energy
In this work, the effect of thermal prestress on the energy landscape of anisotropic
composite tape springs is considered. Following the approach of Guest and Pellegrino
[82] (which includes standard shell assumptions and neglects membrane strains), the





where D∗ is the laminate’s reduced bending stiffness matrix (see Chapter 2 for





using the manufacture tooling radius, R, and the reduced bending stiffness term,
D∗11 [82].
In the Guest and Pellegrino model, an inextensional tape spring shell element
(with manufactured curvature κy) is rotated around an underlying cylinder to in-
vestigate the curvature changes, ∆κ, that occur during twist. The modification
made in this work is that change in curvature, ∆κ, is measured with respect to
a thermally-warped element with curvatures κwarped, rather than an element with
only manufactured curvature κy, i.e.
∆κ = κcylinder − κwarped. (3.3)
Thus, the strain energy calculated is that required to conform the warped element
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to the reference underlying cylinder assumed by the model (κcylinder).





1− cos(2θC)1 + cos(2θC)
2 sin(2θC)
 , (3.4)
where θC refers to the twist angle, and C the curvature of an underlying cylinder (as
shown in Figure 3.2 [81]). These two terms are the generalised degrees of freedom for
the tape spring model. It is important to note that for this model to remain valid,
the post-cure tape spring geometry must approximately conform to an underlying
cylinder.
Figure 3.2: Definition of tape spring geometric terms illustrating the underlying cylinder
concept. Adapted from Ref. [81]
The curvature of the thermally warped tape spring (i.e. the origin state) is
defined as





where the thermal curvature changes during cooling from manufacture, ∆κth are
added to the manufacture tooling radius.
The changes in curvature of an anisotropic plate due to thermally-induced bend-







 = ∆T (D∗)−1(M th −BA−1N th). (3.6)
The thermal moments M th and in-plane forces N th per degree Celsius [47] are
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W th1 −W th2 ξ1
W th2 ξ3
 . (3.8)
The ξi terms refer to lamination parameters [241] (see Chapter 2 for a full defini-
tion), which allow the stiffness of any (non-hybrid) composite layup to be represented
using at most 12 continuous parameters. Using this approach it is possible to gain
physical insight into the underlying behaviour of the system without having to con-
sider specific layups. In particular, using such an approach is valuable when trying
to tailor designs to obtain an optimised configuration (for an example see Ref [70]).




















W th1 = α11Q11 + (α11 + α22)Q12 + α22Q22,
W th2 = α11Q11 + (α22 − α11)Q12 + α22Q22,
where H is the laminate thickness, α the coefficients of thermal expansion, and the
Q terms refer to the terms of the reduced ply stiffness matrix (also see Chapter 2
for full definitions).
3.2.3 Equilibrium and Stability Analysis
Equilibrium configurations of the anisotropic tape spring in the twisting domain are
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See Equations 2.9 and 3.6 for definitions of D∗ and ∆κth terms respectively.
The Hessian matrix of the strain energy provides a stiffness matrix for the tape
spring, with respect to generalised degrees of freedom θC (which describes the twisted
configuration of the tape spring) and C (the radius of the underlying cylinder that
the tape spring assumes). A negative determinant of the Hessian indicates that
the system is unstable, as one of the eigenvalues is negative. Conversely, a positive
determinant can indicate a stable system (provided that it is not the product of two






























(λ1 cos(2θC)− λ2 sin(2θC) + 2λ3 cos(4θC)− 2λ4 sin(4θC)), (3.12)
∂2U
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(λ13 sin(2θC) + λ14 cos(2θC) + λ3 sin(4θC) + λ4 cos(4θC), (3.14)
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Table 3.1: Predicted tape spring equilibrium states
Figure Curvature (mm-1) Twist Angle, θC (°) Determinant, |H(U)| Stability
3.3a 1.11 90.0 -11.7 Unstable
3.3a 26.3 0.0 77.6 Stable
3.3b 8.58 90.0 -56.4 Unstable
3.3b 18.8 0.0 -19.8 Unstable
3.3b 20.8 21.9 37.4 Stable
3.3b 20.8 158.0 38.2 Stable
3.3c 8.58 91.3 -56.3 Unstable
3.3c 18.8 1.8 -19.5 Unstable
3.3c 20.4 21.9 33.9 Stable
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26)− 4R(∆κthxxD∗16 + (∆κthyy + 1/R)D∗26 + ∆κthxyD∗66).
Table 3.1 details the equilibrium conditions predicted for the [902/02] tape spring
in Figure 3.3. Initial guesses for the equilibria were identified via visual inspection
of the energy landscapes, and the equations were then solved numerically using the
Matlab function fsolve.
A zero-stiffness structure will exhibit no change in internal strain energy U
throughout the designed mode of deformation (i.e. θC or C), and will thus be
in constant equilibrium and thus be neutrally stable for all desired deformations.
Guest et al. [81] describe a zero torsional stiffness tape spring using an isotropic
material and mechanically introduced prestress. For prestressed composite tape
springs the system is governed by coupled nonlinear equations for ∂U/∂θC = 0 and




26 = 0. A
full exploration of the design space to find robust zero torsional stiffness (in terms of
material selection, lay-up and manufacturability) is beyond the scope of the current
investigation.
Alternatively, the combination of multiple prestressed laminates could be used to
achieve overall mechanism zero-stiffness. Combining prestressed structural elements
has been used to create mechanisms with overall zero-stiffness (e.g. the joint in
Ref [163]), and this approach can be applied to shell mechanisms. Bonding multiple
prestressed tape springs together is one way of achieving this (see previous work
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by Murphey and Pellegrino [166]) although this would be at the cost of increased
manufacturing complexity. Other mechanism geometries, prestressing techniques
(e.g. mechanical, moisture etc.) and constituent materials may yield zero-stiffness
responses more easily, but these lie outside the scope of this work.
3.2.4 Energy Landscapes
In order to illustrate the effects of including thermal prestress a comparison of the
energetic landscapes are presented. Figure 3.3 shows polar plots of non-dimensional
strain energy Û (see Equation 3.2 for the normalisation) as a function of tape spring
twist, 2θC , and underlying cylinder curvature, C. The tape spring is a [902/02] IM7-
8552 composite laminate shell with a manufactured radius of 38 mm. A change in
temperature, ∆T , of −155°C models the cool down from a typical 180°C cure to
room temperature [87].
Figure 3.3a shows the energy landscape for a cross-ply tape spring with no ther-
mal prestress: it is monostable with a low energy (Û<0.1) twisting region of ap-
proximately ±20°. The low energy twist behaviour is due to the open cross-section
of the tape spring. Figure 3.3b shows the effect of a thermally-induced prestress:
the structure becomes bistable, with an unstable zero twist configuration (i.e. no
equilibrium when the C = 1/R). The low-energy twisting region increases to ap-
proximately ±45°, illustrating the potential for using thermal prestress to reduce the
torsional stiffness of thin shell composite structures. Figure 3.3c shows the effect
of fibre misalignment on the thermally prestressed shells. A misalignment of 2° in
the inner two plies causes a slight rotation of the energy landscape; as a result, the
manufactured configuration (θC = 0) is no longer in equilibrium, and the structure
will favour one twisted mode. While the energy landscape is different, the loca-
tion of equilibria and the range of the low energy twisting region are similar to the
non-misaligned tape spring.
3.3 Finite Element Model
To support the results from the analytical energy landscapes, Finite Element (FE)
analyses were conducted in Abaqus/Standard 2016.
3.3.1 Modelling Approach
Slender tape springs (600 mm long, with enclosed angles of 180°) were meshed
using S4R shell elements for a range of radius values. A mesh refinement study
compared the cross-sectional curvature at the centre of the post-warped, untwisted
tape springs. Mesh target sizes of between 8×8 mm and 1×1 mm were considered,
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(a) No thermal prestress, layup [902/02]
(b) Thermal prestress, layup [902/02]
(c) Thermal prestress, misaligned layup [882/02]
Figure 3.3: Polar plots of nondimensional energy Û as a function of tape spring twist,
2θC , on the angular axis and cylinder curvature, C, on the radial axis. Con-
tours are plotted for Û values between 0.0 to 3.0 inclusive with intervals of
0.1. All tape springs have a manufactured radius of R = 38 mm. Points




and a final mesh size of 5×5 mm was selected, as the calculated curvature converged
to within 0.10% of the analysis with a 1×1 mm mesh density. A fully-fixed boundary
condition was applied to the central node, and general geometrically nonlinear static
analyses were conducted. The post-cure cooling process which generates the thermal
prestress and resulting warp was modelled by applying two ambient temperature
fields to the entire tape spring as ‘Predefined Field’ variables. The two temperatures
modelled were (i) the expected cure temperature (180°C), and (ii) the assumed room
temperature (25°C), to give ∆T = −155°C. An example of the resulting deformed
shape is shown in Figure 3.4a. For each model the deformed nodal coordinates
were exported as a point cloud so that the tape spring twist angle and radius of
underlying cylinder could be measured.
3.3.2 Twisted Configurations
The warped shape shown in Figure 3.4a exists in a zero-twist configuration. The
curling effects seen at the ends are due to residual moments from the thermal pre-
stress. A prestressed [90n/0n] cross-ply tape spring in this configuration corresponds
to the unstable zero-twist equilibrium point in Figure 3.3b. The model possesses geo-
metric and material symmetry, and thus cannot automatically bifurcate to a twisted
configuration. In order to break this symmetry and let the model bifurcate to a pre-
ferred stable configuration, a small fibre misalignment was applied to each 90° ply
in the laminate until a twisted structure was produced (-2° for the 38 mm radius
springs; -5° for the 50 mm radius spring). Energy landscapes of tape springs with
fibre misalignment (see example Figure 3.3c) were considered sufficiently similar to
those without (see Table 3.1), that direct comparisons could be drawn between the
‘misaligned’ FE models and the other investigative approaches. An example twisted
structure prediction can be seen in Figure 3.4b.
3.4 Prototype Manufacture
Prototype composite tape spring mechanisms were then manufactured to validate
the analytical and FE models.
3.4.1 Design Curvature
The upper limit on the manufactured radius R is determined by the requirement
that the warped tape spring nominally conforms to a cylindrical configuration. This
is violated when the calculated thermally induced curvature ∆κthy is equal to the
manufacturing tooling curvature 1/R. For an IM7-8552 [90/0] cross-ply laminate,
this equates to a tooling radius of approximately 55 mm, and represents the limit
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(a) Unstable untwisted shape
(b) Stable twisted shape
Figure 3.4: FE predictions of the stable and unstable post-warp tape spring shapes for
a [902/02] layup with tool radius R = 38 mm.
at which the warped tape spring is cylindrical (and the analytical model is valid).
Therefore, steel tooling of radius 38 mm and 50 mm was selected for ply layup to
ensure that manufactured tape springs were within this limit. A naming convention
of the form RXXTn describes each sample, where XX refers to the manufactured
tool radius (mm) and n refers to the layup [90n/0n].
3.4.2 Manufacturing Process
A manual layup and vacuum-bagging process was used before curing the samples in
an autoclave. Plies of pre-impregnated (prepreg) carbon fibre (IM7-8552) were laid-
down to create rectangular plates with a [90n/0n] layup. The resulting laminates
were placed on steel tubes to provide the design curvature, with the 0° fibre direction
aligned with the tube cylindrical axis. The inner 90° plies were separated from the
tool surface by a layer of release film. A heat gun was used periodically to increase
the prepreg tackiness and encourage adhesion to the tool surface. Once the layup
was complete, an envelope bag was constructed around the tube, and a vacuum
was applied to consolidate the plies on the tool. The samples were cured at 7 bar
pressure and 180°C in an autoclave. The cured tape springs were allowed to cool
down to ambient temperature before being released from their vacuum bags (to
minimise moisture uptake from the atmosphere that could affect twisted geometry
as a result of the laminate having a non-zero B matrix). Once cooled, the samples
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were de-bagged and mass readings were immediately taken to establish a nominally
zero-moisture benchmark, and geometric measurements were conducted within 24
hours so that measurements would be taken on samples with the least amount of
moisture-related warping as possible.
3.4.3 Profile Measurement
The geometric information of the shell mechanisms was recorded using a FARO
Edge ScanArm® optical measurement device and associated CAM2 Measure 10.7
software. This device consists of a laser scanning probe mounted upon a moveable
arm, and generates a ‘cloud’ of XY Z data points of complex geometries. Point
clouds were also generated from the deformed nodal positions of the FE models, to
enable comparison with the manufactured prototypes.
(a) Twist angle measurement
(b) Sample R38T1 point cloud
Figure 3.5: Example point cloud analysis images
The first parameter used for validation was the helical twist angle, defined as the
angle of orientation of the twisted shell with respect to the length-wise axis of an
underlying cylinder. This angle was measured by analysing the sample point clouds
using the software CloudCompare [76]; see Figure 3.5a. The second parameter,
underlying curvature, is directly measured from a cylinder fitted to the measured
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Table 3.2: Overall tape spring twist angles and underlying cylinder radii
Manufacture Helix Radius, R, (mm) Twist Angle, θC , (°)
Sample Layup Radius (mm) ∆T (°C) Theory FE Experiment Theory FE Experiment
R38T2 [902/02] 38 -162.7 48.1 50.6 50.9 22 21.8 16.9
R38T2 (+1 wk) [902/02] 38 -162.7 48.1 - 47.4 22 - 6.0
R38T1 [90/0] 38 -163.9 48.1 47.3 55.5 55 53.0 47.8
R50T1 [90/0] 50 -164.6 63.3 - 80 87 - 90
cloud via the RANSAC Shape Detection algorithm inbuilt in CloudCompare [208].
The same procedures were applied to both the experimentally measured point clouds
and those extracted from the FE analysis. FE and experimental results for the same
tape spring can be seen in Figure 3.4b and Figure 3.5b respectively. The difference in
twist direction is due to the arbitrary choice of fibre angle misalignment direction in
the FE model. After FE-predicted geometries and manufactured sample geometries
had been recorded, comparisons could be made between all three approaches to
verify the analytical energy landscapes.
3.5 Results & Discussion
Comparisons between the calculated stable twisted configurations, using the method-
ology from Section 3.2, and the measured twist angles and helix cylinder radii are
presented in Table 3.2; the corresponding energy plots for each sample are shown
in Figure 3.6. Experimental results for R50T1 were from visual inspection and not
point cloud measurement due to the shell being almost completely coiled post-cure
and thus impractical for laser scanning. Table 3.2 shows good agreement between
the analytical and FE models for both twist angles (range within 2°) and helix radii
(range within 3 mm), as well as with the experimental results. The discrepancies
could be attributed to manufacturing sensitivity of thin-shell composites, a higher
∆T observed in the manufactured samples, as well moisture ingress between manu-
facture and measurement.
Interestingly, after one week the measured twist angle of the R38T2 sample
reduced by approximately 65%. Figure 3.7b shows the manufactured R50T1 sample
after a week-long exposure to the ambient environment: the reduction in twist
angle (and extension in length) is clearly visible compared to Figure 3.7a. It is
hypothesised this is due to viscoelastic relaxation and moisture ingress, and their
‘relaxation’ effects on the laminate strains. These moisture effects can be captured
analytically in a similar manner to thermal strains [57,235]. Where thermal strains
εth = α∆T, (3.15)
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are a function of the coefficients of thermal expansion, α and the temperature change
∆T , the moisture strains
εm = βm, (3.16)
are a function of the moisture expansion coefficients, β, and the equilibrium moisture
content of the laminate, m. For unidirectional laminates the moisture expansion
coefficients








are negligible in the direction of the stiff fibres, and functions of the composite
and water densities, ρc and ρw respectively, and the Poisson’s ratio of the composite
matrix that absorbs the moisture, νm, in the ‘matrix’ direction [1]. As ∆T is negative
in the case of post-cure cooling, the thermal and moisture strains are of opposite
signs, meaning that these moisture contributions would correspond to an effective
‘temperature increase’, thereby reducing the size of the low stiffness twisting region
in our tape springs.
This relaxation occurred rapidly, likely due to the laminates being so thin. The
bistable samples tended to favour one twist direction within a few hours of being
cured (in contradiction to energy landscape predictions in Figure 3.6), potentially
accentuating any fibre misalignment effects from manufacturing. Time-dependant
relaxation is likely a highly-nonlinear effect that is not captured by the analytical
model, but is an important design consideration for any device comprised of thin-
shell composites and should be modelled.
Storing samples in a desiccator mitigates against moisture effects. Quantifying
the degree of recovery from moisture effects, as well as the impact of moisture on
design spaces, is critical in the design of such thin shell composite mechanisms.
While controlling temperature during manufacture is possible, controlling the usage
temperature and ambient moisture is much more challenging. A composite compli-
ant shell mechanism relying on thermal prestress will therefore behave differently
depending on its environment conditions, and some degree of active thermal control
may be necessary depending on the application and required mechanical responses.
Finally, it was possible to induce non-cylindrical stable shapes with R50T1 by
manually twisting and buckling the sample. One such configuration can be seen in
Figure 3.7c, highlighting the limitation of assuming that the underlying deformed
shell structure is cylindrical. If a general approach for designing composite compliant
shells is to be realised, then a less geometrically-restrictive model is required.
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Figure 3.6: Polar plots of nondimensional energy Û as a function of tape spring twist,
2θC , on the angular axis and cylinder curvature, C, on the radial axis. Con-
tours are plotted for Û values between 0.0 to 3.0 inclusive with intervals of
0.1. All plots predict unstable on-tool configurations, with (a) and (b) being
clear bistable twisted structures, and (c) almost a monostable coiled struc-




(a) Original monostable configuration immediately after
curing
(b) Extended monostable configuration after approxi-
mately 1 week in ambient office conditions
(c) Stable configuration not predicted by either model
Figure 3.7: Photos of sample R50T1 showing stable shape configurations
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3.6 Final Remarks
An extension of an existing composite tape spring model [82] incorporating thermal
effects has been presented, as well as finite element simulations and experimental
samples of tape springs of different thickness and manufactured radius. All ap-
proaches were shown to have good agreement in predicting the tape spring twisted
states. Very good agreement for helical twist angle and radius was shown between
theoretical and FE predictions, with experimental results indicating that these struc-
tures are sensitive to manufacturing variations.
Potentially significant changes in geometry and behaviour can occur in thermally-
prestressed thin composite shells, and it is important to incorporate thermal effects
into the design and analysis of compliant or multistable structures. These effects
can be utilised however, as shown in our example of using residual thermal stresses
in a cross-ply composite cylindrical shell to increase the range of twist angles that
can be achieved at low (Û ≤ 0.1) levels of internal strain energy. This demonstrates
the potential of exploiting thermal prestress in composite materials to tailor the
mechanical properties of compliant mechanisms in ways not available to isotropic
materials, and incorporate additional functionality into said mechanisms.
The feasibility of a composite tape spring with zero torsional stiffness has also
been discussed. A zero torsional stiffness tape spring system has been shown to be
governed by a set of coupled nonlinear equations, even for cross-ply laminates where
D∗16 and D
∗
26 effects are removed. Further work is required to more generally quantify
the limits of stiffness reduction achievable using thermal prestress in unidirectional-
ply tape springs.
Several other design-influencing factors have been identified, including tempera-
ture control, viscoelastic effects, moisture-driven behaviour changes and experimen-
tal measurement methods. Moisture effects were shown to cause significant geometry
changes in the thin shell structures over short periods of time, further reinforcing the
need to model hygro-thermal effects as suggested by the literature [235,236]. These
factors must be addressed for practical thermally prestressed composite shell mech-
anisms to be realised that have useful lifespans. Each presents interesting avenues
for further study: shell-based exoskeletons must provide sufficient support on cold
and hot days, as well as dry and wet ones, and there should be minimal reduction
in mechanism performance over many cycles and long periods of use. Future areas
of work include refinement of measurement methods, measuring shape recovery by




In summary, the work in this chapter set out to assess the feasibility of tailoring
the stiffness of a simple shell using thermal prestress. While achieving zero stiffness
behaviour proved to be non-trivial for the designs investigated, it was shown that
thermal prestress could be used to significantly change specific aspects of the be-
haviour of a simple compliant composite structure. This raises two main questions:
1. Unknown thermal and moisture environments could unfavourably affect mech-
anism responses. Could we harness this to tailor for active thermal effects, i.e.
could a novel behaviour be found by actively heating and cooling a thermally-
prestressed structure?
2. What potential is there for expanding the design space using other forms of
prestress, e.g. mechanical?
Imparting a mechanical prestress to a composite structure could be done quite
simply by ensuring a difference between the manufactured and operational curva-
tures, and could be used alongside thermal prestress to tailor behaviour. The next





In the previous chapter it was shown that thermal prestress could significantly
change the strain energy landscapes and stable states of thin-shell composite struc-
tures. Thermal prestress was only investigated in terms of the changes it could
engender in the passive behaviour of one, geometrically-simple compliant member.
In this chapter we exploit thermal prestress for actuation by considering a more
geometrically-complex arrangement of shells. Helical lattice structures comprised
of multiple composite helical ribbons combined with mechanical joints (see Figure
4.1) were selected as a case study to see whether interactions between thermal and
mechanical prestress could be utilised to create novel structures with thermally-
dependant behaviour, specifically negative thermal expansion.
Work in this chapter was presented at MechComp5 (Lisbon, Portugal). In addi-
tion, part of the work detailed in this chapter was published in a paper in the Journal
of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids [175]. This chapter includes elements from
this author’s contribution to that paper - namely FE studies and prototype demon-
strations - as well as additional studies and implementation details.
4.1 Introduction
Helical structures occur throughout nature, and often coincide with some shape-
changing or snap-through mechanism [59, 83, 174]. One biological structure that
has attracted a lot of attention from engineers and scientists is that of the rapidly-
contracting molecular mechanism in the tail sheath of virus bacteriophage T4, and
elasticity models have been developed for the complex behaviour of these sorts of
protein arrays [67]. Inspired by this virus, Pirrera et al. developed a macroscopic
lattice structure that tried to mimic the snap-through behaviour of the molecular
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(a) Photograph of a prototype composite
helical lattice
(b) Illustration of a large negative ther-
mal expansion lattice concept
Figure 4.1: The tuned cylindrical composite helical lattice concept. Left and right-
handed helices are combined with mechanical joints at their intersections.
Mechanical prestress is included by assembling the lattice at a different cylin-
der radius to that used to manufacture each helix. Using non-symmetric
layups and applying a difference in temperature can induce local curvature
changes that cause the lattice to extend or contract.
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mechanism with composite helices [187]. By utilising prestress, geometry and com-
posite layup in helical configurations, they construct a bi-stable prototype with axial
and radial strains in excess of those produced by bacteriophage T4, as well as demon-
strate mathematically that there exist design spaces where such phenomena can be
realised. Once the internal energy states and stability sensitivities are understood,
other forms of lattice structure can be envisaged, for instance a structure where the
stability configuration is temperature-dependent (e.g. via non-symmetric composite
laminates), which can enable thermal actuation of snap-through behaviour.
For the physical demonstrators in literature, individual composite helices are as-
sembled together into a lattice and pantograph-like motion is achieved by assigning
hinge connectors at locations where the individual strips overlap each other. The
lattice assembly constrains the helices to lie on a cylinder, and the interplay between
mechanical prestress (provided by having a difference between helix manufactured
radii and the lattice assembly radius) and helix geometry achieves tailorable non-
linear extension and contraction of the lattice (including multi-stable behaviour).
Including thermal prestress (provided by an unsymmetric layup and a change in
temperature) means that thermal strains will cause changes in the helix curvatures
which, in-turn, cause the lattice to extend or contract axially. Work to combine
such novel lattices into a hierarchical structure as a method to inspire the devel-
opment of new materials has also been proposed [49, 176], but there only exists a
handful of examples that have actually been prototyped [27, 155–157, 177], leaving
manufacturing processes and sensitivities not fully understood.
This chapter details work carried out to model, manufacture and test a helical
lattice that exhibits novel behaviour. The few existing lattice prototypes in literature
often focused on bistable deployment, so a new behaviour unseen in literature was
targeted: a lattice that exhibits very large negative coefficients of thermal expan-
sion (CTEs). New high-fidelity FE models are presented, as well as higher-quality
manufacturing techniques and experimental validation of predicted responses. Fig-
ure 4.1a shows a photo of the prototypes lattice structure, and Figure 4.1b shows
an illustration of the negative CTE concept.
The chapter starts by presenting an analytical model for helical lattice structures
from literature, followed by experimental results for a lattice design found using
this model. Next, the initial analytical predictions and experimental results are
compared against an enhanced analytical model from literature, before a finite-
element approach to lattice modelling is discussed. After this some lattice design
uncertainties and sensitivities are explored based on experimental measurements and
FE simulations. The chapter ends by showing a couple of alternative lattice designs
to illustrate the range of different behaviour achievable with combined thermal and
mechanical prestress, before final conclusions are presented.
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4.2 Analytical Model - 1D Beam
As the lattice is cylindrical (a developable surface) it can be represented on a flat
plane (see Figure 4.2), and by considering this planar lattice geometry as a series
of unit cells, Pirrera et al. developed the first analytical model for a helical lattice
structure. In their energy-based formulation the behaviour of the entire lattice could
be described by understanding how one of these unit cells behaves [187]. They
assumed the following:
• The lattice is comprised of effectively 1D helical beams, i.e. the helices have
longitudinal curvature (and twist as they conform to the underlying cylinder),
but have no curvature across their width;
• The helices have frictionless hinges where helices intersect;
• The change in length of each helical strip is negligible;
• The entire lattice remains on a cylinder (whose radius and height can change)
throughout extension.
This model was expanded by O’Donnell et al. [175] to include thermal effects
from anisotropic materials, resulting in an expression for lattice strain energy per






















(wRτR + wLτL)(∆T )
2
(4.1)
where Π is the strain energy per unit cell, l relates to the side length of each unit
cell (2πl/N , see Figure 4.2), κ are the helix in-plane curvatures and twists, D∗ is
the reduced bending stiffness matrix (see Eqn. 2.9), and ∆T is the temperature
difference from cure. In addition to these, N refers to the number of pairs of helices
(i.e. N = 4 if there are four right-handed and four left-handed helices), and the
w term is the strip width, and though this is present the 1D assumption of no
transverse curvatures still applies. The “R” and “L” subscripts refer to whether the
helix in question is right or left-handed. The χ and τ terms are thermal response
parameters [175]
χ = [B∗]TN th +M th, (4.2)
and
τ = Uth − [N th]TA−1N th. (4.3)
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Here N th and M th refer to the thermal residual stresses and moments respectively,
the B∗ matrix is the partially inverted form of the B matrix
B∗ = −A−1B, (4.4)







where α refers to the ply-level coefficients of thermal expansion, Q̄ is the lamina
stiffness matrix, z refers to the mid-plane height of each ply, and k is an indicator
for the ply in question.
Figure 4.2: Representations of the lattice geometry (a) as a 3D cylinder, (b) developed
onto a 2D plane, and (c) the individual unit cell. Reproduced from Ref [175].
“strip+” and “strip-” in (c) refer to whether the helices making the unit cell
have a positive or negative tool angle θ.
By investigating the 1D extensional lattice energies from this analytical model,
designs were sought to maximise negative thermal expansion along the lattice cylin-
drical axis while minimising the complexity of manufacture and modelling. The
design space was reduced by only considering lattices that used eight helices in to-
tal: four right-handed helices, and four left-handed helices. In addition to this the
layups of the right-handed and left-handed helices were chosen to be four plies only
and mirror each other (i.e. where the right-hand helix had a ply of orientation +θ
(with the zero direction defined as the helix screw direction - see Figure 4.3), the
left-hand helix had a ply with orientation of −θ).
Designs that included mechanical prestress were investigated analytically and in
FE models (some are detailed at the end of this chapter) but early prototypes proved
difficult to assemble successfully due to the high strains induced during mechani-
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Table 4.1: Lattice Prototype Design Details
Parameter Right-Handed Helices Left-Handed Helices
Tool Cylinder Radius (R) 76 mm 76 mm
Tool Cylinder Wrap Angle (θH) +15° -15°
Distance Between Bolt Joints (l) 62 mm 62 mm
Helix Width (w) 10 mm 10 mm
Ply Thickness (t) 0.1177 mm 0.1177 mm
Layup [-15 -70 -35 90] [15 70 35 90]
cal prestressing leading to failure. As the project focus was primarily exploring
the thermal prestress lattice design space it was decided not to include any me-
chanical prestress effects (i.e. the helices’ cure-temperature geometry would be the
lattice assembly geometry). This would reduce the material stress during assembly,

















Figure 4.3: Diagram of strip layup and tool angle orientation definitions. θ defines the
fibre angle, with the helix line as the zero fibre angle. θH defines the angle at
which the helical strips are wrapped around the cylindrical manufacturing
tool, with the cylinder’s radial plane as the zero angle.
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Thermally-active helix layups were generated using a genetic algorithm Matlab
optimiser [150] to ensure that as the lattice heated it contracted. Cost functions were
designed to maximise the difference between the equilibrium lengths of the heated
(Lhot) and cooled (Lcool) lattices:
cost = − (Lcool − Lhot) . (4.6)
The optimiser chose the four ply orientations (to the nearest 5°) and stacking se-
quence for given manufacturing parameters (tool radius, distance between bolts,
tool angle etc.), and presented an energy landscape for each design showing how the
calculated equilibrium lengths changed with temperature. IM7-8552 was the chosen
material as it has well understood thermal and mechanical properties (see Table 2.1
in Chapter 2) [87,197]. A Tsai-Wu failure criterion was also added to the optimiser
check the feasibility of surviving the large deformations required during assembly
and testing, using strength values from Ref [24].
The genetic algorithm optimiser was run with various weightings applied to the
(Lhot) and (Lcool) terms in a trial-and-error approach to find the greatest negative
thermal expansion design. The final design was chosen via manual inspection of the
predicted performances while taking into account their manufacturing suitability
i.e. was there suitable tooling available and were the predicted stresses below the
failure limits. The design parameters for the final prototype are listed in Table 4.1.
Figure 4.3 shows the layup and tool angle definitions used during this work. The
underlined number in each layup represents the ply in contact with the tool surface
during cure.
Figure 4.4 shows the predicted energy landscape and behaviour for this design
using the 1D beam model. The energy landscapes are normalised by dividing them
by their maximum value. Figure 4.4a shows the room temperature (20 °C) energy
landscape for the lattice (cure temperature was 180 °C), which can be seen to exhibit
monostable behaviour with a stable length of 408 mm. The location of this monos-
table point is designed to change with temperature, making the lattice smoothly
extend as the applied temperature is decreased, as seen in Figure 4.4b.
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(a) Lattice room temperature energy landscape
(b) Lattice negative thermal expansion behaviour
Figure 4.4: Behaviour for the negative thermal expansion helical lattice as predicted by
the 1D analytical model
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4.3 Experimental Investigations
Helical lattice prototypes were constructed and tested with the aims of refining the
quality of existing manufacturing methods, providing a way to inform parameters
for FE models (e.g hinge friction and average ply thickness) and validating the
predicted behaviours from the analytical and numerical models.
4.3.1 Prototype Manufacture
This subsection details the steps for manufacturing composite helical lattices.
1. Cylindrical Tool Preparation. Two layers (for redundancy) of release film
are wrapped around a clean cylindrical tool, before a cork datum is applied
at the design tool angle (a simple sheet of paper cut at the right angle can
help) which ensures the laminates are wrapped into helices correctly (see Fig-
ure 4.5a).
2. Laying-Up the Helices. The helices are laid-up as flat laminates and then
wrapped onto the cylindrical tool. To avoid misalignment and poor edge qual-
ity of the high aspect ratio laminates two L-shaped try squares are used to
create a slot in which the prepreg strips can sit during layup (see Figure 4.5b).
A thin piece of double-sided tape placed at the bottom of the slot can hold
the first plies steady during manual layup.
3. Wrapping the Helices. Laminates can struggle to stick to cold cylindrical
metal surfaces, so a heat gun is used to evenly warm the laminate (making the
resin tackier) prior to wrapping it on the tool. No one area should be heated
for more than approximately ten seconds, as this may begin to cure the surface
of the prepreg. The strips can then be easily applied to the tool, using the pre-
placed cork datum to ensure correct wrap angle (see Figure 4.5b). Laminates
are wrapped next to each other to ensure correct tool angles, as shown in
Figure 4.5c, although including a 5 mm spacing between each laminate will
allow a small amount of resin-runoff, which makes the helices easy to separate
once cured and reduces the chance of them fracturing.
4. Vacuum Bag and Curing. A layer of release film and a layer of breather
material must be wrapped-around the strips, and it is also recommended that
a layer of silicone sheeting is placed on top of this to improve surface finishes
and mitigate excessive thickness undulations. When not using a silicone layer
it was found that significant ply thickness variations could occur, and the
results of this investigation can be found in Appendix A: Helical Lattice Ply-
Level Thickness Measurements. The vacuum bag must be wrapped around
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the entire tool and have a protruding ‘overhang’ segment where the valves
can be placed without the risk of them tearing the bag under pressure (see
Figure 4.5e). The cylinder is placed on a flat tool plate covered in a layer of
breather to protect the underside of the vacuum bag, and raising the cylinder
off the tool plate using I-beam segments (also wrapped in breather material)
can protect the laminates underneath.
5. Finishing and Assembly. The lattices are cured as per the manufacturer’s
instructions at 7 bar pressure and 180 °C. Once cured, helix edges are wet-
sanded using silicon carbide grit paper to remove excess resin run-off. Nine
holes are then be drilled periodically along the length of each helix using 2 mm
diameter diamond-coated drill bits. A drill jig (see Figure 4.5f) was used to
flatten small sections of the helices so as not to over-strain and damage them
during drilling. The helices are then bolted together into a cylindrical lattice,
with two nylon washers (each 0.3 mm thick) placed between the helices at
each bolt joint to minimise contact friction. Once manufactured, prototypes
are stored in controlled environmental conditions (20 °C and 16 % humidity)
to limit moisture ingress.
4.3.2 Prototype Testing
This subsection details the tests carried out to verify the predicted behaviours of
the helical lattice prototypes. Two series of tests were conducted to experimentally
verify the behaviour of the prototype lattice. Firstly tests were conducted to ob-
serve the axial extension of the optimised lattice with varying temperature. To avoid
surface friction effects during actuation, the lattice was suspended horizontally in
an oven with 17 cm steel wires connected to the bolts at the ends of the lattice.
The lattice was heated to 135 °C, and then allowed to cool to ambient room tem-
perature. While cooling, lattice temperature was measured directly using a K-type
thermocouple placed on the surface at the centre of the lattice, and displacements
were captured using a digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) camera. A forward-looking
infra-red camera (FLIR® T650) was used to qualitatively verify even heating across
the lattice (see Figure 4.6, reproduced from [175]). Displacement values (defined as
the distance between the bolts at opposite ends the lattice) were obtained via video
post-processing using Tracker software [18].
A second series of tests were conducted to measure the force-displacement re-
sponse at room temperature. The lattice was suspended vertically in a Shimadzu
EZ-LX HS universal test machine with loops of high strength cotton thread con-
nected to the bolts at the ends of the lattice (see Figure 4.7a). A 500 N load cell
recorded axial force, and a 150 mm extension (at 50 mm per minute) was applied,
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(d) Flat strips wrapped around
cylinder
(e) Envelope vacuum bag (with overhang) (f) Drilling jig for partially-flattened helix
Figure 4.5: Key steps in the manufacture of helices for the composite lattice mechanism
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(a) Lattice shown as extended when cooled (b) Lattice contracted when heated
Figure 4.6: Heat maps from FLIR camera showing even temperature distributions during
lattice prototype testing, with colour scale in °C
with displacements measured using a DSLR camera and video post-processing in a
manner similar to the initial oven tests.
A third series of smaller tests was conducted to refine values used in the FE
models. One set of tests investigated bolt joint friction. Four identical flat strips of
four-ply IM7-8552 laminate (cured in the same manner as the lattice helices) were
combined using three bolt joints identical to those used in the lattice, effectively
creating a 2-bar linkage (see Figure 4.7b). The two ends of this linkage were clamped
in a Shimadzu EZ-LX HS universal test machine with a 50 N load cell, and cross-
head displacements and forces were measured. Two bolt joints were left loose, with
the central bolt remaining tight under the assumption that all observed force would
be from this hinge’s friction. Hinge frictions were reported as frictional moments
in Nmm, with the maximum and minimum values (measured as 7.29 Nmm and
1.23 Nmm respectively) used to refine FE models.
Prototyping the helical lattice structures can be a challenging process. Some
mechanically-prestressed designs could not be assembled successfully, which was
due to delaminations in the vicinity of the bolt holes. To gain an understanding
of manufacturing variability, a study of the ply-level thickness distributions and
volume fractions was also carried out to quantify laminate variations and further
improve the manufacturing process. In particular this resulted in the use of silicone
sheeting in the bagging and curing of the helices to control ply thicknesses (full
results this study are presented in Appendix A: Helical Lattice Ply-Level Thickness
Measurements).
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(a) Photograph of the lattice suspended
configuration for measuring the force-
displacement behaviour. Cotton loops at-
tached the lattice to rods mounted in the
test machine grips.
(b) Diagram showing the 2-bar linkage setup
for measuring hinge friction. The two ver-
tical links were clamped in the test ma-
chine with the arrows indicating the ap-
plied load.




Figure 4.8 shows the experimental measurements compared against the predictions
from the 1D analytical beam model. The average experimental trend is shown in
black, with the full range of measurements shown within the light grey region. By
differentiating the energy landscape with respect to lattice length, a force response
can be computed from the analytical model.
It can be seen that in both Figure 4.8a and Figure 4.8b that while general de-
signed behaviour has been demonstrated (i.e. the lattice exhibits novel negative
thermal expansion), there is a significant discrepancy between the analytical model
predictions and the prototype. Firstly this could be the result of a systematic error
when suspending the lattice in the oven, as the prototype had very low axial stiff-
ness and was easy to unintentionally compress when handled causing an erroneous
reduction in the room-temperature lattice length of approximately up to 30 mm. In
addition it was also likely that the assumptions of the 1D beam model did not match
well with the lattice prototype. It was not possible to manufacture helices that were
as narrow as they were thick meaning the helices were more like 2D shells than 1D
beams, and other work has shown that transverse curvatures (neglected in the 1D
model) can have a significant contribution to lattice behaviour [156].
4.4 Analytical Model - 2D Shells vs 1D Beams
At the time this work was carried out, researchers at the University of Limerick
independently expanded on the original lattice 1D analytical beam model by in-
cluding membrane strains, ε, and the 2D effects of transverse curvature κyy [156].
Using this model, McHale et al. showed that for some lattice designs, ignoring
transverse and membrane effects could give energy landscapes with incorrect stabil-
ity predictions i.e. false bistability or monostability. This model was then applied
to thermally-sensitive designs by choosing non-symmetric laminates where B 6= 0,

























Again here Π refers to the lattice strain energy, ε0 and ∆κ refer to the membrane
strains and changes in helix curvatures respectively, A, B and D are the laminate
stiffness matrices, N th and M th refer to the thermal residual strains and bending
moments, and S is the helix length term.
McHale et al. included transverse curvature effects by solving a boundary value
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(a) Experimental and 1D analytical force-extension behaviour
(b) Experimental and 1D analytical temperature-extension be-
haviour




problem presented by Giomi and Mahadevan [75]. Here they assume that all physical
quantities are constant in the x-direction (as the strips are assumed to be infinitely
long), κxx and κxy are are constant in x and y and that there are no applied forces on
the strip edges. Under these assumptions combining the general constitutive stress-
strain relations with expressions for moment equilibrium and strain compatibility



















yy − (κ0xy)2 + κ2xy) + ...
κxx(D
∗
12(κxx − κ0xx) + ...
D∗26(κxy − κ0xy)−D∗22κ0yy)),
(4.8)
where the A∗ terms refer to inverse A matrix terms, the κ0 terms refer to the
as-manufactured shell curvatures and κ terms refer to the instantaneous shell cur-
vatures. Note that in Ref. [156] simplified versions of these equations presented that
neglects B matrix contributions.
As there are no forces or torques applied to the strip edges this means
∂Myy
∂y




where w refers to the width of the individual helices.
Solving this boundary value problem gives an expression for the induced trans-












+ (C2 −B∗21C ′2) sinh(k1y) sin(k2y),
(4.10)





variable y refers to the distance in the transverse direction (i.e. along the helix
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While the model by McHale et al. considers transverse curvature (κyy) effects,
their lattices were manufactured by wrapping the strips around a cylindrical tool
with a tool angle, θH , of 0° (i.e. κ0yy = 0) [156]. For more general lattices (i.e.
like those in this work where the helices are wrapped on the tool at an angle,
giving a non-zero manufactured transverse curvature) the manufactured transverse





In addition, the Gaussian curvature, κG0y, that is used to calculate the induced trans-
verse curvature ∆κyy, must be expressed in the more general way (as defined by




yy − (κ0xy)2) + κ2xy
κxx
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Figure 4.9 shows comparisons of energy landscapes and force-displacement re-
sponses for our lattice design alongside predictions from the 2D model. To aid
comparison of energy minima, both landscapes in Figure 4.9a are normalised with
respect to each of their largest energy values. For our design it can be seen that the
landscapes are similar in both predicting monostable behaviour, but the 2D model
suggests that the lattice will have a much shorter length at room temperature (the
energy minima is at a shorter length).
Figure 4.10 shows that for our design the 2D model provides more accurate
force predictions for the range of lattice length that was investigated experimen-
tally. While the 2D model appears to be a noticeable improvement over the 1D
model (especially when predicting forces) there are still discrepancies between the
temperature-length curves measured experimentally and the temperature-length
curves predicted by the analytical models. This suggests that experimental fac-
tors (i.e. tooling, gravity loads etc.) may have influenced measurements and should
be included in FE models.
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(a) Normalised room temperature lattice energy landscapes as pre-
dicted by the 1D and 2D models
(b) Experimental, 1D and 2D analytical temperature-extension be-
haviour




Figure 4.10: Comparison of approaches using forces from the 2D lattice model
4.5 Finite Element Analyses
As there appeared to be discrepancies between the analytical and experimental re-
sults, FE models of the lattices were constructed in Abaqus/Standard 2016. An
advantage of using FE models is that they could be used as a virtual laboratory
where experimental conditions and design parameter sensitivities could be investi-
gated.
Helical geometries were created and partitioned at the joint locations, and cylin-
drical coordinate systems (aligned with the helix axes) acted as reference systems.
Composite layups were applied to these geometries so that the 0° fibre direction
was aligned along the helix spiral, and the strips were meshed with S4R quadri-
lateral shell elements. Defining the helical geometry and partitioning it so that
hinge connectors and even quad meshes can be applied is not straightforward in
Abaqus/Standard 2016, so the following list provides step-by-step instructions for
constructing the models (without mechanical prestressing) manually in the Abaqus
CAE user interface, with associated screenshots of the process shown in Figure 4.11.
1. Create Helical Shell Geometry. Create a part using the “3D”, “‘De-
formable”, “Shell” and “Revolution” parameters (see Figure 4.11a). Draw a
line for the shell cross-section in the y-axis, at the desired radius in the x-axis.
Note that the length of this line will not be the width of the helix strips unless
the subsequent box “Sweep sketch normal to path” is ticked. Set the revolution
angle to 360° and the extrude direction to be the desired helix pitch.
2. Segment the Surfaces (for Meshing and Hinge-Location Purposes).
Merge any auto-imposed edges on each side of each helix. Partition the helix
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faces according to the locations of the hinges (nine on each helix, evenly spaced
along the screw centre line) so that each hinge location is the meeting point
of four surface segments (see Figure 4.11b). The quickest way to do this is by
partitioning the faces using the shortest path between two points and making
use of the automatically-marked midpoints.
3. Apply Composite Laminate Properties and Mesh. Define a compos-
ite material using “Lamina” elastic properties and “Orthotropic” expansion
properties. A density value should also be included if gravity effects are being
investigated. Define a composite layup for the part by creating a cylindrical
coordinate system. Use an “Additional rotation” to ensure that the reference
(i.e. 0° axis) aligns with the helix spiral (see Figure 4.11c). Apply a S4R shell
mesh by applying a mesh seed to the edges of the desired target size (see Figure
4.11d).
4. Align Instances in Assembly. Once Steps 1-3 have been completed for
both the left and right-handed helices, create four instances of each part in
the assembly module. As each helix is one revolution, and has no mechanical
prestress, they can be assembled into a lattice by translating and rotating the
different instances about their individual cylindrical reference axes. The bolt
locations should be aligned (see Figure 4.11e).
5. Apply Hinge Connectors. Create a “Hinge” connector from the “Interac-
tion” module. This will ensure correct bolt behaviour, i.e. the only degree of
freedom is rotations around the radial axis. Create “Wire” features from the
“Interaction” module. This is done by selecting a bolt point on one helix as
“Point 1” and selecting its corresponding bolt point on the other-handed helix
as “Point 2”. This needs to be done for every bolt location. Create “Connector
Assignments” from under “Assembly”. Use the “Wire” sets previously defined
and ensure that a cylindrical datum axis from one of the helices is used as the
connector orientation to assign the hinges to the correct places (see Figure
4.11f).
In all models hinge connectors were applied on the wires to restrict joint rotations
to the radial axis. The bolt hole was defined as having a 1 mm radius and an assumed
friction coefficient of 0.13 (i.e. dry contact between two nylon washers [218]). In
addition, friction moments (based on experimental measurements) were added to
the hinge behaviour to better represent the physical nuts and bolts. Mesh refinement
was conducted by comparing the computed room temperature (21 °C) lattice lengths.
Mesh target sizes of between 3×3 mm and 0.5×0.5 mm were considered, and a final
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(a) Helical shell geometry and reference cylin-
drical axis
(b) Segmented helical geometry showing bolt lo-
cations at intersections
(c) Composite material zero degree fibre refer-
ence orientation
(d) Assembled lattice showing mesh of S4R
quadrilateral elements
(e) Multiple left and right helices aligned along
a common cylinder axis
(f) Assembled lattice showing radial hinges and
encastre boundary point
Figure 4.11: Screenshots of the process of constructing the helical lattice models in
Abaqus CAE
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mesh size of 3× 3 mm was selected, as the computed length converged to 99.75% of
the value from the analysis with a 0.5× 0.5 mm mesh size.
The post-cure thermal actuation of the lattice was modelled using predefined am-
bient temperature fields with a fully-fixed boundary condition applied to a central
node on one helix via geometrically nonlinear general static analyses. Other models
like this were built to investigate different parameter sensitivities (e.g. changing the
helix width or length) as well as better match experimental conditions (e.g. mod-
elling the wires used to suspend the helix prototypes). The following list describes
the steps, loads and boundary conditions used for each type of model:
1. Temperature-Controlled Models
Steps: Only one step is required (after the initial) to capture the temperature-
dependant extension. A nonlinear “Static, General” step with small fixed
increments is often sufficient.
Loads: A temperature “Predefined Field” should be applied across both steps,
starting initially at the cure temperature and modified with a ramp down
in the second step to represent the cooling.
Boundary Conditions: A single fully-fixed node (typically in the centre of
the helix) is the only boundary condition required.
2. Displacement-Controlled Models
Steps: Three post-initial nonlinear “Static, General” steps should be created:
the first to allow the lattice to cool to room temperature, the second to
contract it, and the third to extend it (axial force measurements can be
taken in this step).
Loads: A gravity load should be uniformly applied across the whole model
for the final extension step to reflect the experimental setup.
Boundary Conditions: In the first step, a single fully-fixed node is suffi-
cient. This should be deactivated in subsequent steps. For the con-
traction and extension steps an axial displacement condition should be
applied to the four bolts on one end of the helix, while the other end of
the helix has minimal conditions applied: all four bolts should be fixed
in the axial direction; two should additionally be fixed in the tangential
direction, and one of those should also be fixed in the radial direction.
3. Force-Controlled Models
Steps: As per the displacement-controlled model.
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Loads: As per the displacement-controlled model, but with point forces ap-
plied to the four bolts at one end of the lattice.
Boundary Conditions: As per the displacement-controlled model, but with-
out the axial displacement condition.
This FE modelling approach differs from that used by McHale et al. [155, 156]:
their approach modelled one helix with suitable boundary conditions that mimicked
the rest of the lattice, whereas our approach models all the helices of the lattice.
While more computationally expensive and complex to build, our model enables
a greater range of lattice designs to be investigated such as those with different
layups and amounts of prestress in each helix, as well as investigate hinge friction
and experimental effects (such as potential end effects from having a finite-length
lattice).
As stated in Steps 4 and 5 in the list above, individual helices were rotated
and assembled so that the bolt locations overlapped correctly, and wire features
were created between corresponding bolt locations on the left and right-handed
helices. As the lattices in this study always had nine bolts per hinge, alternative
designs with mechanical prestress could be created by shortening the helix length,
effectively reducing the bolt separation distance. In these cases the FE process is
more complicated as two successive modelling steps were needed to assemble the
lattice. One model used kinematic constraints to align the bolt locations, and a
second model (with an initial state defined as the last step of the first model) to
apply the wire features. See Appendix B: Mechanically-Prestressed Helical Lattice
FE Modelling for a detailed description of how to construct these mechanically-
prestressed models.
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4.6 Results
4.6.1 Thermal Response
Figure 4.12 shows comparisons of predicted and measured lattice behaviour across
all investigative approaches, plotted in terms of absolute lattice length (Figure 4.12a)
but also in terms of lattice extension from a 135 °C benchmark (Figure 4.12b). As the
absolute length measurements were sensitive to handling issues it can be helpful to
compare the changes in length. Figure 4.12b shows the comparisons in temperature-
extension behaviour between, analytical, experimental and FE methods. Three plots
of FE-modelled lattices are presented: the standard 2D shell-based approach (10 mm
wide strips with no joint friction); a pseudo-1D approach (0.5 mm wide strips with no
joint friction) to better match the assumptions of the 1D analytical model; and a 2D
model (10 mm wide strips with no joint friction) that includes gravitational loading
and fixed-length (170 mm) “wires” to better represent the experimental conditions
in the oven. Modelling these wires was important because they provide a resistive
axial force and lift the lattice up against gravity as it extends. A plot of the mean
experimental data is also included, as well as a region bounded by the maximum
and minimum lattice extension values.
Four repeat experiments were carried out on the lattice, with the average start-
ing length of the lattice recorded as 193.4 mm, with a coefficient of variation (CV)
of 3.1% (defined as the standard deviation divided by the average). This is approx-
imately 30 mm shorter than the “wired” FE predictions at this temperature. This
could be the result of a systematic error when suspending the lattice in the oven, as
the prototype had very low axial stiffness and was easy to unintentionally compress
or extend when handled. The average starting temperature was 135.4°C.
Firstly it can be seen that there is a small discrepancy between the 1D analyt-
ical model and the pseudo-1D FE model. While the pseudo-1D model effectively
neglects transverse curvatures, it differs from the 1D analytical model by still cap-
turing membrane strains. The 2D analytical model includes this, but additionally
it includes the transverse curvature effects. Comparing the relative difference from
the 1D analytical model, it can be deduced that transverse curvatures effects have a
slightly greater influence on the lattice extension than the membrane strain effects.
It can be seen that the 2D analytical model matches well with the predictions of
the standard FE shell model as expected, but a discrepancy between these models
and the experimental data does exist. When experimental conditions are included
in FE models (i.e. gravitational and wire suspension effects are included), it can
be seen that the FE approach captures the response of the prototype well. As the
prototype had low-stiffness hinges and was made with thin strips (i.e. the thermally-
induced axial forces were small), the gravity and wire effects had a large impact on
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(a) Comparison of all predicted and measured temperature-length
responses
(b) Comparison of all predicted and measured temperature-
extension responses, with extension considered from the experi-
mental ‘hot’ temperature (135°C)
Figure 4.12: Comparisons of predicted (analytical and FE) and measured lattice be-
haviour
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the overall prototype behaviour. Ignoring them in FE models results in large errors
in predicted extension. Good agreement can also be seen between the 1D analyti-
cal model and the narrow (pseudo-1D) FE model, due to the FE model exhibiting
minimal transverse curvature changes. As such it seems that the discrepancy be-
tween the original analytical model and the manufactured prototype behaviour can
be attributed to a transverse effects and experimental conditions. The good match
between the experiment and FE results shows that the FE models give reasonable
predictions of the lattice behaviour, and can thus be used as a benchmark against
the numerical models.
During experimental testing of the thermal expansion, the cylinder axial length
was measured to be 286 mm at 309 °K, and 193 mm at 408 °K. This gives an effective
thermal expansion coefficient for the helical structure of −3285 · 10−6K−1 in terms
of engineering strain, and −3933 · 10−6K−1 in terms of logarithmic strain. The
significance of this is clear when considering that these numbers are an order of
magnitude larger than a previous benchmark extreme negative thermal expansion
coefficient of −204 · 10−6K−1 [39], demonstrating the potential of these tailored
helical lattices to act as thermally-active structures.
4.6.2 Force-Displacement Response
Figure 4.13 shows the comparisons in force-extension behaviour between analytical,
experimental and FE methods. When this lattice structure extends axially, it con-
tracts radially. As such the cotton loops used to suspend the lattice were connected
to the test machine on smooth steel rods to allow them to slide thereby minimising
any unintended radial constraint. It was observed that when these mounting threads
were placed vertically in the initial zero-extension state, they did not always slide
along the steel rods smoothly, and slippage could occur at higher values of extension.
As a result, a configuration was also tested where the threads were angled inwards
at the zero-extension state to alleviate any potential slippage (see Figure 4.14). For
the extension-force experiments, the average mounting thread angle was 23.8° for
the angled tests and 1.7° for the vertical tests.
For the extension-force experiments with vertically-aligned mounting threads,
the average zero-extension lattice length was 326 mm, with a CV of 1.3%. For the
experiments with angled mounting threads, the average zero-extension lattice length
was 329 mm (CV = 1.0%). For the extension-temperature experiments, the average
initial (zero-extension) lattice condition was 188.5 mm (CV = 2.9%) at 135.4°C.
Good correlation can be seen between the FE and experimental results, with the
vertically-aligned experimental data being closer to FE predictions. This is likely
due to the angled wires exerting a radial force (not measured by the load cell) that
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(a) Comparison of FE predicted and vertically-measured force-
extension responses
(b) Comparison of FE predicted response with the measured force-
extension responses for vertically-aligned and angled mounting
threads
Figure 4.13: Comparison of FE and measured force-extension responses
82





(c) Mounting thread angle sign convention used in each
test configuration
Figure 4.14: DSLR photos showing the test configurations used in the Shimadzu machine
at their initial zero-extension states
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extends the lattice, causing the measured axial force to be reduced. The ‘vertical’
results are those shown in Figure 4.13a. The experimental prototype appears to be
not as stiff as the FE lattice, particularly at longer lengths. The force-extension
tests were conducted several days after the temperature-extension tests, potentially
allowing time for moisture absorption and a reduction of the thermal prestress to
have taken place in the prototype, although further characterisation of the lattice
prototype’s time-dependant behaviour is required to verify this discrepancy.
4.7 Parameter Sensitivities
One additional motivation for developing FE models of the lattice structures was
to create a virtual environment where parameter sensitivities could be investigated
without costly and time-consuming manufacturing. This allowed the investigation
of effects not captured by the analytical, as well as validate assumptions around
transverse curvatures in the strips and the effect of helix dimensions.
Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show comparisons of FE-predicted lattice axial lengths
against temperature for variations of the optimised lattice design. Unless other-
wise specified the design parameters were kept consistent throughout the sensitiv-
ity investigation, as detailed in Table 4.1. Figure 4.15a shows the effects on the
temperature-extension behaviour of changing joint types and helix lengths (i.e. the
total angle of revolution in each helix), with the lattice length reported divided by
the number of revolutions in the corresponding helices (i.e. the 1080° lattices have
three full revolutions, so the total lattice lengths are three times larger than shown
in Figure 4.15a). It was observed in prototypes that the normals of the strips at the
bolted connections would not longer align near the bolts at the ends of the lattice,
so these models were built to investigate these “end-effects”. Initially joints were
modelled as hinges (i.e. only radial rotation was permitted), shown with the solid
lines, but FE models were also built with pin joints, shown by the dashed lines (i.e.
rotations could occur about any axis). In terms of helix lengths, an initial 360° helix
of 128 mm axial length was compared to lattices with helices of double and triple
length (i.e. two and three full rotations). Slightly larger extensions occur when
modelling the joints as pins (i.e. where non-radial rotation is permitted), likely due
to the helices being allowed to extend further via twisting, but that the difference
in extension between the hinge and pinned models is not significant for most of the
temperature range tested. This difference is constant across the two longer lengths,
but appears greater in the shorter lattice (the 360° case), suggesting edge effects
may be more dominant in lattices with helices shorter than one full rotation.
Figure 4.15b shows the effect of changing the width of the composite helices,
while still maintaining a 2D structure. Values between 5 mm and 15 mm were inves-
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(a) Temperature-extension response with joint types and helix
lengths
(b) Temperature-extension response with different helix widths
Figure 4.15: FE temperature-extension behaviour with varying geometric parameters
for the optimised lattice
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(a) Temperature-extension response with different total ply thick-
nesses (assuming all constituent plies have equal thickness)
(b) Temperature-extension response for different levels of ply mis-
alignment
Figure 4.16: FE temperature-extension behaviour with manufacture-induced parameter
variations for the optimised lattice
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tigated, as this range of widths could be manufactured manually without difficulty,
and produce helices that has sufficiently low axial stiffness as to be handled safely.
McHale et al. showed that for lattices >10 mm wide transverse curvature effects
can become significant [156]. For our design it can be seen that there is only a very
small reduction in total contraction for these widths, and only a slight increase in
behavioural nonlinearity as the width increases. More extreme helix aspect ratios
may yield greater variations in behaviour - especially for very small widths where
the helices act like 1D structures - but would far more difficult to manufacture.
4.7.1 Manufacturing Effects
Figure 4.16a shows the effects of changing the ply thicknesses of the laminates.
Micrograph measurements of ply cross sections revealed average prototype helix
thicknesses of 117.7µm with a standard deviation of ±9.8µm (see Appendix He-
lical Lattice Ply-Level Thickness Measurements). Values of total (4-ply) laminate
thickness between 0.400 mm and 0.550 mm were chosen based on these ply-level mea-
surements by uniformly changing the individual ply thicknesses. Lattice contraction
can be seen to be very sensitive to laminate thickness, with almost 75 mm less con-
traction for only 0.150 mm additional thickness. While thickness variations of this
magnitude are likely to be localised effects, and not across the entire lattice, control-
ling laminate total thickness should be considered one of the main manufacturing
concerns when making these thin-shell structures.
Figure 4.16b shows the effects of ply misalignment - a common source of manu-
facturing error. Uniform orientation misalignments of ±2° and ±5° were added to
the composite layup orientations. During skilled manual layup of thin-shell struc-
tures the standard deviation of ply misalignment is around ±2° [231]. Misalignments
are only likely to be of similar magnitude and direction for all plies in the laminate
in the case of ply-cutter error, but this systematic error approach can model the
cumulative effect of this error. In this case it can be seen that for misalignments of
this magnitude the lattice structure exhibits very robust behaviour.
4.7.2 Transverse and Frictional Effects
Two key assumptions of the initial analytical model were firstly that the lattice
structure is constructed of 1D beam elements (with no transverse curvature), and
secondly that the joints between the helices have no size or frictional effects. Another
motivation for building FE models of the lattice structures was to investigate the
limits of these analytical assumptions. Figure 4.17 shows results from FE models
that include transverse curvature not captured by 1D beam models, and Figure 4.18
shows results from FE models that include frictional effects (to more realistically
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model the lattice hinges).
Figure 4.17a shows the changes in transverse curvature in a central section of
the lattice as it is cooled from cure temperature to room temperature. These cur-
vature changes are plotted along the width of the section, with the 0 mm distance
representing the helix centre line. The transverse curvature changes are plotted for
a location close to a central bolt hole, at the middle distance between two central
bolt holes, and at a point a the quarter distance between two central bolt holes. It
can be seen that the changes in curvature that occur during the analysis are smaller
along the edges of each helical strip, and that a fairly uniform transverse curvature
builds along the strip widths during cooling. The discontinuity at the transverse
edges suggests the need for finer meshing to capture curvature changes here. The
magnitude of curvature change also appears to be consistent between the different
locations along the strip. The discontinuity on the “Bolt” plot is a numerical artefact
resulting from taking a measurement from a node in close proximity to a connector.
Figure 4.17b is similar to Figure 4.17a, except that here transverse bending mo-
ments are plotted for the same locations. It shows a similar pattern to Figure 4.17a
in that transverse moments remain largely consistent between different locations
along the strip length. A discontinuity can also be seen when taking measurements
near the bolt connector, although the magnitudes of moments appear to be consis-
tent in this location also. Theoretically Figure 4.17b should be linearly proportional
to Figure 4.17a, and this would likely occur if the edge discontinuity effect in Figure
4.17a was not present.
Figure 4.18a shows the variation of total lattice length against temperature when
hinge friction moments are included, and when no hinge friction moment is included.
Two values of hinge moment are included (7.29 Nmm and 1.23 Nmm) that are the
maximum and minimum friction moment values measured experimentally. Including
the maximum value of friction results in a reduction in extension of approximately
10 mm due to a slipping effect at the start of the lattice cool-down. It was observed
in experiments that the bolts loosened after a short extension, meaning the lower
value of friction is more applicable, and that the joints may behave less like ‘pure’
hinges in the prototypes. As such frictional effects can be considered to have a
negligible effect on temperature-extension behaviour.
Figure 4.18b is similar to Figure 4.18a, except that the variation in axial reaction
force is plotted against total lattice length for the range of friction moment values.
A similar effect can be seen in that the lower - and more applicable - value of friction
has a very small effect on the total response. If the design were revised to include
locking nuts at the bolt joints then frictional effects may be significant, but in the
current design configuration this is not the case.
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(a) Changes in transverse curvature across helix width at different
locations
(b) Changes in transverse moment across helix width at different
locations




(a) Temperature-extension behaviour for different values of hinge
friction
(b) Force-extension behaviour for different values of hinge friction
Figure 4.18: FE predictions of frictional effects on lattice behaviour
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4.8 Alternative Lattice Designs
The work detailed in this chapter primarily focused on a proof-of-concept lattice
with negative thermal expansion which was as simple to manufacture as possible.
While there were challenges in correctly modelling and manufacturing the lattice,
the huge negative CTE that (measured in excess of −3000 · 10−6K−1) it achieved
demonstrated the value in investigating prestressed composite lattices. The heli-
cal lattice structural concept can be tailored for other novel behaviours though,
particularly if manufacturing constraints are eased and additional prestress can be
incorporated into the design.
4.8.1 Including Mechanical Prestress
Figure 4.19 shows temperature-extension behaviour and energy landscape predic-
tions for an alternative lattice that includes a degree of mechanical prestress. By
ensuring that the assembly geometry of the helices is different to their geometry
when cured, a mechanical prestress can be added to the system on top of the ther-
mal prestress from the cure cycle. This additional prestress expands the lattice
behaviour design space.
Figure 4.19: Comparisons between the prototype helix design and an alternative helix
with a reduced 50 mm bolt separation distance
Figure 4.19 shows comparisons between the behavioural predictions of the pro-
totype lattice and a mechanically-prestressed lattice where the bolt separation has
been reduced from 62 mm to 50 mm. A bolt separation of 62 mm corresponds to a
lattice length that, when assembled, possesses an equilibrium position that corre-
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sponds to the cylindrical tool radius - i.e. there is no mechanical prestress. In this
particular case it can be seen that reducing the bolt separation (i.e. constraining the
helices to a smaller radius cylinder during assembly) reduces the total lattice exten-
sion. It can also be seen that the discrepancy between the 1D analytical model and
the FE is greater with the reduced bolt separation (i.e. when a degree of mechanical
prestress is present). As the 1D model has been shown to not capture transverse
effects well, this suggests that this form of mechanical prestressing has a significant
effect on the transverse curvatures and membrane stresses of the lattice.
Mechanical prestress can also be imparted more radically, for instance by chang-
ing the angle at which the helix strips are placed upon the tool. When using a
cylindrical tool an extreme case of this involves reversing the sign of the tool an-
gle, i.e. curing a right-handed helix, but assembling it as a left-handed helix. This
method is difficult to manufacture without delamination as inverting the helix cur-
vature induces high strains. Additionally it is not a trivial process to model with
finite-element methods and was thus beyond the scope of this work.
4.8.2 Designing for Novel Thermal Effects
Smooth expansion and contraction is not the only lattice behaviour that can be
designed for, especially when the design space has been increased with the addition
of mechanical prestress. The stable states of the lattice structure can be tailored, for
instance by combining mechanically-prestressed helices made with non-symmetric
angle-ply laminates (that will have temperature-dependant curvatures) and anti-
symmetric laminates. Figure 4.20 shows the energy landscapes obtained from FE
models for designs that have been tailored with mechanical and thermal prestress
to have temperature-dependant stability behaviour: bistable at low temperatures,
and monostable at high temperatures. Black dots indicate stable lattice lengths,
and arrows indicate the lattice deformation path when heated from 0°C.
Figure 4.20a depicts the energy landscape of a lattice comprised of non-symmetric
angle-ply laminates. Designs were trialled by taking [0 90] cross-ply laminates
and changing their orientation (i.e. adding a set angle to each ply) and degree
of anisotropy (i.e. reducing the relative angle between the two plies). A design
was found where the four right-handed helices have [0 70] layups, and the four left-
handed helices have [5 65] layups, with the lattices assembled together with a 50 mm
bolt separation to induce mechanical prestress (in the same manner as the lattices
in Figure 4.19). It can be seen that as the lattice is heated, the stable length reduces
smoothly until the lattice is fully-contracted. The fully-contracted state is stable
for all temperatures within the tested range, so cooling the lattice after is has been
heated will not result in an equal-and-opposite extension, i.e. the lattice’s stabil-
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ity path is dependant on its initial length and temperature, and above a certain
temperature the lattice is ’locked’ into a monostable state.
Figure 4.20b depicts the energy landscape of a lattice comprised of unbalanced
cross-ply laminates and anti-symmetric laminates. The four right-handed helices
have [0 90 90] layups, and the four left-handed helices have [-45 90 -45] laminates.
The mechanical prestress is also the same as before. It can be seen that as the
lattice is heated the stable length changes suddenly between fully-extended, and
fully-contracted. At low temperatures the energy curves possess a small peak when
the lattice is highly extended, causing its fully-extended configuration to be stable.
As the rest of the energy curve has a positive slope at all temperatures, the lattice
returns immediately to a fully-contracted state when the increasing temperature
causes the small peak to disappear, demonstrating a novel hysteretic behaviour.
These design landscapes complement the hysteretic lattice behaviours found with
the 1D model in Ref [175]. They also complement the findings of similar research
that was independently published by researchers in Limerick at the same time this
work was being carried out [155].
4.9 Final Remarks
Using prestressed composite materials in thin-shell structures offers unique ways
to tailor their active behaviour, and this can enable design spaces for some struc-
tures that possess extreme behaviour beyond that seen in natural materials and
systems. The work detailed in this chapter has demonstrated, at the macroscopic
length scale, a prestressed composite cylindrical lattice structure tailored for an ex-
treme negative thermal expansion coefficient. A prototype exhibiting the desired
behaviour was manufactured and tested successfully, and it was shown that lattices
with other thermally-dependant stability responses are feasible. Prototype manu-
facturing methods have been refined, and new ways of analysing such structures in
FE environments have been presented.
As well as being realisable, these structures have also been shown to be pre-
dictable with FE models. Good correlation exists between experimental and FE
approaches when comparing temperature-extension and force-extension behaviour
of the negative thermal expansion lattice. While 2D analytical models that consid-
ered transverse curvature effects matched well with results from FE lattice models,
it was found that prototype behaviour is sensitive to gravitational effects (due to
the low joint friction and axial forces involved). A series of FE analyses have been
extended to quantify discrepancies between analytical beam-based lattice models
and experimental shell-based prototypes, as well as assess the parameter robustness
of a particular design.
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(a) Lattice designed to be bistable at low temperatures and monos-
table at high temperatures, with the lattice undergoing a smooth
contraction when heated
(b) Lattice designed to be bistable at low temperatures and monos-
table at high temperatures, with the lattice undergoing a sharp
’snapping’ contraction when heated
Figure 4.20: FE energy-temperature landscapes for lattices designed to exhibit
thermally-dependant stability behaviours. Black dots indicate stable lat-
tice lengths, and arrows indicate the lattice deformation path when heated
from 0° C.
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A more general (i.e. not design-specific) study of the sensitivities of helical lattice
behaviours is required if these structures (and their extreme behaviours) are to be
used in deployable applications. Specifically thickness variation effects can have
significant impacts on the lattice behaviours, and a more mature understanding
of the expected thickness distributions and their effects on the lattice performance
and failure would be valuable. This is particularly important with shell structures
as small changes in the shell properties can have large behavioural effects due to
the inherent high strains and nonlinearity in the deformation [164]. Further work
to quantify the lattice failure limits (when assembled with high-strain mechanical
prestressing) and how they affect the available behaviour design spaced would also
be beneficial.
4.10 Next Steps
After assessing the thermal tailoring of a simple tape spring in the previous chap-
ter, the work in this chapter set out to assess the feasibility of tailoring the active
behaviour of a more complex composite shell structure using a combination of ther-
mal and mechanical prestress. This combined prestress has been shown to enable
extreme behaviours for the helical lattice structure, but the tailoring process itself
is still reliant on the use of optimisation tools. While analytical models and FE pa-
rameter sensitivity studies provide some lattice behavioural insight to the designer,
these insights are so far valid only for the design chosen. Identifying which design
parameters and prestress state will give a particular behaviour is a complex question
that remains largely unanswered. This leads to two design questions:
1. Is there a method for characterising the behaviour of composite shells that
gives more intuitive behavioural insight to the designer than using an optimi-
sation toolbox?
2. If so, can such a technique be applied to a general range of shell geometries to
reduce reliance on the assumptions of analytical models?
The next chapter will explore the application of a robotic mechanism charac-
terisation technique to composite shells in an attempt to improve intuitive under-
standing of compliant shell behaviour by considering the response of a single point





In the previous chapter it was shown that thermal and mechanical prestress could
be used to develop novel responses in a composite helical lattice structure. While
the lattices are more complex structures than the tape spring mechanisms from
Chapter 3, their structural responses could be determined similarly by analytically
and numerically evaluating their internal strain energy states. Although this tech-
nique is valuable for compliant shell mechanisms with simple deformation modes
(e.g. torsion of tape springs, or axial expansion of lattices), it does not necessarily
give complete insight into the mechanism behaviours. It was therefore of interest
to develop a technique to characterise the principal behaviours of a more general
class of composite compliant shell mechanisms. To this end a collaboration with
Prof. Charles Kim at Bucknell University was carried out to characterise and vi-
sualise the behaviour of generic compliant composite shells using a technique used
in building block mechanism design approaches that was developed by Lipkin and
Patterson [142–145, 179, 180], and extended by Leemans et al. [139]. In addition, a
link between these concepts and the classical structural mechanics concepts of shear
and twist centres is shown analytically for a simple structure.
Some work in this chapter was presented in a paper at ASME IDETC 2020
(Virtual Conference) [229], and other work presented here was first published in
the journal Thin Walled Structures [226]. This chapter is based primarily on these
sources where the author was the prime contributor to the literature reviews, ana-
lytical investigations and numerical modelling.
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5.1 Introduction
The analysis and visualisation technique presented herein is based on the eigen-
decomposition analysis framework developed by Lipkin and Patterson, which is of-
ten used in the building block method of compliant mechanism design [110]. This
section will outline the important details of their decomposition, but for full details,
derivations and related theorems the reader is directed to Refs. [143, 180]. In this
framework, screw theory is utilised to determine the principal compliance directions
(and associated magnitudes) of an elastic mechanism. This mechanism character-
isation is conducted through analysis of the tangent stiffness matrix (derived from
nonlinear finite element analysis) of a single point of interest (POI) lying on the
mechanism. Typically the point that best represents the required deformation of
the mechanism is chosen as the POI, e.g. an end-effector on a robotic arm. As
the mechanism undergoes large, nonlinear elastic deformations, the orientations,
positions and magnitudes of principal compliance directions are tracked. These
may be plotted and compared throughout the mechanism’s large deformation (see
Ref. [139] for an example of this characterisation for isotropic shells). This method
can be summarised as follows:
1. A point of interest is identified on the mechanism, the kinetic and kinematic
behaviour of which is to be analysed;
2. The 6×6 tangent stiffness matrix of this point is identified, typically via a
linear perturbation numerical analysis;
3. The locations, orientations and compliance magnitudes of the principal com-
pliance directions of the point of interest are determined from this matrix;
4. Further infinitesimal perturbation analyses are conducted at multiple stages
of a desired mechanism deformation;
5. The principal compliance directions are compared for each step of the defor-
mation analysis, granting intuitive insight into the mechanism behaviour;
6. The changes in orientations and locations of the twist and wrench axes are
visualised throughout the deformation of the mechanism.
The approach is advantageous in providing detailed physical insight into the
behaviour of the mechanism since the different degrees of freedom of the POI can be
readily interpreted with minimal knowledge of mechanism design. Each compliance
axis describes a direction along which a load will induce a pure translation (or a
moment induces a pure rotation) or vice versa, which makes interpretation of the
mechanism response much more intuitive. Insight can be gained at any point in the
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deformation of a mechanism, and for a broad variety of mechanism geometries, as it
considers the response of a suitably-chosen POI. It lends itself well to the analysis
of shell mechanisms, which can then form part of a mechanism library for building
block mechanism design techniques. Despite these advantages, to the best of the
author’s knowledge, this technique has not previously been applied to anisotropic
composite shells. Indeed, the use of composites in the design of any kind of compliant
mechanism is currently under-utilised, with the limited previous research restricted
to planar mechanisms [140,240].
Other mechanism design and characterisation approaches exist (e.g. the Free-
dom And Constraint Topologies (FACT) and rigid-body replacement approaches
reviewed in Chapter 2) but these often focus on planar (2D) mechanisms or find-
ing suitable mechanism shapes and topologies. With composite shell mechanisms
the material and prestress choices available mean that mechanisms with identical
geometry can potentially exhibit radically different behaviours. As such, design ap-
proaches that search for topologies or model flexures as simple torsional springs may
not fully capture the potential that composite anisotropy offers to the mechanism
designer. In contrast, a building block design approach using Lipkin and Patter-
son’s eigenscrew characterisation offers a powerful design and analysis method for
composite compliant shell mechanisms.
The chapter starts firstly by explaining the theory and mathematics underpin-
ning Lipkin and Patterson’s eigenscrew characterisation, including how they are
calculated from the global stiffness and compliance matrices of a compliant mech-
anism. Next a mathematical link is derived between eigenscrews and two classical
structural mechanics concepts: shear centres and centres of twists. This link is shown
for a simple structural case, and helps illustrate how to interpret the behaviour of a
mechanism that is characterised using eigenscrews. Finally the eigenscrew charac-
terisation and visualisation framework is applied to a simple tape spring mechanism,
and comparisons are drawn between isotropic and anisotropic composite tape springs
to demonstrate the useful insight that this framework provides into the behaviour
of composite compliant shell mechanisms.
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5.2 Eigenscrew Analysis
This section provides details about the nature of eigenscrews and how they relate
to the global stiffness and compliance matrices of a compliant mechanism.
5.2.1 Wrenches and Twists
Lipkin and Patterson’s technique builds on Chasles’ Theorem [29] which states that
any movement in three dimensional space can be described by a translation along a
line plus a rotation about the same line. In this framework the kinetics of a body are
expressed as a three-system of vectors that combine the forces and moments acting









(bi × fi) + difi
]
, (5.1)
where fi and τi are the linear force and angular torque components of the wrench
respectively, the bi terms determine the spatial positioning, and di the ratios of
torque and force. The subscript i ∈ [1, 2, 3], distinguishes each orthogonal wrench
axis.
Similarly, the kinematics of the body can be expressed in terms of a three-system
of vectors that combine translations and rotations about a common axis. This is












where δi and γi are the translation and rotation components of the twist, ri the
location vector (taken as the shortest (i.e. perpendicular) distance between the twist
vector and the POI) and hi the pitch scalar with i distinguishing between orthogonal
twist axes. Figure 5.1 (reproduced from Ref. [139]) shows a visualisation of a twist
axis and its terms relative to a global axis.
Typically used in the analysis of robotic systems, these wrenches and twists are
scalar multiples of screws, i.e. scalar multiples of 6D vectors comprising the two
3D vectors of linear and angular information of a rigid body [8]. A wrench (i.e. a
torque and/or force) applied on a POI will produce a twist (i.e. a translation and/or
rotation). Typically these POI’s are the end-effectors of robotic systems, but any
class of mechanism can be analysed by considering a POI on the mechanism, as the
wrenches and twists are linked by the stiffness and compliance matrices.
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Figure 5.1: Representation of a twist axis (in blue) in vector form. Reproduced from
Ref [139].
5.2.2 Eigenwrenches and Eigentwists
Lipkin and Patterson’s decomposition produces six “eigen-screws” that characterise
the principal behaviour of the POI: three pure translation screws and three pure
rotation screws as well as their corresponding stiffness or compliance magnitudes.
These eigenscrews are, wf , the “eigen-wrenches” (also known as wrench axes), and
Tγ, the “eigen-twists” (also known as twist axes). Applying an eigenwrench, wf ,
along its axis will cause a pure parallel translation of the POI (and vice versa),
while applying an eigentwist, Tγ, around its axis will cause a pure parallel moment
to occur at the POI (and vice versa). This is valid for small translations and ro-
tations, and assumes some rigid link exists between the POI and the axis where
the eigentwist or eigenwrench is applied. Once derived, these eigenscrew axes can
be plotted on a compliant mechanism to visualise its instantaneous behaviour, with
each axis identifying a direction in which the mechanism can be loaded to induce
pure translations (or rotations in the case of twist axes) and vice versa. The follow-
ing subsection contains the mathematical derivation from Ref. [143] to help explain
the origin of these special screws via the solution of an eigenvalue problem.
Applying a wrench to a rigid body (in a stable potential energy field) induces
a twist upon that body and vice versa. We wish to identify the wrenches that
induce twists of pure parallel translations and rotations, and twists that induce
pure parallel forces and moments. By definition, these eigenwrenches and eigentwists
would induce corresponding twists and wrenches that minimise the potential energy
of the system as there is no coupling between translational and rotational response.
Eigenvalues represent the stationary states of systems, and two eigenvalue problems
can be generated by considering the minimum potential energy and by requiring the
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wrenches and twists to have unit magnitude, i.e.









w = 1 (5.4)
and









T = 1 (5.6)
where PE refers to the system potential energy and Kt and Ct are the 6×6 tangent
stiffness and compliance matrices for the POI respectively.
The two generalised eigenvalue problems in the form λBx = Ax, from Equations













T = KtT , (5.8)
where af and kγ are the eigenvalues corresponding to the translational compliance
of the eigenwrench and rotational stiffness of the eigentwist respectively. Note that
kf = 1/af and aγ = 1/kγ. When Ct = K
−1
t (i.e. the tangent matrices are non-














While this decomposition is valid for cases where the tangent stiffness and com-
pliance matrices are non-singular, Lipkin and Patterson demonstrate that decom-
positions also exist for singular cases, although alternative derivations and con-
straints may be required, and some stiffness and compliance magnitudes may become
zero [143].
Solving Equation 5.7 or 5.9 subject to the constraint in Equation 5.4 gives three
eigenwrenches wf that (assuming a rigid body connection exists between the ap-
plied eigenscrews and the POI) induce pure parallel translation of the POI. Simi-
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larly, solving Equation 5.8 or 5.10 subject to the constraint in Equation 5.6 gives
three eigentwists Tγ that, under the same assumption of a rigid body connection,
induce wrenches wγ of pure parallel torque about the POI. The three-systems of
eigenwrenches and eigentwists are orthogonal due to the fact that the translational
quadrant of Ct and the rotational quadrant ofKt (i.e. the quadrants that determine
the eigenvalues af and kγ) are symmetrical.
















where ŵf and ŵγ are the normalised eigenwrenches, and kf and kγ the correspond-
ing stiffnesses (in the directions of f and γ). For a tangent compliance matrix the
















where T̂f and T̂γ are the normalised twists, and af and aγ the corresponding com-
pliances (in the directions of f and γ).
The eigenwrenches, wf , and eigentwists, Tγ, are normalised by their respective










These eigentwist and eigenwrench axes can be plotted on the mechanism to
visualise its compliance response.
5.2.3 Computing the Decomposition
To compute the eigen-decomposition the eigenvectors (vf ) and eigenvalues (λf ) of
the upper-left (i.e. pure translational) quadrant (K1) of the POI’s 6 × 6 stiffness
matrix must be obtained, as well as the eigenvectors (vγ) and eigenvalues (λγ) for
the lower-right (i.e. pure rotational) quadrant (C4) of the 6× 6 reduced compliance
matrix. The eigenvectors correspond to the orientations of the twist and wrench
axes, while the eigenvalues will give the corresponding stiffness or compliances along
those axes. Note that the stiffness and compliances of the eigenwrench and eigentwist
axes are found directly from the eigenvalues of the corresponding matrix quadrants,
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i.e.









Remembering that applying an eigenwrench,wf , to a system along its axis causes
a pure parallel translation of the POI by inducing a twist (Tf ), multiplying the pure
translation eigenvectors, vf , by the corresponding Kt stiffness matrix quadrants







Similarly, applying an eigentwist, Tγ, to a system causes a pure parallel moment
couple about the POI by inducing a wrench (wγ). These twist axes are expressed








In order to determine the placement of these axes in space, their position vectors,
ri, relative to the POI must be found. For example, to find the twist axes’ vectors,
rtwists, the following process is implemented. The twist pitch scalar is defined as
hi = δi · γi, (5.19)
with δi and γi taken from the upper half and lower half of T̂γ respectively. The
twist position vectors, rtwists are calculated via the vector triple product identity,
γi × (rtwists × γi) = (γi · γi)rtwists − (γi · rtwists)γi, (5.20)
which can be simplified, noting that ri is orthogonal to γi by its definition as the
shortest distance from the POI to the twist vector,
−(rtwists × γi)× γi = |γi|2rtwists, (5.21)
and combined with the definition of δi from (5.2), giving
−(δi − hiγi)× γi
|γi|2
= rtwists. (5.22)
A similar process allows the definition of the wrench axes’ vectors, rwrenches, using
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di, as well as fi and τi (taken from the upper and lower half of ŵf respectively),
giving




di = fi · τi. (5.24)
Thus the orientations (ŵf and T̂γ), compliance magnitudes (λf and λγ), and
positions (rwrenches and rtwists) for the six principal translational and rotational axes
of the POI are defined. Now that the orientations and positions of the eigenscrews
have been defined these can be plotted to gain insight into the principal stiffness
and compliance axes of a composite compliant shell mechanism.
5.3 Links to Classical Structural Mechanics
Before showing some examples of isotropic and anisotropic shells characterised us-
ing these eigenscrew axes, it is worth clarifying the nature of eigentwists and eigen-
wrenches from a structural mechanics point of view. While the concepts of eigen-
twists and eigenwrenches may be unfamiliar to those used to working with classical
structural mechanics concepts, there exist many similarities to the 2D cross-sectional
concepts of shear centre and centre of twist. In this section it is shown that for a
degenerate isotropic case there is indeed a direct link between these mechanisms and
structural mechanics concepts: the shear centre and centre of twist can be located
and mapped using twist and wrench axes.
5.3.1 Shear Centre and Centre of Twist
In structural mechanics, the concept of the shear centre, S, is a well-known property
of a prismatic cantilevered beam, derived from the shape of its cross-section. It is
defined as the point through which an applied shear loading will not produce a
twisting of the beam section; this point need not lie on the beam cross-section itself.
Conversely, the centre of twist, T , is defined as the point on the cross-section about
which the beam will purely rotate under an applied axial torque (i.e. torsion) [158].
For simple beam theory, the position of S and T are found to be equivalent via
the Maxwell-Betti reciprocal theory [46, 158, 238]. This theorem uses the principle
of superposition to state that, for a linear-elastic body, the order in which loads are
applied does not affect the resulting deformations and strain energy. Consider a
shear load F and torsional moment Mz applied to a cantilever beam. The reciprocal
theorem shows that the deflection δ at the force application point (and parallel
to load F ) due to a unit applied moment Mz is equal to the rotation θz of the
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cross-section due to a unit applied load F . If the load is applied at shear centre
S, the cross-sectional rotation θz is zero; conversely, a torsional moment Mz thus
results in no deflection δ at the shear centre, making it the instantaneous centre of
twist T . In general S and T need not be coincident, but for special cases where
the beam supports minimise the integral of the torsional warping function over the
cross-section these boundary conditions align the two centres [238].
For more general 3D non-prismatic beams, it can be less helpful to consider the
cross-sectional centres S and T , and more helpful to consider flexural axes. One
such approach is that by Stodieck et al. who evaluated axes for loaded aircraft
wings [233]. They defined a ‘local’ flexural axis as a loci of flexural centres, which
themselves are defined as the position of a shear load on a wing cross-section which
would cause zero twisting of the cross-section relative to the root. They also defined
a ‘global’ flexural axis as the positions of a set of loads which produce zero twisting
of the wing when applied simultaneously (i.e. the ‘global’ axis is load-dependant).
These axes provide an intuitive insight into the decoupled torsional behaviour of the
entire wing, and similarly the eigenscrew decomposition technique aims to provide
insight into the decoupled translational and rotational behaviour of a compliant
mechanism with a clear point of interest.
5.3.2 From Shear Centre to Eigenwrench
Centres such as S and T are used to illustrate how pure uncoupled translations
and rotations can occur in a 2D beam cross-section. Eigenscrew axes are used to
show the principal compliance directions for a single point on a body in 3D space.
Conceptually these concepts appear to capture similar behaviours and it suggests
that S and T may be identifiable from an eigen-decomposition. Centres such as
S and T are only valid for simple structural cases, but the following subsection
presents an analytical link between these centres and the eigenscrew axes for such
a case. Establishing this link means that the analogous eigenscrew axes could be
used to gain intuitive insight into more general structures such as those that in-
clude anisotropy, non-prismatic geometries, more complex boundary conditions and
geometric nonlinearities [226].
Compliance Matrix Construction
A prismatic cantilevered beam of length L with a thin-walled, open, and singly-
curved symmetric cross section (see Figure 5.2) may be analysed to obtain the 6× 6
compliance matrix. The tape spring has a cross-section that is symmetric about
the x-axis, and is cantilevered (i.e. all degrees of freedom are constrained at one
end), with the POI at the free end. The POI is chosen to be located along the
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x-axis, at a distance χ from the shear centre, S. The distance ζ is defined as the
distance between the shear centre and the centroid of the cross-section, C (the point
on the cross-section through which axial loading produces pure axial extension of
the beam). The z-axis is defined according to the right hand rule, and moments are
defined according to which axis they act around, i.e. Mx refers to a moment about
the x-axis. The position of the shear centre relative to the centre of a tape spring





where φ is equal to half of the cross-section enclosed angle and r is the arc radius [78].
As this is a cross-sectional feature, it can be shown in 3D by plotting a loci of points.
Figure 5.2: Cross-section of the tape spring at its free end
Using this definition of the POI, a compliance matrix can be constructed from
first principles of mechanics of materials (assuming Euler-Bernoulli beam theory,
and no warping of the cross-section) by considering the response of the POI when
forces and moments are applied through it [159]. Terms are defined with the usual
notation: second moments of area Ixx and Iyy, beam length L, Young’s Modulus E,
cross-sectional area A, shear modulus G and polar moment of inertia, J . Moments
are defined according to the axis they act around, i.e. Mx refers to a moment about
the x-axis. This process has been simplified by choosing cross-sectional coordinate
systems to ensure Ixy = 0, at no loss of generality. The compliance matrix is
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C11 0 C13 0 C15 0
0 C22 0 C24 0 C26
C31 0 C33 0 C35 0
0 C42 0 C44 0 0
C51 0 C53 0 C55 0

































describe rotations due to applied moments. Deflections due to any POI offset from
the centroid, C, are given by




The coupling between applied forces and resulting rotations (and conversely, applied
moments and resulting deflections) are given by
C15 = C51 =
L2
2EIyy




C26 = C62 =
χL
GJ




where C62 reflects rotation around the shear centre (i.e. centre of twist) for a trans-
verse load not passing through S.










where the four 3×3 quadrants of the stiffness matrix (K1 −K4) can be found by a
piece-wise inversion of the four 3x3 quadrants of the compliance matrix (C1 −C4)
using the Schur complement approach for block matrices (also used to invert ABD
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matrices in composite plate theory [167]). This means
P1 = C
−1
1 , P2 = −C−11 C2,
P3 = C2C
−1
1 , P4 = C4 −C2C−11 C2
and therefore
K1 = P1 − P2P−14 P3, K2 = P2P−14 ,
K3 = −P4P−13 , K4 = P−14










K11 0 0 0 K15 0
0 K22 0 K24 0 K26
0 0 K33 0 K35 0
0 K42 0 K44 0 K46
K51 0 K53 0 K55 0





















AIyyE2 − L2χ2 + 2L2χζ − L2ζ2
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2 − 3L2χ2 + 6L2χζ − 3L2ζ2)






describe moments due to applied rotations. The coupling between applied deflections
and resulting moments (and conversely, applied rotations and resulting forces) are
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given by












K35 = K53 =
EIyy(Lχ− Lζ)
AIyyE2 − L2χ2 + 2L2χζ − L2ζ2
.
Once both the stiffness and compliance matrices are found, the eigenscrew de-
composition can be used to find the positions, orientations and magnitudes of the
eigenwrench and eigentwist axes and thus show equivalence between the concepts.
5.3.3 Decomposition Results
The eigenscrew decomposition produces position vectors (relative to the POI) and
orientations of the eigentwist and eigenwrench axes. Remembering that a load
applied along an eigenwrench axis will describe parallel translations of the POI
(and vice versa for eigentwist axes), inspecting these positions and orientations (as
shown for a tape spring in Figure 5.3) shows that there are direct links between the
eigenscrews and the shear centre and centre of twist.
Equations 5.29–5.31 show the position vectors rw, orientations f and stiffness
magnitudes kf respectively for the eigenwrenches ŵ1 − ŵ3, with each column corre-
sponding to a single eigenwrench:
rwrenches =




















It can be seen that eigenwrench W1 exists at a distance −L/2 from the POI in
z-axis, orientated parallel to the x-axis. This means that a force applied halfway
down (and in the centre of) the tape spring in the x-direction will cause a pure
translation of the POI in the x-direction, reflecting an aspect of first-order cantilever
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deformation known from beam theory. Eigenwrench W2 is located at ζ−χ from the
POI in the x-axis (i.e. at the centroid C), orientated parallel to the z-axis. This
means a force applied along this eigenwrench axis will cause a pure translation of
the POI in the z-axis, hereby demonstrating the definition of the centroid. Finally,
eigenwrench W3 exists −L/2 from the POI in the z-axis, −χ from the POI along the
x-axis (i.e. at S), and is orientated parallel to the y-axis. Similarly to eigenwrench
W1, it can be seen here that a force applied along W3 (i.e. through the shear centre,
halfway down the tape spring) will cause pure parallel translation of the POI, linking
the 2D shear centre concept to a 3D deformation.
Equations 5.32, 5.33 and 5.34 show the position vectors, orientations and com-
pliance magnitudes respectively for the eigentwists:
rtwists =






















Eigentwist T1 exists at a distance −L/2 from the POI in z-axis, orientated par-
allel to the x-axis. This eigentwist is co-linear with eigenwrench W1, and means
a rotation applied around this axis will cause a pure moment about the x-axis at
the POI. For an isotropic tape spring with a large enclosed angle, this will have the
lowest value of compliance as usually EIxx > EIyy > GJ . Eigentwist T2 is located
at −L/2 from the POI in the z-axis, ζ − χ from the POI in the x-axis (i.e. at the
centroid C), orientated parallel to the y-axis. A rotation about this axis will cause a
pure moment about the y-axis at the POI. The stiffness of this ‘tape spring bending’
eigentwist will increase in proportion with Iyy (which increases with the amount of
angle enclosed by the tape spring). Finally, eigentwist T3 exists −χ from the POI
along the x-axis (i.e. at the shear centre, S), and is orientated parallel to the z-axis.
This means a rotation applied along this axis will cause a pure moment about the
z-axis at the POI, demonstrating the properties of loading through a centre of twist
and illustrating that the centre of twist and the shear centre can exist at the same
point, confirming reciprocal theorem. Aligning the POI with the beam centroid in
a similar manner to Ciblak [32] causes some of the position vector terms to become
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zero as χ = ζ, although Ciblak used Timoshenko beam theory that has more refined
kinematics for the beam.
Figure 5.3 shows a plot of an isotropic, thin-walled tape spring with eigenscrews
and loci of cross-sectional shear centres (dashed magenta) plotted to help illustrate
the analytical link described above.
Figure 5.3: Visualisation of undeformed eigenscrews and shear centre loci (dashed ma-
genta line) for an isotropic tape spring of aspect ratio 2 and enclosed angle
180°
For the simple case of a cantilevered beam, it can thus be shown that the well-
known concepts of shear centre and centre of twist align with eigenwrench and
eigentwist. This allows us to interpret the eigenscrew concepts as ‘generalised shear




5.4 Characterisation and Visualisation of a Tape
Spring Mechanism
A series of tape spring shell mechanisms with selected anisostropic material proper-
ties are analysed to demonstrate the visualisation of the principal compliance axes
for different composite lay-ups to explore the effect of material system on the prin-
cipal compliance axes (see Figure 5.4). These provide a simple geometry which
could be applicable to biomedical support applications by fitting around a limb or
the torso. Specifically, small tape springs were investigated (chord c = 5 mm, total
thickness H = 0.5 mm, and aspect ratio a = L/c = 2) to represent shell mechanisms
for segments of finger braces or precision mechanisms. Note that these geometries







































Figure 5.4: Tape spring geometry, with location of POI (+), applied moment (blue ar-
row), encastre boundary condition (red edge), and fibre angle θ.
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5.4.1 Finite Element Formulation
Cantilevered tape springs subject to a follower moment acting on the POI were anal-
ysed using Abaqus/Standard 2018 using S4R shell elements. This follower moment
was chosen as it reflected a finger brace load case. A mesh density of six elements
per millimetre of shell chord, c, and length, L, was selected after a mesh convergence
study for POI displacement. The POI is located at the centre of the tip edge, as
shown in Figure 5.6a, and a “Rigid Body - Tie” constraint was applied to all tip
edge nodes to ensure they displaced with the POI. The row of nodes at the base
edge are constrained to be fully fixed.
The shells were incrementally loaded using a series of nonlinear static analy-
ses, and POI stiffness matrices were extracted using a substructure analysis (see
Figure 5.5 for the analysis process). Local stiffness matrices and deformed shell
geometries for each loading step are subsequently post-processed via Matlab to
























Figure 5.5: Finite element analysis process
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Table 5.1: Mechanism Laminates Investigated
Cases Layup
Isotropic benchmark [0° -60° 60° 0° -60° 60°3 −60°2 0°2 -60° 0°2 60°2 -60° ]
Single fibres [0°], [30°], [45°], [60°], [90°]
In order to compare behaviour for a range of anisotropic material properties, a
common energetic input is enforced to limit the magnitude of the applied moment:
the same work is done in all cases. A limit of 0.1 J was selected following inspec-
tion of preliminary results; this value gave appropriately large deformations without
entering extreme deformation modes. No material failure was implemented, so de-
formations were not limited by developed stresses or strains and thus may not be
physically achievable.
5.4.2 Material Model
An E-Glass/Epoxy material system was selected for investigation [37]; see Table
2.2 in Chapter 2. This material system provides a sufficient level of orthotropy
(E11/E22 ≈ 4) to illustrate the different modes of behaviour that can be achieved
when compared to an isotropic material. The ratio of stiffness along fibre E11 and
transverse E22 directions dictates the relative magnitudes of deformation of the POI.
This further depends on the orientation of the anisotropy, described by fibre angle
θ with respect to the tape spring longitudinal axis (see Figure 5.4).
For materials such as carbon-fibre reinforced polymers with increased orthotropy
(E11/E22 ≈ 15), this results in POI deformations that can be an order of magnitude
different between the low and high compliance orientations. Although this presents
a challenge when comparing responses, it highlights the potential of elastic tailoring
to improve performance for fixed shell geometries. Thus, the results presented herein
should not be considered the extremes of the design space.
To provide an isotropic benchmark, an eighteen-ply laminate that exhibits equiv-
alent isotropic properties is used [245]; see Table 5.1. For this laminate A16 = A26 =
0, B = 0 and A16 = A26 = 0 meaning that the fibre angles and stacking sequence
cause the laminate to exhibit isotropic behaviour, in this case with equivalent in-
plane and bending moduli of of 20.6 GPa. Mechanisms utilising this fully isotropic
laminate were compared with those containing highly-anisotropic single-ply angle
laminates (each with a single fibre angle) of the same total laminate thickness for
two values of enclosed tape spring angle.
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5.4.3 Visualisation
Eigenscrews can be calculated for compliant composite shell mechanisms, but in
order to explore and compare the effect of this material anisotropy and geometry
on the principal compliance axes, a visualisation framework has to be developed.
Figures 5.6–5.8 show one such way to visualise the shell’s compliance response for
three anisotropic case studies. The aim is to provide an overview of the magnitudes
and (re)orientation of the twist and wrench axes throughout the deformation of the
compliant shell mechanisms. Combining this information helps inform the mecha-
nism designer about the effect of parameters such as shell geometry and material
anisotropy. To achieve this, each figure consists of five sub-plots:
(a) Deformed and undeformed configurations: a 3D representation of the
shell in its original and fully-deformed state, including twist and wrench axes
for the original state.
Sub-plot (a) gives the designer insight into the spatial movement of the whole
shell as well as the POI, which can include bending-torsion motion in anisotropic
cases. Seeing the initial (pre-deformation) positions and orientations of the
twist and wrenches provides an indication of the shell’s characteristics when
subject to small deformation load-cases.
(b) Wrench axes: a polar plot shows the (re)orientation of the wrenches through-
out the mechanism deformation.
(c) Twist axes: a polar plot shows the (re)orientation of the twists throughout
the mechanism deformation.
Sub-plots (b) and (c) are polar plots that illustrate orientations of the twist
and wrench vectors. The plots are akin to looking at one half of a unit sphere
upon which lie traces of the axes emanating from its centre, and do not con-
tain any information about the positions of the axes in space. The initial
undeformed vector orientations together with the final values are marked to
aid interpretation variation of alignment under loading. The polar-plots are
included to help illustrate how the alignments of principal axes change (i.e.
what the most and least compliant deformation paths are) as well as how they
change with different laminates.
(d) Wrench compliances: a plot showing the variation in compliance magni-
tudes of the wrenches.




(a) Deformed (dark) and undeformed
(light) shells, POI locations (•) and
undeformed twist and wrench axes.
θ = 90°.
(b) Wrench axis orientation changes, as
seen from ‘North’ direction. Markers
indicate: undeformed states (◦) and
fully-deformed states (•).
(c) Twist axis orientation changes, as seen
from ‘North’ direction. Markers indi-
cate: undeformed states (◦) and fully-
deformed states (•).
(d) Wrench compliance magnitude changes (e) Twist compliance magnitude changes
Figure 5.6: Visualisation of compliance behaviour for shallow, singly-curved (enclosed
angle 15°), low aspect ratio (a=2) shell mechanisms comprised of fully
isotropic, θ = 0°, or θ = 90° laminates.
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Subplots (d) and (e) show compliance magnitudes plotted against applied
work. These plots illustrate the most compliant axes, the relative compliance
between axes, and how these change throughout the mechanism deformation.
This is particularly useful for the designer in cases where initial compliances
between some wrenches or twists are similar, or where there are sudden changes
in compliance (e.g. the development of a fold in a tape spring hinge).
5.4.4 Results
Figures 5.6–5.8 each compare the results for three cases with different material
anisotropy. Figure 5.6 investigates a shallow tape spring (5 mm chord, enclosed
angle 2φ = 15°) with a 0°, 90° and an isotropic laminate. Figure 5.7 compares
mechanisms with the same geometry, but a 30°, 45°, and 60° laminate. Figure 5.8
replicates Figure 5.7, but for mechanisms with a larger curvature (5 mm chord,
enclosed angle 2φ = 45°). Analysing these different cases can help illustrate the
interplay between geometric and material contributions to a compliant mechanism
deformation.
Case Study I: Isotropy & Aligned Anisotropy
Figure 5.6 compares the behaviour of the equivalent isotropic laminate with the
most extreme form of stiffness anisotropy (i.e. the greatest mismatch between E11
and E22 for the shell) that can be achieved with the specified material system (0° or
90° laminates).
Figure 5.6a shows a representative shell deformation for the θ = 90° laminate.
Due to the loading, geometric and material symmetry of the shell mechanism in
the undeformed configuration, the twist and wrench axes are parallel to the tape
spring chord and length axes. A 90° case is plotted in Figure 5.6a, and note that
the twist and wrench axes overlap visually, and while parallel they do not coincide
precisely: w1 (red) overlaps with T1 (blue), w2 (orange) with T3 (green), and w3
(yellow) with T2 (teal). They also remain parallel during deformation, as shown in
Figures 5.6b–5.6c, as no geometric or material asymmetry exists.
Figures 5.6d–5.6e identify w1 and T3 as the most compliant wrench and twist
axes, respectively, for all cases shown. For the 90° and isotropic cases, these map to
a transverse load resulting in cantilever bending (w1) and a bending mode around
the global y-direction (T3). Note that the wrench axis w1 is not placed at the POI: a
load applied there would induce both translation and rotation, whereas a load along
the plotted w1 axis only produces a translation of the POI. Conceptually, such a
load would be applied to a rigid body connected to the POI, rather than to the
indicated location on the shell, similar to the way off-axis loads can be applied to
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beams to induce bending and torsion. The torsional T2 twist axis passes through
the shear centre of the cantilevered tape spring, as this provides the instantaneous
rotation axis of the cross-section. Note that wrench w2 is parallel to the chord axis
and is applied through the shear centre of the cross-section as this will induce no
torsion.
For the 0° case T3 is still the most compliant twist, but it is now aligned with
the tape spring torsion axis. In both the 0° and 90° cases T3 aligns with the fibre
direction, showing an anisotropic stiffness-dominated behaviour that favours rota-
tion about the fibres. For cases with extreme φ angles (not shown here for brevity),
the behaviour becomes geometry-dominated, with rotation around the tape spring
torsion axis always favoured. The 0° case was only plotted up to a strain energy of
approximately 0.05 J as the finite element model failed to converge when the shell
was loaded beyond this point.
As all the shell cases deform, the w1 wrench compliance gradually decreases;
due to the bending of the shell mechanism, the wrench axis aligns more along the
length of the deformed cantilever. As the mechanism bends, however, the shell
transverse curvature decreases along the middle, which can be seen in the increase
in rotational compliance of the bending twist T2, particularly in the 90° case. This is
due to Poisson’s ratio effects causing the curved shell to ‘open out’. Applying further
work to the shell would result in a tape spring fold developing (i.e. this mid-spring
curvature reducing to zero), characterised by a rapid increase in T2 compliance.
For all cases, wrenches w2 and w3 (shear and axial loading) and twist T1 have
comparatively very low compliance and consequently have a much smaller impact on
the mechanism behaviour. The ordering of the compliances does not change during
the deformation of the shell.
Case Study II: Non-Aligned Anisotropy: Small Curvature
Figure 5.7 compares the compliance behaviour throughout deformation for the ge-
ometry shells as Figure 5.6, except that they now are made from composite laminates
comprised of a single fibre angle. The angles of 30°, 45° and 60° were chosen to show
a broad range of behaviour between the previously shown 0° and 90° cases.
Figure 5.7a shows a representative shell deformation for the θ = 30° case. It
can now be seen the twist and wrench axes no longer align with the geometric axis
(or with each other), as in Figure 5.6, due to the laminate’s material anisotropy.
In addition, only w1 and T1 remain parallel during deformation as shown in Fig-
ures 5.7b–5.7c as they both remain aligned with the shell normal.
Figure 5.7d–5.7e shows that, like the cases in Figure 5.6, the most compliant
wrench and twist are w1 and T3 respectively. It can be seen that upon loading
there is a brief peak in w1 compliance, before it decreases with further loading;
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Figure 5.7: Visualisation of compliance behaviour for shallow, singly-curved (enclosed
angle 15°), low aspect ratio (a=2) shell mechanisms comprised of fully θ =
30°, θ = 45° or θ = 60° laminates.
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larger fibre angle laminates exhibit higher compliances. During deformation the
mechanism undergoes a bending-torsion deformation which briefly makes w1 more
compliant, before the shell curling stiffens it. The initial orientation of T3 favours
alignment with the stiff fibres (similarly to Figure 5.6), but shell curvature and
boundary effects also have an effect, so the alignment is orientated at higher angle
than the fibre direction. Again, upon loading there is a brief peak in T3 compliance
(due to opening of shell curvature) before a more gradual decrease with further
loading.
Unlike the 90° case in Figure 5.6e, the T3 compliances remain always around
twice as compliant as T2. This is because T3 is not parallel to the shell curvature,
and thus the geometric stiffness does not dominate as much as for T2 in the 90° case.
The bending and torsion is not coupled in the Figure 5.6 cases, but is when there
are non-aligned fibre angles, and these act to favour the coupled bending-torsion
governed by T3, illustrating a stiffness-dominated response.
In purely stiffness-dominated behaviours the initial compliance magnitudes re-
duce or increase depending on the axes’ proximity to the fibre orientation. As the
enclosed angle of the tape spring curvature increases, the geometry effects can domi-
nate the stiffness behaviour again, and the twist axes can align much better with the
classical tape spring axes, even in the presence of non-aligned material anisotropy.
Similarly to Figure 5.6, wrenches w2 and w3 are much less compliant than w1,
so would have little effect on the shell behaviour even though the bending-torsion
deflection causes large changes in their orientations.
Case Study III: Non-Aligned Anisotropy: Large Curvature
Figure 5.8 shows the compliance behaviour for the same composite laminates as
Figure 5.7, except that the enclosed angle of these tape springs has been increased
to 2φ = 45° to increase the effect of geometry on the structural response.
Figure 5.8a shows a representative shell deformation for the θ = 30° case, showing
that the final deformation is reduced with the increased φ due to the geometric
stiffening it provides. Figure 5.8d–5.8e shows that, like the cases in Figures 5.6–
5.7, the most compliant wrench and twist are w1 and T3 respectively. The increase
in shell curvature has reduced the peak compliance magnitudes of w1, however, as
the tape spring cross-section has a greater second moment of area and provides
resistance to cantilever bending. The w1 compliance increase during deformation is
more drawn out than in Figure 5.7d, as there is more shell curvature to ‘open-out’.
This greater ‘opening’, combined with the favourable twist orientation also increases
the peak compliance of T3. The rotation of w1 is similar, however, remaining parallel
with T1, but reflects the reduced overall deformation of the mechanism.
It can be seen that wrenches w2 and w3 rotate a lot for this enclosed angle. An
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Figure 5.8: Visualisation of compliance behaviour for deeper, singly-curved (enclosed
angle 45°), low aspect ratio (a=2) shell mechanisms comprised of fully θ =
30°, θ = 45° or θ = 60° laminates.
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interesting phenomena occurs when θ = 60°, as the larger shell curvature causes the
axes to rotate in the opposite direction during deformation. As w2 has very low
compliance, this will not affect the shell behaviour much, but it is interesting to
see how the geometry and stiffness behaviour combine to produce this unexpected
effect. Further work is required to identify cases where such effects can occur with
more compliant axes.
The magnitudes of twists T1 and T2 remain similar to the 2φ = 15° case, although
their orientations are subtly different: T2 rotates, then partially re-aligns throughout
deformation, in another case of unusual behaviour resulting from a geometry change.
The final orientations of T2 appear similar, but not identical to, those when 2φ =
15°, suggesting the final deformation behaviour is more stiffness-dominated, but
that initial deformations are influenced by stiffness and geometry effects: a hybrid
response.
With this larger enclosed angle, more hybrid behaviours occur where initial com-
pliance magnitudes appear to be geometry-dominated, but the axes orientations are
noticeably influenced by the fibre angle. The deformation changes from classical
tape spring bending, to a non-symmetric bending-torsion which is determined by
the stiffness-influenced primary twist orientation. In this hybrid behaviour the pri-
mary twist compliance can actually increase as shell curvature ‘opens-out’. This
effect is prolonged with greater shell curvature, and higher compliance magnitudes
can be achieved as rotation around the primary twist axis is more energetically
favourable deformation than the classical tape spring bending.
5.5 Final Remarks
A mechanisms characterisation technique by Lipkin and Patterson [143] has for the
first time been applied to shell mechanisms with material anisotropy. A visualisation
method has been developed to capture the effect of material anisotropy on the
magnitude and orientation of the eigen-wrenches and eigen-twists that characterise
the mechanical response of a compliant shell mechanism. By applying this technique
to composite tape springs the interplay between anisotropic alignment and shell
geometry has been investigated, highlighting the visualisation framework’s ability
to capture varied response modes and provide physical insight into their mechanical
response. The introduction of anisotropy is shown to offer additional modes of
mechanism response, expanding the design space, which is of particular value in cases
where shell geometry is highly constrained such as in medical support applications.
Moreover, the visualisation framework highlighted cases where the effects of shell
geometry or material anisotropy dominate, as well as when they interact.
In addition, an analytical link has been shown between the structural mechanics
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concepts of shear centre and centre of twist and the mechanism design concepts of
eigenwrenches and eigentwists. Eigenscrews are shown to align with shear centre and
centre of twist positions for a simple isotropic cantilevered tape spring. Eigenscrew
characterisations can thus be used to visualise the principal compliance behaviour
of a compliant mechanism in cases where cross-sectional centres have less applica-
bility (e.g. those with material anisotropy). Demonstrating the link between these
concepts for the special case aids the interpretation of eigenscrew characterisations
that are more appropriate for general 3D morphing structures and compliant mech-
anisms. Furthermore, it is hoped that the demonstrated equivalence will encourage
structural engineers to consider the value of the eigenscrew characterisation used
in compliant mechanism design, and thus help enable cross-fertilisation of ideas
between these fields.
5.6 Next Steps
In summary, the work in this chapter set out to develop and apply an intuitive
mechanism characterisation framework that would be suitable for a range of general-
geometry composite compliant shell mechanisms. The analysis framework and ac-
companying visualisation methods were shown to offer insight into a geometrically
straightforward compliant mechanism, a tape spring. The next step in demonstrat-
ing this framework is to consider a mechanism design case that is more complex
than a tape spring, as the initial motivation for developing a framework was to find
a characterisation technique for a broad class of mechanisms.
Therefore the next chapter will explore the application of this eigenscrew char-
acterisation and visualisation framework to a mechanism for a scoliosis brace. In-
vestigating this complex design case in this way will help validate the effectiveness
and applicability of the framework, as well as provide an opportunity to assess the






The work presented in Chapter 5 has shown that the stiffness characteristics of a
simple compliant shell mechanism can be significantly tailored using fibre reinforced
composites. Furthermore, these changes can be effectively visualised and interpreted
using an eigenscrew decomposition of the compliant mechanism stiffness matrix. The
compliant shell mechanisms investigated so far have had relatively simple geome-
tries and well-defined analytical models, however, and it would be advantageous to
consider mechanisms with more general geometries.
This chapter details a design case study for such a mechanism: a doubly-curved
compliant shell structure for a scoliosis brace. The responses of braces with different
geometries and layups are evaluated using the eigenscrew formulations from Chap-
ter 5 to assess the potential benefits that inclusion of fibre reinforced composites
may bring to such an application.
6.1 Introduction
Scoliosis is a condition that causes a lateral rotated curvature to develop in the
spine, typically in children at or around puberty, and can compromise respiratory
function of the patient in extreme cases [77]. Current understanding of the origins
of the condition are unclear, meaning that non-surgical treatment techniques often
focus on the correction of spinal curvature via the use of a brace worn by the
patient [251]. There can be a significant negative impact on quality of life when
wearing restrictive braces for prolonged periods, however, with Tones et al. noting in
their 2006 review how psycho-social considerations have driven the search for lower-
profile brace designs [239]. Furthermore, the level of treatment success has been
found to link directly to how well and consistently the patient wears the brace [219].
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A brace designed to minimise psychological impact on the user (i.e. fitting close
to the body and being no more restrictive than necessary) and maximise treatment
effectiveness (i.e. by providing sufficiently stiff support for the desired bodily degrees
of freedom) is thus desirable.
Figure 6.1: A top-down view of the locations of the median (and parallel sagittal) and
coronal anatomical planes of a human. Reproduced from Ref [58].
To this end, work at TU Delft has been carried out to investigate braces com-
prised of selectively-compliant mechanisms, with the intention to find lower-profile
designs that provide corrective forces to the spine while enabling the patient to retain
kinematic freedom in non-critical directions. Such freedoms may include increased
sagittal bending, defined as a bodily rotation parallel to a sagittal plane, and coronal
torsion, defined as a bodily rotation of the coronal plane (see Figure 6.1, reproduced
from [58], for an illustration of the anatomical planes). Nijssen et al. proposed a
first iteration of a scoliosis brace by utilising multiple compliant mechanism building
blocks to construct a hybrid brace [168,170]. By considering the required ‘pressure
profile’ of forces (and their application points) required to correct the spinal curva-
ture, multiple isotropic shell mechanisms could be selected and connected by rigid
joints to meet a series of kinetic and kinematic requirements. Figure 6.2 (repro-
duced from [170]) shows the final brace assembly. Strapping components under the
arms and above the hips mount the brace to the patient, while selected shell mecha-
nisms restrict movement and provide forces to the body in a manner tailored to the
patient’s needs. While the high level of building block selection allows for detailed
matching of force profiles, the resulting brace is very complex in terms of the number
of parts, and would be complex to manufacture, assemble and wear.
Subsequent brace designs by Dries and Leemans focused on the generation of
a semi-rigid brace concept [51, 139]. By dividing a fully-rigid brace into two rigid
sections connected by a single compliant shell mechanism they aimed to design a
brace that could restore some movement freedoms (and hence improve quality of life)
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Figure 6.2: Nijssen’s building block brace design: (A) and (B) show brace views super-
imposed on the patient torso, while (C) and (D) show the individual mech-
anisms and their rigid connectors respectively. Reproduced from Ref [168].
to the patient while still providing sufficient forces to correct spinal misalignment.
By measuring spinal forces and movements they identified the kinetic requirements
of the brace, and Dries proposed a compliant mechanism concept brace, shown in
Figure 6.3a (reproduced from [51]).
A single-mechanism semi-rigid brace design was developed by Kooistra and Kim,
who focused on identifying a compliant mechanism that would meet the kinetic
requirements and permit movement in one degree of freedom that aligned with the
sagittal bending axis of the patient [111, 120]. Their proposed design consists of
two helical shells wrapped around the torso, each with a sinusoidal cross-sectional
curvature. The helices are joined at two rigid supports worn by the patient on the
upper and lower torso as shown in Figures 6.3b and 6.3c (reproduced from [120]).
The idea is to increase the stiffness of all the patient’s degrees of freedom, but
allowing sagittal bending to remain relatively compliant.
Kim explains how the 180° sinusoidal helix enables high stiffness degrees of free-
dom while permitting sagittal bending [111]. A compliant eigentwist axis orthogonal
to the helix central axis enables the sagittal bending, and the helix symmetry en-
sures that the other two eigentwists are orthogonal to the sagittal one. In addition,
the cross-sectional sinusoidal curvature ensures that low stiffness sagittal behaviour
becomes dominant (for an isotropic case) as the twist axes from each of the indi-
vidual helix mechanisms overlap when they are joined. In Kooistra’s design, the
sagittal bending eigentwist was designed to be 5× more compliant than then next
degree of freedom, although this required that the shell cross-section (a half-sine
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(a) Brace designed for sagittal and lateral bending using a single corrugated compli-
ant shell mechanism that connects two rigid support structures, reproduced from
Ref [51]. The central corrugations improve the compliance and relative dominance
of the sagittal bending degree of freedom, while the corrugations at the top and
bottom enable lateral bending also.
(b) Kooistra’s helical mechanism showing op-
timisation variables. Reproduced from
Ref [120].
(c) Kooistra’s helical mechanism brace design
with supporting structures. Reproduced
from Ref [120].
Figure 6.3: Mechanism-based scoliosis brace designs from TU Delft that focus on replac-
ing the midriff of a fully-rigid brace with a compliant mechanism.
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curve) had a large amplitude of 16 mm. The drawback of such a high amplitude
(and thus curvature) is that the brace protrudes further from the patient body, and
is therefore far more conspicuous when worn.
Kooistra used the previously-identified kinetic requirements and a path-following
optimisation technique for the primary compliance vector to generate an isotropic
sinusoidal helix brace mechanism with a step-change in thickness occurring at the
brace mid-distance [120]. While the geometry of Kooistra’s brace is more general
than the tape spring mechanisms in Chapter 5 (i.e. a helical structure with non-zero
Gaussian curvature), it still provides a clear datum line with which to align contin-
uous fibre composites. This, and the fact that the initial design was characterised
with eigenscrews, means that the brace is a suitable benchmark design case for a
general-geometry composite compliant mechanism.
Inspired by this previous research, the work detailed in this chapter focuses on
exploring the potential of utilising composite materials in a similar brace mechanism,
with a view to matching the singular degree of freedom requirement (defined here
as sagittal bending that is at least an order of magnitude more compliant than
any other degree of freedom) using a composite helical mechanism with much more
favourable geometry (i.e. a significantly reduced cross-sectional curvature that is
less conspicuous). In addition the potential for using continuous fibre reinforced
composites to position critical eigenscrew axes (to ensure alignment of brace and
body axes) is investigated.
6.2 Unified Compliance Magnitudes
In Chapter 5 separate graphs of rotational and translational compliances were pre-
sented for the compliant mechanisms. In order to be able to directly compare the
compliances of translational and rotational degrees of freedom, especially when try-
ing to determine which type of deformation is dominant (i.e. least energetic), an
additional step is required, namely the calculation of unification lengths. Leeman’s
et al. recognised that translational compliances, af , are displacements per unit force
[m/N], whereas rotational compliances, aγ, are given as angles divided by torques
[rad/Nm], and introduced two methods of converting the units via the use of ‘uni-
fication lengths’ χi and ψi, where i = 1, 2, 3 and corresponds to the three twist
axes [139].
The first approach is to express rotational compliances as equivalent translational




while the second approach is to express translational compliances as equivalent ro-
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Leemans’ “RasT” approach has three steps to determine χi. Firstly, equivalent








(|ri|θi)2 + (hiθi)2, (6.3)
where hi are the twist pitches, ri are the twist location vectors, δri are the rotational
displacements of the POI around the twist axis, and δhi are the translational dis-
placements of the POI parallel to the twist axis. Secondly, equivalent virtual forces,
Feqi , are expressed at the POI in terms of the parallel moment that corresponds to
rotation about the twist axis. This is done by defining virtual forces, Fmi , which act






and then considering the angle, βi, which is the angle between each equivalent
force, Feqi , and corresponding virtual force, Fmi , as well as between each equivalent





























This gives an expression for the “RasT” unification lengths
χi =
√
h2i + |ri|2, (6.8)
The “TasR” approach for determining ψi is similar: (i) express an equivalent ro-
tation of the POI in terms of translation parallel to the wrench axis; (ii) express
an equivalent virtual moment at the POI in terms of the force that corresponds to
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translation parallel to the wrench axis; and (iii) calculate an equivalent rotational




|di|2 + b2i , (6.9)
where ψi are the “TasR” unification lengths, di are the wrench torque-to-force ratios
and the bi terms determine the spatial positioning. For full details of these deriva-
tions see Ref [139]. These lengths allow direct comparison of the wrench and twist
compliance magnitudes as they are made to be work-equivalent.
One limitation of these unification lengths is that they are equal to zero in cases
where the screw axes have zero pitch (i.e. hi = 0 or bi = 0) and the eigenscrew
positions lie on the POI (i.e. ri = 0 or di = 0) and thus cannot be used. This was
the case for the tape springs in Chapter 5 as in some cases the twist and wrench
axes lay along the shell surface in-line with the POI. As the scoliosis brace geometry
is more complex (i.e. ri and di = 0 will not be zero), the unification lengths can be
used to compare twist and wrench compliances like for like.
6.3 Brace Geometry & Load Cases
For the investigations three brace geometries were investigated: a ‘flat’ brace with no
cross-sectional curvature, and two sinusoidal braces (one with curvature matching
Kooistra’s brace, and one with a reduced curvature). The flat helix geometry can
be expressed as
x = rH cos(u1), (6.10)
y = rHe sin(u1), (6.11)
and
z = p|u1|+ w. (6.12)
where x, y and z are the Cartesian coordinates of the brace nodes, r is the internal
radius of the helix (with e describing any radius eccentricity), u1 refers to the revo-
lution angle of the helix (i.e. for a half-revolution helix 0 ≤ u1 ≤ π), w refers to the
range of widths specified from the helix centre-line (i.e. −w/2 to w/2), and p refers
to the mechanism’s helical pitch.
The sinusoidal helix geometry can be expressed as
x = rS cos(u1), (6.13)
y = rS sin(u1) + (e− 1)r0S sin(u1), (6.14)
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Table 6.1: Scoliosis Brace Parameters Investigated
Flat Brace Shallow Sinusoidal Brace Deep Sinusoidal Brace
Helix Radius, rH or rS 88 mm
Helix Angles, u1 0 ≤ u1 ≤ π radians
Radial Eccentricity, e 1.25
Helix Pitch, p 127/π mm/radian
Helix Width, w 30 mm
Helix Total Thickness, H 0.5 mm
Sinusoidal Amplitude b N/A 5 mm 10 mm
Sinusoidal Angle, u2 N/A N/A 0 ≤ u1 ≥ 2π radians
and
z = p|u1|+ w. (6.15)
Figure 6.4 illustrates some of the key terms for the sinusoidal helix geometry.
Note that for the sinusoidal length the width, w, refers to the absolute distance
between one edge of the helical shell and the other, not the circumference caused
by the cross-sectional curvature. Also rS is a modified radius term that takes into
account the cross-sectional curvature effect on the radial position of each node as
rS = rH − b sin(u2). (6.16)
Here b refers to the amplitude of the sinusoidal curvature, u2 refers to the sinusoidal
curvature angle (i.e. 0 ≤ u2 ≤ π), and r0S refers to the minimum value of rS. Table
6.1 details the specific values used for the above terms in the models detailed in this
chapter, chosen to match those used by Kooistra [121], although in that work the
sinusoidal amplitude, b, was larger at 16 mm.
The POI for the helical mechanisms was located at the central node at one end
of the helices, with encastre boundary conditions applied at the other end, as shown
in Figures 6.5 and 6.6. For braces with composite laminates the 0° fibre datum
line was taken to be the helix line as shown in Figure 6.5. Finite-element models
(comprising 15 nonlinear static analysis steps to model incremental loading) were
made for each brace to determine its stiffness and compliance matrices in the same
manner as described in Chapter 5. Mesh convergence was based on achieving total
mechanism deflection distances within 0.5%, resulting in models with 150 elements
along each helix length, and 10 elements across each helix width (see Figure 6.6).
As in Chapter 5, loads were applied at the POI, as this would reflect the fact
that torso loads would be applied to the compliant mechanism via the rigid support
that was connected at this location. During sagittal bending, the load applied by
the torso to a brace is a complex (and unknown) combination of translational force
and bending moment. The objective of this work was not to model torso loads
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Figure 6.5: Schematic of a flat brace showing the fibre angle datum (the helix line) and
fibre angle θ, the POI at the centre of one end (cross), the fixed edge (red
line) and the applied bending moment (blue arrow)
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Figure 6.6: Example finite element model for a sinusoidal brace showing the applied
bending moment (purple arrow) applied to the POI (red dot) and the en-
castre boundary conditions (orange and blue triangles) applied at the fixed
end.
accurately, but to assess the eigenscrew characteristics of a brace mechanism, which
would be dependent on the deformed shape of the mechanism; thus, for simplicity,
the torso loading was assumed to be either a point-load (initially normal to the
torso) or a bending moment, both of which would ‘follow’ the POI movement and
rotation during deformation. It was observed from initial models that for these
mechanisms the deformation was similar whether a follower point-load or follower
bending moment was used. Consequently, to enable more direct comparisons with
Kooistra’s work the torso load was modelled as just a bending moment acting at the
POI, with magnitude based on what would achieve broadly similar amounts of brace
deformation: 100 Nmm for the flat braces and 200 Nmm for the sinusoidal braces.
6.4 Isotropic Brace
The first stage of the investigation was to explore the effects of geometry on the brace
behaviour for isotropic materials before including anisotropic composite laminates.
The isotropic case considered used the same material and layup as the fully-isotropic
laminate described in Chapter 5, and the tables containing the material property
values can be found in Chapter 2. The variables to be compared were the compliance
magnitudes and positions of the eigenscrews. Of particular interest is the sagittal
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bending eigentwist, where the objective was to achieve a sagittal bending compliance
10× greater than any other eigenscrew to demonstrate that enabling additional
movement freedom for the patient is feasible.
6.4.1 Loaded Responses
Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the unloaded, mid-deformation and fully-deformed shapes
of the different isotropic brace designs investigated during this work. It can be seen
that each type of brace undergoes a similar symmetrical deformation path, and that
the orientation of the key design twist (the green T̂3 sagittal bending eigentwist)
does not change. This symmetrical pattern of deformation was observed in all the
brace designs investigated (including those with anisotropic laminates) suggesting
that the brace geometry dominates the deformation pathway for this load case. As
there is no re-orientation of the sagittal twist axis, twist orientation plots like those
from Chapter 5 are less useful for the designer and are not shown in this chapter.
Figure 6.9 shows the changes in unified compliance magnitudes during loading
for the most dominant eigenscrews of the flat and sinusoidal isotropic braces. Eigen-
screw compliances < 1× 10−6 are not shown so as to enable clearer comparisons of
the eigenscrews where compliances are highest. As the relative differences in com-
pliances between the different eigenscrews are more extreme in this mechanism than
for the tape springs of Chapter 5, the compliance magnitudes are plotted on loga-
rithmic scales. It can be seen from Figure 6.9a that the most dominant (i.e. most
compliant) eigenscrew is the red ŵ1 wrench, which corresponds to a lateral transla-
tion of the POI for the flat mechanism, while the desired green T̂3 sagittal bending
eigentwist varies between second-most and third-most compliant. The brown ŵ2
wrench is also very compliant, and represents a vertical translation of the POI. It
can also be seen that as the brace mechanism deforms with loading, the compliance
of these more dominant degrees of freedom increases slightly.
Comparing Figure 6.9a with Figure 6.9b illustrates why Kooistra chose a sinu-
soidal helix as opposed to a flat helix [120]: the T̂3 sagittal bending eigentwist is
dominant for small loads and deformations, and secondary degrees of freedom (i.e.
blue T̂1 and teal T̂2 twists, and yellow ŵ2 wrench) have become negligibly small in
comparison to this degree of freedom. Including a small cross-sectional curvature
(b = 5 mm) has made all the eigenscrews stiffer, but the desired sagittal bending
eigentwist is now the initial preferred deformation mode for the unloaded brace. In
these sinusoidal braces the red ŵ1 wrench is still the next most dominant in terms
of compliance, although it now corresponds to a vertical translation of the POI,
while the brown ŵ2 wrench corresponds to the lateral translation, which is now the
third-most dominant behaviour. Increasing the curvature (b = 10 mm) as shown in
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(a) Unloaded configuration
(b) Applied follower moment of 50 Nmm
(c) Applied follower moment of 100 Nmm
Figure 6.7: Deformed shapes of the flat isotropic brace mechanisms
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(a) b = 5 mm, unloaded configuration (b) b = 10 mm, unloaded configuration
(c) b = 5 mm, M = 100 Nmm (d) b = 10 mm, M = 100 Nmm
(e) b = 5 mm, M = 200 Nmm (f) b = 10 mm, M = 200 Nmm
Figure 6.8: Deformed shapes of the sinusoidal isotropic brace mechanisms with different
sinusoidal curvatures, b, and applied follower moments M .
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Figure 6.9c further reduces the eigenscrew compliance magnitudes, but changes the
relative regions of dominance (in terms of applied load) of the T̂3 and ŵ1 screws very
little. That said, while these curvature have had a large impact on the compliance
magnitudes and relative dominance of different twists and wrenches, they alone are
insufficient to provide sagittal bending that is an order of magnitude more compliant
than the next degree of freedom. Further increases in the cross-sectional curvature
may help increase the T̂3 dominance, but this would undermine efforts to reduce the
brace profile.
6.5 Single-Ply Anisotropic Brace
Before considering more tailored laminates, it is worth investigating mechanism
designs comprised of one single-ply unidirectional laminate, and assessing the effects
of varying that fibre angle on the eigenscrews (see Figure 6.5 for the fibre angle datum
definition). Although designs are unlikely to be chosen using a single fibre direction,
this approach enables an assessment of maximum potential that material anisotropy
(and its orientation) has for tailoring the behaviour of the brace mechanism.
6.5.1 Effects on Initial Brace Responses
Figure 6.10 shows the changes in eigenscrew magnitudes of the unloaded flat and
sinusoidal braces as a function of the fibre angle. Figure 6.10a shows that, for
the flat helix the maximum sagittal bending compliance is achieved using fibres
aligned at approximately θ = 75° to the helix datum line, although it is most
dominant for θ = 0°. It can be seen that a simple change of fibre angle can affect
the eigenscrew order of dominance significantly, with the green T̂3 sagittal bending
wrench being first, second and third most dominant depending on the fibre angle.
Figures 6.10b and 6.10c show that as cross-sectional curvature is introduced the
green T̂3 sagittal bending eigentwist becomes dominant (like in the isotropic cases).
For this mechanism the greatest sagittal bending compliance is achieved when the
fibres are orientated at 90° to the helix datum line, as in this orientation the bending
stiffness of each helical strip is most dependant on the composite matrix, and not
the fibres.
6.5.2 Effects on Unloaded Sagittal Axis Positions
Figure 6.11 shows the changes in relative position of the sagittal bending axis in the
XZ plane as the fibre angle sweeps from 0° to 90°. Ensuring consistent alignment
of the mechanism sagittal bending axis and the body sagittal bending axis is an
important factor in designing a mechanism for a scoliosis brace, although precisely
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(a) Flat isotropic brace (b = 0)
(b) Sinusoidal isotropic brace with b = 5 mm
(c) Sinusoidal isotropic brace with b = 10 mm
Figure 6.9: Unified compliance magnitudes against applied load for isotropic brace con-
figurations
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(a) Unloaded flat braces (b = 0)
(b) Unloaded sinusoidal braces with b = 5 mm
(c) Unloaded sinusoidal braces with b = 10 mm
Figure 6.10: Fibre angle effects on the unified compliance magnitudes of unloaded braces
comprised of single-ply anisotropic layups
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locating the position of the body bending axes of a patient can be difficult. As such,
the relative displacement of the mechanism axis position is plotted as opposed to its
absolute positions. It can be seen that although inclusion of composite anisotropy
in the helical brace mechanisms does relocate the sagittal bending axis, the magni-
tudes of the relative changes in position are so small as to unlikely be helpful, with
only a few millimetres of movement realistically possible via material orientation.
Inspection of Figures 6.7 and 6.8 suggests that sagittal axis position is more de-
pendent on the brace geometry, with the axis moving further forward as the braces
deflect. Tailoring the amount of sinusoidal curvature near the central region of the
mechanism may be the best way to control the position of this twist axis.
Figure 6.11: Relative positions of the sagittal bending axis on the XZ plane as the fibres
sweep from 0° (◦) to 90° (×). The potential for shifting the twist axis using
fibre lay-up is much reduced for geometry-dominated braces.
6.5.3 Effects on Loaded Brace Responses
The trends in Figure 6.10 only provide insight into the effect of fibre angle on
the initial response of the brace. In comparison Figure 6.12 shows the change in
eigenscrew compliances during loading for flat brace mechanisms with varying fibre
angles.
The results in Figure 6.12 confirm that for the flat brace the T̂3 sagittal bending
eigentwist is only dominant for small fibre angles (θ = 0°). The relative compliance
of the T̂3 twist axis also does not change significantly or beneficially throughout
loading. For all fibre angles, the T̂2 twist axis (body torsion axis) is seen to increase
in compliance throughout loading.
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(a) Fibre angle θ = 0° (b) Fibre angle θ = 30°
(c) Fibre angle θ = 45° (d) Fibre angle θ = 60°
(e) Loaded flat brace where θ = 90°
Figure 6.12: Fibre angle effects on the unified compliance magnitudes of loaded isotropic
flat (b = 0) braces comprised of single-ply anisotropic layups
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Figure 6.13 shows the eigenscrew compliances for five different sinusoidal mech-
anisms each with a different fibre angle. Given the similarity of the trends in Fig-
ures 6.10b and 6.10c only plots for loaded shallow sinusoidal mechanisms are shown
(i.e. b = 5 mm). The sagittal bending dominance shown in Figure 6.10b can be seen
for every fibre angle case, but now the extent of the dominance (in terms of applied
load) can be seen, with sagittal bending generally ceasing to be dominant between
25% and 50% of the loads applied in this study. As predicted by Figure 6.10b, max-
imum sagittal compliance is present in the θ = 90° case, although it is at most only
2.44× as compliant as the red ŵ1 vertical translation wrench, and this gap decreases
further with even small applied loads. Overall these results show that using a single
fibre angle is insufficient to achieve the desired response over the range of motion of
the brace mechanism.
6.5.4 Matrix Conditioning
In Figures 6.12a and 6.12e, a degree of ‘jaggedness’ can be seen in plots of com-
pliance magnitude for the flat braces. As the brace deflections appeared smooth,
this jaggedness was unexpected. Further, it appeared for fibre angles close to 0° or
90°, but plots of compliance magnitudes for fibre angles between 10° and 80° were
smooth, as were plots for the sinusoidal braces.
Several hypotheses were considered for the jaggedness. Increasing the number
of load steps in the FE models did not reduce it, suggesting that the jaggedness is
not a physical response poorly captured by overly-coarse increments of the applied
load. The unification lengths were also considered as a potential issue in case ri and
di terms were close to zero, but plotting the non-unified compliances (in a similar
manner to those Chapter 5) did not remove the jaggedness either. The double
precision of the stiffness matrices generated in the FE code was also confirmed to
be preserved throughout post-processing.
As no obvious problem could be found with the model setup or post-processing
it is supposed that this jaggedness is due to the fact that stiffness matrices are
generally poorly conditioned. The condition number of a matrix in a function gives
an indication of how sensitive the function output is to variations in the function
input (e.g. the condition number for a stiffness matrix would indicates how sensitive
the output stresses are to perturbations in the input strains). The Matlab function
rcond was used to obtain the reciprocal condition number for the stiffness matrix
[151]. A well-conditioned matrix will have a value close to 1.0, whereas a poorly
conditioned matrix will have a value close to 0.0.
Figure 6.14 shows comparisons of the matrix reciprocal condition numbers for
loaded flat brace mechanisms with different fibre orientations. It can be seen that
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(a) Fibre angle θ = 0° (b) Fibre angle θ = 30°
(c) Fibre angle θ = 45° (d) Fibre angle θ = 60°
(e) Fibre angle θ = 90°
Figure 6.13: Fibre angle effects on the unified compliance magnitudes of loaded sinu-
soidal (b = 5 mm) braces comprised of single-ply anisotropic layups
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the matrices all have very small reciprocal condition numbers and are thus poorly
conditioned in all cases. This may mean that the jaggedness observed in some of
the compliance magnitude plots is a result of numerical errors arising in the linear
perturbation substructure analysis steps that generate the stiffness matrices in the
FE model.
Figure 6.14: Reciprocal condition numbers for the stiffness matrices of loaded flat brace
mechanisms with different fibre angles
Given that there have been very large differences in compliance magnitudes be-
tween the most and least compliant eigenscrews for many of these mechanism designs
it is perhaps not surprising that the stiffness matrices are poorly conditioned and
sensitive to input perturbations. It is worth noting that there appears to be simi-
lar levels of jaggedness for different magnitudes of condition number, so there may
be other sources of error such as mesh refinement issues. Further investigation to
confirm that compliance magnitude ‘jaggedness’ is linked to stiffness matrix con-
ditioning or mesh definitions is recommended, as this can obscure the trends in
compliance behaviour and limit the effectiveness of the eigenscrew characterisation
for mechanisms with such matrices.
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6.6 Segmented Brace
The response tailoring achievable using a generally orthotropic laminate (i.e. one
fibre direction) for the entire brace has highlighted some potential benefits of intro-
ducing composite materials, but achieving a sagittal bending compliance that is an
order of magnitude higher than the next degree of freedom has not been feasible.
A potential solution is to tailor the layup of the helical strips to introduce desir-
able force-displacement couplings, e.g. if a section of the helix is twisting can the
laminate be optimised to ensure that this also causes a desirable bending motion?
Layups could be varied across the brace to tailor the laminate properties de-
pending on the loading or deformation in different segments. A first step in doing
this is to explore the types of deformations (e.g. bending, torsion) across flat and
sinusoidal braces with isotropic material properties to inform this selection. This is
a preliminary design optimisation - full optimisation of the mechanism laminates is
beyond the scope of this work.
6.6.1 Deformation Energies
Insight into the brace mechanism local deformations can be gained by calculating the
shell bending and in-plane strain (membrane) energy densities for each element [22].




{(κ11 + κ22)2 + 2(1− ν)(−κ11κ22 + (κ12)2)}, (6.17)
where κ11 is the curvature along the helix line, κ22 is the curvature perpendicular to
that, κ12 is the shell twist, ν is the isotropic Poisson’s ratio and D is the material




















Figures 6.15 shows the energy densities of the isotropic braces, plotted on the un-
deformed brace geometries. Firstly, the magnitudes of the energy densities indicate
that the mechanism deflection is dominated by bending and twisting of the shell,
with Ub maximum values being over an order of magnitude greater than Us values.
Secondly, this dominant shell bending predominantly occurs near the fixed end and
POI end of the mechanism and is primarily a twisting of the brace, ∆κ12, as shown
in Figure 6.16. Some bending about the helix line, ∆κ11, can be seen on the lower
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edge of the central region (i.e. where the shell is in compression), and some bending
perpendicular to the helix line, ∆κ22, can be seen in the region near to the POI,
but these are much smaller in magnitude. This bending-dominant pattern appears
in both the flat and sinusoidal cases, although the sinusoidal case involves slightly
larger curvatures that are concentrated primarily in the region near the POI. Note
that in Figures 6.16c and 6.16d the use of separate cylindrical axes for each half-helix
causes each half-helix to appear to have opposite magnitude twisting: in reality the
mechanism twisting is symmetrical and of equal magnitude in each half-helix.
(a) Flat brace bending energy densities (b) Flat brace membrane energy densities
(c) Sinusoidal brace bending energy densities (d) Sinusoidal brace membrane energy densities
Figure 6.15: Energy densities for flat and sinusoidal (b = 10 mm) isotropic braces. Den-
sities are taken with the follower moment applied at its maximal extent,
and are plotted on the undeformed mechanism geometries.
From these energy density plots it would seem that an optimal composite brace
would be tailored to maximising the twisting of the shell near the POI and fixed ends
of the mechanism. As a first step this could be done by dividing the mechanism into
three equal-sized regions with laminates tailored to enhance twisting in the regions
near the POI and fixed ends of the brace, and tailored to enhance global sagittal
bending in the central region. Figure 6.17 shows a brace mechanism split into thirds,
with the regions near the POI and fixed ends having laminates tailored to maximise
twisting, and the central region (highlighted red) tailored for global bending.
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(a) Changes in bending along the helix line,
∆κ11, for the flat brace
(b) Changes in bending perpendicular to the he-
lix line, ∆κ22, for the flat brace
(c) Changes in twist about the helix line, ∆κ12,
for the flat brace
(d) Changes in twist about the helix line, ∆κ12,
for the sinusoidal (b = 10 mm) brace
Figure 6.16: Changes in curvature ∆κ for the loaded brace mechanisms. Changes are
measured with the follower moment applied at its maximal extent, and are
plotted on the undeformed mechanism geometries.
Figure 6.17: Finite element model for a scoliosis brace split into different laminate re-




For a single-ply laminate, the maximum ratio of torsional compliance to bending
stiffness (i.e. maximum D11/D66) is found using a 0° ply. Aligning the fibres in
this way (i.e. with the helix line) was shown to enable sagittal bending dominance,
but on its own could not make this degree of freedom an order of magnitude more
compliant than the others (see Figure 6.10a). For a flat mechanism, this 0° laminate
is likely to be close to the optimum laminate for initial sagittal bending compliance.
Cross-ply laminates (like those in Chapter 3) are also effective at reducing torsional
stiffness, and could be better for the twisting regions of a sinusoidal brace as they are
more effective at resisting other deformation modes. The energy landscapes shown in
Figure 6.15 suggest that the laminate choice for the central region is less important,
but Figure 6.10 suggests that a 90° laminate would benefit sagittal bending in this
case.
Figures 6.18 show plots of the compliance magnitudes for loaded sinusoidal brace
mechanisms with the same laminate thickness, but using [90°/0°] laminates in the
twisting regions (the 90° plies being on the inside of the mechanism, next to the
body) and 90° fibres in the bending region (as per Figure 6.17). In addition, Fig-
ures 6.18b and 6.18d show these brace designs but with the inclusion of thermal
prestress (defined as a temperature difference of −160 °K to model the cool down
of a laminate from 180 °C cure to room temperature), which had been shown in
Chapter 3 to further increase the torsional compliance of an open-section cylindrical
shell with a cross-ply laminate.
It can be seen that for shallow curvature brace (i.e. b = 5 mm), very little im-
provement is seen for the prestressed laminate, although the initial sagittal bend-
ing compliance is slightly larger than in Figure 6.13a. Including thermal prestress
causes the initial unloaded state to become unstable (i.e a negative stiffness was
observed, which cannot be plotted on a logarithmic axis) which, while this may
encourage sagittal bending motion, is unsuitable for this application. Inclusion of
thermal prestress in the larger curvature (b = 10 mm) case does, however, show a
large increase in initial sagittal bending compliance, over six times greater than the
next most compliant eigenscrew: this is the greatest sagittal dominance seen in any
brace investigated in this work. While not a full order of magnitude larger, this
does illustrate the potential of using tailored laminates and prestressing to make
a particular degree of freedom dominant in a compliant mechanism, all in a brace
mechanism that has a smaller profile (i.e. lower cross-section sinusoidal amplitude),
with b = 5 mm for this case while but b = 16 mm for Kooistra’s benchmark case.
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(a) Sinusoidal brace (b = 5 mm) (b) Sinusoidal brace (b = 5 mm) with thermal
prestress
(c) Sinusoidal brace (b = 10 mm) (d) Sinusoidal brace (b = 10 mm) with thermal
prestress
Figure 6.18: Unified compliance magnitudes for sinusoidal brace mechanisms utilising




Eigenscrew magnitudes and positions have been investigated for a range of scoliosis
brace mechanism geometries and laminate configurations. The eigenscrew charac-
terisation framework was found to offer a convenient way of assessing the impact
that inclusion of composites has on sagittal bending performance.
It has been shown that simply changing of fibre orientations can increase sagittal
bending compliance, but this alone cannot achieve the desired order of magnitude
dominance over other degrees of freedom. Tailoring the laminates of the mechanism
to maximise local twisting has been shown to be beneficial for sagittal bending
compliance (especially when coupled with inclusion of thermally-prestressed cross-
ply laminates) but cannot significantly change the position of this axis. Composite
mechanism designs have been found that ensure initial sagittal bending dominance,
with the largest observed sagittal compliance being six times greater than the next
eigenscrew, all while utilising a cross-sectional curvature that is significantly less
than an isotropic benchmark and thus reduces the overall dimensions of the brace.
The work presented in this chapter represents a preliminary exploratory case
study into the design of a composite compliant mechanism for a scoliosis brace,
but by no means represents the design of an optimum mechanism. With a sim-
plified set of design requirements and a limited selection of shell geometries, the
design space for composite compliant scoliosis brace mechanisms remains largely
unexplored. Nonetheless this case study has demonstrated the potential use of the
eigenscrew characterisation technique, as well as the benefits of inclusion of com-
posites for tailoring a mechanism response and reducing the mechanism profile.
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Conclusions & Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
The research presented in this thesis represents part of ongoing investigations into
the stiffness tailoring of compliant shell mechanisms. These are structures designed
to transmit forces and moments via large elastic deformations of the shell, and
are valuable in reducing part count and maintenance requirements. Introducing
composite materials to these structures offers unique ways to tailor their behaviour.
The potential for tailoring mechanism responses via use of material anisotropy
alongside thermal and mechanical prestress has been assessed for several shell mech-
anisms including tape springs, helical lattices and a configuration of two doubly-
curved parallel helices. Extensions to analytical models have been presented, as
well as refined finite-element modelling and manufacturing methods.
The mechanical response of these tailored structures is often complex, nonlinear
and non-intuitive. To provide further physical insight, an eigenscrew-based mecha-
nisms characterisation framework has been applied to composite shells for the first
time to calculate and visualise principal compliance axes, and analytical links have
been established between this framework and classical structural mechanics con-
cepts.
As a result of the work in this thesis the following conclusions can be drawn:
• Utilising the anisotropy of fibre reinforced composites is a promising way to
expand the design spaces of compliant shell mechanisms and extend their
range of novel behaviours, especially when combined with prestress introduced
during the composite mechanism manufacture.
• Including thermal prestress in the internal strain energy formulations of a
cross-ply tape spring was shown to increase its range of low-energy twisting




• Moisture ingress was shown to significantly affect the shape and response of
a thermally prestressed tape spring, highlighting the importance of environ-
mental effects on thin-walled compliant mechanisms.
• Combined thermal and mechanical prestress were shown to enable novel neg-
ative thermal expansion behaviour in a thermally-actuated composite helical
lattice structure, demonstrating extremely large values of thermal strain (in
excess of −3000 · 10−6K−1) for the mechanism as a whole. It was also shown
analytically to enable new lattice designs exhibiting bistable and hysteretic
behaviours.
• A new method for constructing finite-element models of helical lattices was
presented that utilised the importing of a stress state from a previous model,
thereby accurately capturing assembly-induced mechanical stresses that are
essential for functionality.
• High-quality prototypes of the helical lattices were manufactured and tested,
in order to assess the validity of the analytical and numerical models.
• Differences between the predicted energy states and lattice extensions between
1D and a 2D analytical models, finite-element simulations and experimental
measurements of lattice behaviours were identified and explained. These high-
lighted the importance of accurately modelling shell mechanism manufacture
and assembly, geometry and experimental loads and boundary conditions.
• A characterisation and visualisation framework for the behaviour of compliant
shell mechanisms based on eigen-decomposition of stiffness matrices has been
applied to composite compliant shells for the first time, enabling more intuitive
insight into the physical behaviour of a loaded composite shell throughout its
deformation.
• An analytical link has been demonstrated between the mechanisms and robotics
concepts of eigentwists and eigenwrenches and the structural mechanics con-
cepts of shear centre and centre of twist for a simple structural case of a
cantilevered prismatic beam; this aids the interpretation of eigenscrew charac-
terisations of the non-intuitive 3D spatial deformations of anisotropic shells.
• The effects of laminate anisotropy on shell deformations have been visualised
using the eigenscrew characterisation for the first time, highlighting new defor-
mation modes and identifying tape spring designs with geometry-dominated
and material-dominated (i.e. stiffness dominated) behaviour, as well as a re-
gion of hybrid behaviour where material and curvature effects have similar
contributions to the shell behaviour.
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• Eigenscrews for a scoliosis brace mechanism were identified for representative
isotropic and composite material systems. Although prestressed composite
laminates were shown to make desired deformation behaviour more dominant
while also reducing the brace geometric profile, the ability of prestress and
anisotropy to tailor eigenscrew compliance magnitudes and positions was found
to be limited, with geometric stiffness contributions still important for the
behaviour of a complex compliant mechanism.
7.2 Future Work
The work presented in this thesis forms part of the ongoing development of the
tailoring and characterisation of the behaviour of composite compliant shell mech-
anisms, and has opened up a range of possible directions for future research that
could make practical composite compliant shell mechanisms more realisable.
• Mechanism Materials and Laminate Lay-up. The composite material
systems investigated in this thesis were chosen for their ease of availability
and well-documented properties. The carbon fibre epoxy or glass fibre epoxy
systems used herein therefore do not necessarily represent the optimum-choice
materials for effective composite compliant shell mechanisms. Different com-
binations of constituent fibres and matrix materials could dramatically affect
the degree of stiffness anisotropy and hence mechanism behaviour, especially
in cases where hygro-thermal prestress is being used. The use of hybrid lami-
nates (i.e. those containing plies of different isotropic or anisotropic materials)
could further expand the design space of available mechanism behaviour.
The optimisation of the composite laminate lay-up for a compliant shell mech-
anisms can exploit results from the eigenscrew decomposition for the objec-
tive function. Furthermore, fibre angles can be varied continuously across the
compliant shell mechanisms using recent technologies such as continuous tow
shearing [108].
Any benefits to mechanism performance will need to be traded against costs
and processing complexities. Developing an optimisation framework to identify
the most effective material system and composite laminate lay-up for given
mechanism geometry and response requirements would be very valuable to
designers.
• Mechanism Durability. Many compliant mechanisms are required to main-
tain their geometry and behaviour over many cycles (particularly in the case of
medical device mechanisms). The long-term performance of large-deformation
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mechanisms is also susceptible to high-strain viscoelastic effects, especially
when the response relies on prestress and when polymeric fibres or matrices
are used. Modelling the long-term effects on mechanism performance and
identifying the expected mechanism fatigue life would be valuable for many
application areas, and a first step could be to conduct fatigue life tests for
representative large-deflection, high-strain composite compliant shell mecha-
nisms. Once timescales and rates of stress relaxation were understood, research
could then focus on identifying design rules and manufacturing techniques
that reduce performance degradation due to stress relaxation, and increase
the number of deformation cycles before failure.
• Mechanism Robustness. Ascertaining how sensitive a mechanism is to
variations in the magnitude and position of applied loads, as well as man-
ufacturing variability and uncertainty in material properties is necessary for
realising products based on compliant shell mechanisms. While some parame-
ter sensitivity and manufacturing variability investigations were conducted, a
more comprehensive evaluation of the impact on mechanism performance and
lifespan of ply misalignment, thickness variations and geometry defects would
be valuable.
In addition, the structural response should be robust to changes in environ-
mental conditions, as hygrothermal stresses (due to changes in temperature
and moisture absorption) can negatively impact the mechanism performance.
Such relaxation was observed in mechanisms manufactured for the work in this
thesis, necessitating their storage in sealed containers with desiccant pellets.
Initial finite element models could be developed to input stochastic pertur-
bations into the mechanism properties, environment and load cases (based
on literature values for expected deviations, or Monte-Carlo analyses of ex-
perimental data). These could give a first indication of parameter sensitivity
magnitudes for a range of mechanism types.
• Mechanism Interaction. While the eigenscrew decomposition technique
has introduced a new framework for visualising the behaviour of composite
morphing shells, information is only given for the principal degrees of freedom
of the mechanism. These axes may not necessarily align with known load cases,
or may exist outside of the mechanism geometry in such a way that a realistic
load or deformation could not be applied to them, i.e. there may be no rigid
body to transfer the load to the mechanism. It is thus valuable to develop
understanding of how eigenscrews relate to real-world complex load cases and
vice-versa, especially in medical support brace applications where this can
inform how a person might best interact with a compliant shell mechanism.
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Interpreting known load cases through the eigenscrew framework - either by
expressing them as combinations of equivalent eigenscrews, or by simply un-
derstanding the effects of linear and angular proximity to known eigenscrews
- may help to provide designers with intuitive insight into complex spatial
mechanism behaviour.
The applicability of the eigenscrew framework can also be explored more gen-
erally too, for instance by investigating what insight is given in the cases of
mechanisms where the behaviour is not clearly defined by a single point of
interest e.g. a morphing wing which may require analysis of multiple points,
or by assessing ways to quantitatively determine whether a mechanism is oper-
ating with material-dominated, geometry-dominated or hybrid behaviour, as





Not all of the prototype helices survived being assembled into lattices. In some
design cases significant flexural strains were mechanically applied to the helices
to facilitate lattice assembly, and some helices exhibited catastrophic delamination
failures in the vicinity of the bolt holes. As failure is dominated by localised effects in
composite materials, a study of the ply-level properties of the individual helices was
carried out to quantify, and subsequently minimise, the variation in local laminate
properties.
A.1 Sample Measurements
Small sections of spare helices were cut up, potted and polished to produce micro-
scope samples. These samples were viewed at 10x magnification with a Zeiss Axio
Imager 2 optical microscope, and AxioVision software was used to take thickness
measurements of each ply at 1mm intervals.
For each interval a 20x magnification image was taken of a ply with few pol-
ishing artefacts and fibres perpendicular to the polishing face. This was so that
fibre volume fraction (FVF) could be determined using ImageJ image processing
software. This method was limited in terms of its accuracy as small deviations from
perpendicularity would result in higher measured fibre volume fractions due to the
larger fibre cross sections, while polishing artefacts would appear like resin voids and
reduce the measured fraction. Although this method is crude, when it was applied
consistently across all samples it was felt to be sufficient to provide insight into the
variation in fibre volume fraction across and between the samples.
It was observed that when samples were manufactured with a layer of breather
fabric above the composite (a ‘breather topper’), large undulations would occur. It
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was speculated that these thickness variations could have a significant effect on the
laminate flexural behaviour as flexural stiffness is a function of thickness to the third
power. As such some 4-ply [0 90]S samples were made and measured that included
a silicone layer between the composite and the breather with the aim of improving
surface finish and thickness uniformity.
Figure A.1 shows two sample cross-sections that had been manufactured with
and without a silicone layer. While the layup configuration between samples varied,
it was felt acceptable to make direct comparisons between the samples as all the
laminates were constructed from unidirectional plies of the same material, thus no
major differences in the consolidation of the plies were expected.
Figures A.2a to A.2f show the tallies and the normal distributions assumed for
each ply-level parameter with a breather topper and with a silicone topper. It can
be seen that the standard deviation reduces across the board when a silicone topper
is used, and that the silicone reduces thicknesses. It can also be seen that the
assumption of normality of distribution is sometimes of limited validity.
A.2 Statistical Sensitivity Analysis
Once the distributions in ply-level properties were known, these were applied in a
Monte Carlo simulation that used Classical Laminate Analysis [167] to calculate
the A, B and D stiffness matrices, as well as the reduced flexural stiffness matrix
D∗ (see Eqn. 2.9) ten thousand times. Two quasi-isotropic (QI) laminates and a
cross-ply (XP) laminate (comprised of 0°and 90°plies) were chosen for investigation
to capture the maximum and minimum levels of anisotropy achievable with fibre
reinforced composites.
Table A.1 shows the mean values (µ), standard deviations (σ) and percentage co-









11) calculated from this analysis. The variations used were those found
for the silicone topper in Figures A.2b and A.2f, as well as a normal distribution of
ply angles measured by Steeves and Pellegrino [231].
It can be seen that for typical 4-ply QI laminates there are coefficients of variation
(CoV) up to almost 30%. Furthermore for these layups the variation in FVF and
fibre angles do not generally increase the CoV much above those observed for just
ply thickness. The only exception to this is for the flexure design parameters δa
and δb (which are not affected by ply thickness) and B11, although only for one QI
configuration. For the XP laminate (that exhibits maximum laminate anisotropy)
it can be seen that the CoV values do not increase by much either when other
variations are considered, except in σ.
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(a) Sample with [90 -65 -25 20] layup manufactured with breather
topper
(b) Sample with [0 90 90 0] layup manufactured with silicone topper
Figure A.1: Microscope images (10x magnification) showing cross-sections of two lami-
nates made from four plies of unidirectional prepreg.
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(a) Ply thickness variation with a breather top-
per
(b) Ply thickness variation with a silicone top-
per
(c) Laminate thickness variation with a
breather topper
(d) Laminate thickness variation with a silicone
topper
(e) Fibre Volume Fraction variation with a
breather topper
(f) Fibre Volume Fraction variation with a sili-
cone topper
Figure A.2: Histograms and normal distributions for various ply-level parameters when
a breather topping material or silicone topping material is used.
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Table A.1: Parameter mean values and standard deviations from the Monte Carlo sim-
ulation for various laminates. Underlined numbers indicate the ‘tool ply’ at




[45 0 90 -45] [90 45 -45 0] [0 0 90 90]




A11 3.23e7 2.70e6 8.34% 3.23e7 2.71e6 8.39% 4.08e7 3.45e6 8.46%
B11 1.05e3 1.75e2 16.6% -3.15e3 5.25e2 16.7% 4.20e3 7.06e2 16.8%
D11 4.89e-1 1.21e-1 24.8% 7.28e-1 1.82e-1 25.0% 7.70e-1 1.94e-1 25.2%
D∗11 2.23e-1 5.52e-2 24.8% 3.59e-1 8.97e-2 25.0% 3.34e-1 8.41e-2 25.2%
δa 9.51e-1 0 - 2.03e-1 0 - 1.37e-1 0 -





A11 3.47e7 3.32e6 9.57% 3.47e7 6.06e6 9.49% 4.40e7 4.17e6 9.48%
B11 1.12e3 2.36e2 21.0% -3.37e3 6.19e2 18.4% 4.49e3 7.91e2 17.6%
D11 5.23e-1 1.33e-1 25.4% 7.87e-1 2.02e-1 25.6% 8.31e-1 2.12e-1 25.5%
D∗11 2.39e-1 6.09e-2 25.5% 3.92e-1 9.94e-2 25.4% 3.68e-1 9.34e-2 25.4%
δa 9.54e-1 1.09e-2 1.14% 1.94e-1 8.84e-3 4.55% 1.25e-1 6.74e-3 5.38%
δb -1.72e-1 1.49e-2 8.64% 1.06e-1 5.43e-3 5.14% 0 0 -
All
Variations
A11 3.47e7 3.27e6 9.42% 3.47e7 3.34e6 9.61% 4.39e7 4.17e6 9.49%
B11 1.12e3 3.32e3 29.7% -3.36e3 6.26e2 18.6% 4.48e3 7.89e2 17.6%
D11 5.24e-1 1.31e-1 25.0% 7.86e-1 2.04e-1 26.0% 8.29e-1 2.11e-1 25.4%
D∗11 2.40e-1 6.03e-2 25.1% 3.91e-1 1.01e-1 25.9% 3.67e-1 9.28e-2 25.3%
δa 9.49e-1 4.84e-2 5.10% 1.97e-1 2.06e-2 10.5% 1.27e-1 7.22e-3 5.67%
δb -1.69e-1 4.34e-2 25.6% 1.05e-1 3.00e-2 28.6% 0 2.49e-2 -
A.3 Discussion & Conclusion
In terms of the Monte Carlo analysis, the predicted CoV values seemed very high.
Up to 30% deviation in the flexural properties of a laminate should have a significant
effect on the theoretical geometries of the helices. When manufacturing the lattice
prototypes there was negligible geometric variation between the helices, suggesting
that these flexural property variations are very localised and average-out across the
structure.
Even if these are localised effects, there is reason to believe that the current Monte
Carlo analysis is simply too conservative. Each parameter is currently treated in-
dependently meaning that, for example, it is possible for all the plies to exist with
large thicknesses. It was often observed in the microscope images however, that
generally where one ply is thicker, the adjacent plies are thinner, and the overall
laminate thickness is uniform throughout. In this case the thickness parameters are
not independent of each other as some ply compaction from adjacent plies is ob-
served. Figure A.3 shows a plot of individual ply thicknesses with the corresponding
laminate thickness, and it can be seen that a slight positive correlation exists be-
tween the these two values for a [0 90]S laminate. This correlation suggests that
parameter independence should not be assumed, and that a deeper understanding
of the interplay between ply-level parameters is required for greater accuracy.
Furthermore the distributions assumed for the ply-level properties may not be
truly representative. While normality seems appropriate for individual ply thick-
nesses (see Figures A.2a and A.2b), the assumption of normality does not look as
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appropriate for laminate thicknesses and FVFs (see Figures A.2c to A.2f). Fit-
ness tests (e.g. Chi squared or Anderson-Darling) should be carried out at 5% and
10% levels of significance to check these assumptions, and alternative distributions
applied if necessary.
Figure A.3: Individual ply thicknesses for each layer plotted against their corresponding
total laminate thickness. Plies 2 and 3 were assumed to be equal thickness
as their boundary was not identifiable under the microscope due to their
identical fibre angle.
Results of this analysis suggest that large local variations in stiffness properties
can exist, and future work should focus on how to correctly model these and under-
stand their effect on failure modes. The use of thin-ply technologies to expand the





The following appendix describes the steps used to construct FE models of the
mechanically-pressed lattices in Chapter 4 using Abaqus/Standard 2016 CAE.
Due to the complexity of applying mechanical prestress this is multi-model pro-
cess where the helices are deformed into their assembly configurations, and the
deformed geometries and stress states from these are imported into a final model
for assembly. This is because modelling the prestressing deformation is the easiest
way to accurately obtain the state of mechanical prestress, and connectors cannot
then be added in the same model after this has taken place.
Mechanical prestress typically takes two forms: 1) assembling the helices into a
lattice with a different radius to the manufactured state, and 2) reversing the hand-
edness of the helices (i.e. helices placed on the tool as right-handed are assembled
into the lattice by bending them back to become left-handed).
B.1 Model 1 - Including Radial Prestress
Follow Steps 1-4 for the simple lattice, although different lengths of helices or bolt
separations will mean that the bolt locations will not align currently. After this
coupling constrains are applied to the bolt locations and rotated to cause the helices
to ‘twist-in’ thereby changing the radius for assembly.
1. Create the coupling constraints
(a) Create “Reference Points” (RPs) on the helix axis that align with the
bolt locations, i.e. there should be one RP for every four bolt nodes
(b) Define kinematic “Coupling” constraints for each set of four bolt nodes:
the RPs should act as the control points, and the bolt nodes as the surface
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points. Radial translation should be left unconstrained. This should look
like a series of bicycle spokes.
2. Create the Step
(a) One nonlinear “Static, General” step should be sufficient for this model.
(b) A “Restart Request” must be selected from the “Output” tab to enable
the final state to be imported into the assembly model.
3. Apply Boundary Conditions
(a) The four bolt nodes at one end of the lattice need to remain stationary
in space, but allowed to rotate and translate along the radial axis.
(b) Apply rotational boundary conditions to each RP, fixing everything ex-
cept axial translation, and defining the required axial rotation increments
to ensure correct ‘twist-in’ and alignment of the bolt nodes.
A predefined temperature field can also be applied in Model 1 to include states
of thermal prestress.
B.2 Model 2 - Reversing the Helix Directions
This model applies the next stage of mechanical prestress using the imported geom-
etry and stress state from Model 1.
1. Import Previous Model State
(a) Make a copy of Model 1 to be the base of Model 2.
(b) Delete all previous constraints and boundary conditions.
(c) In the initial step apply an “Initial State” predefined field to the entire
model. Type the name of the previous job with the output request, use
the last step and frame and be sure to update the reference configuration.
2. Create the Step
(a) As per Model 1 (including the restart request)
3. Apply Boundary Conditions
(a) The four bolt nodes at one end of the lattice need to be fully-fixed.
(b) Each set of four bolt holes needs to have similar boundary conditions
applies, except that an axial displacement must be included that will
cause the lattice to align in its correct, ‘bent-back’ configuration.
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B.3 Model 3 - Assembling and Testing the Helix
Once the helices in Model 2 are aligned properly (i.e. all bolt locations match up)
then Model 3 can be created. Using a copy of Model 2 to make Model 3, remove
unnecessary boundary conditions then define an “Initial State” predefined field to
import the ‘bent-back’ geometry and stress state. Once this is done “Wire” features
and “Hinge” connectors can be applied to complete the assembly as before with the
simpler helix models. Model 3 can then become a temperature, displacement or
force-controlled model as described previously.
B.4 Modelling Experimental Effects
Steel wires were used to suspend the lattices in an oven while they were heated. The
effect of these can be added by including a gravity load (as previously described) and
two “Wire” features. Datum points and RPs can be used to set the fixed positions
of the wires in space, and a “Join” connector can be used to attach the wires to
two bolt locations to mimic the experiments. Fully-fixed boundary conditions then
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